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I. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The general aim of this research project has been to test several important hypotheses about
the electrophysiology of the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). We have used the hypothalamic slice
preparation and a combination of electrophysiological techniques (i.e., extracellular single- and multi-
unit recording, intracellular recording, and whole-cell patch clamp). Our first project was to
determine whether glutamate is the transmitter mediating the retinal input to the SCN, and in
particular whether non-NMDA and NMDA receptors generate EPSPs in SCN neurons. We have
also tested the hypothesis that activation of GABAA receptors and increased chloride conductance
mediate fast inhibitory input to SCN neurons. We have studied the intrinsic electrophysiological
properties of SCN neurons, and have tested the hypothesis that they are homogeneous across the
SCN. We have attempted to identify distinct groups of cells with different electrophysiological
properties, and in particular test for the presence of low-threshold calcium spikes and inwaid
rectification. Another set of experiments has examined the role of amino acid transmitters in
generation of the circadian rhythm of electrical activity observed in the SCN. These latter
experiments have also provided exciting new data for the presence of non-synaptic mechanisms of
synchronization in the SCN. Thus, several interrelated projects, directly in line with our original
proposal, have been completed or are underway concerning the electrophysiology of SCN neurons.

Under the partial support of the AFOSR, we have also undertaken electrophysiological studies
of other hypothalamic nuclei. The paraventricular nucleus (PVN) contains a diverse population of
neuroendocrine cells responsible for the secretion of such important hormones as vasopressin and
corticotropin-releasing factor. We completed an extensive series of experiments on the PVN; these
studies were aimed at defining the different classes of neurons based on their electrophysiological
properties, and then evaluating the role that glutamate plays as an excitatory transmitter to the
different cell types of this nucleus. The preoptic area is another hypothalamic area responsible for
a variety of homeostatic mechanisms, and we have performed experiments aimed at defining the
electrophysiological properties and neurotransmitters of neurons in the preoptic area. Recently, we
completed a patch-clamp analysis of spontaneous synaptic currents of supraoptic nucleus (SON)
neurons with the goal of understanding synaptic mechanisms of neuroendocrine cells in more
detail.

II. STATUS OF RESEARCH

A. Suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN)

1. Intracellular electrophysiology

a. Excitatory amino acids

Intracellular recordings were obtained from over 100 SCN neurons in horizontal or
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parasagittal slices from rats and guinea pigs. Retinal input activated by optic nerve stimulation
evoked excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) and virtually no inhibitory postsynaptic potentials
(IPSPs) in SCN neurons. Our experiments documented that the antagonist for AMPA/kainate-type
amino acid receptors, 6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (DNQX, 1-10 AM), blocked EPSPs in a
concentration-dependent and reversible manner. The selective N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
receptor antagonist, DL-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (AP5, 50-100 JLM) did not significantly
and consistently affect the EPSPs at resting or hyperpolarized membrane potentials; however, when
SCN neurons were depolarized, AP5 blocked or depressed a slow component of the EPSPs. Similar
data were obtained for EPSPs in response to stimulation at other sites. These results demonstrate
that both non-NMDA and NMDA receptors mediate excitatory synaptic transmission from both
retinal input and from other CNS sites, and that NMDA receptors are important when SCN cells are
depolarized. A paper on this work was published in the Journal of Physiology (Kim and Dudek,
1991), and reprints are enclosed.

b. Gamma-amino-butyric acid (GABA)

Another series of experiments were aimed at studying inhibitory synaptic mechanisms in the
SCN. Electrical stimulation dorsocaudal to the SCN evoked ISPSs in 33 of 36 neurons, and
spontaneous IPSPs were present in every neuron. Spontaneous and evoked fast IPSPs were
hyperpolarizing at resting potential and had a reversal potential - -75 mV. With KCI electrodes,
the IPSPs were positive going. The IPSPs were blocked by bicuculline, a GABAA receptor
antagonist. Bicucuiline-resistant hyperpolarizing potentials, similar in time-course to the fast IPSPs,
also occurred spontaneously and could be evoked by electrical stimulation of the optic nerve or
dorsocaudal site. A fast prepotential always preceded these hyperpolarizing potentials, and injection
of hyperpolarizing currents blocked these events, thus indicating they were not synaptic in origin.
No slow IPSPs were detected in SCN neurons. These data provide evidence that SCN neurons
receive extensive GABAergic input and that GABAA receptors and an increase in chloride
conductance mediate these inhibitory synaptic mechanisms. A paper on these data is in press in the
Journal of Physiology (Kim and Dudek, 1992), and copies of the proofs are enclosed.

c. Membrane properties

Recent studies have been aimed at evaluating whether the electrophysiological properties of
SCN neurons are homogeneous or heterogeneous, and whether distinct classes of neurons can be
identified. We focused on the subpopulation of neurons that demonstrably received retinal input, as
determined by recording short-latency EPSPs to optic nerve stimulation (Kim and Dudek, 1991).
Considerable effort has been spent on a quantitative analysis of the electrophysiology of SCN
neurons, primarily with sharp electrodes (but also more recently with patch electrodes). The
experiments with sharp electrodes have indicated that individual action potentials are relatively short
in duration, and are followed by a pronounced hyperpolarizing afterpotential. Spike inactivation,
spike broadening and frequency accommodation occurred consistently during depolarizing current
pulses, and an after-hyperpolarization routinely followed a burst of action potentials. The membrane
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time constant of these neurons ranged from 7 to 21 msec (mean 11.4 + 0.7 msec). The input
resistance of these neurons was 105 to 626 megohms (mean 301 + 23 megohms) with sharp
electrodes. Although there was some variability in these properties, no distinct groups were found
when analyses were made across the neuronal population. Some neurons did show slight time- and
voltage-dependent inward rectification, and these neurons had a higher spontaneous firing rate and
were more excitable. Some neurons also had low-threshold calcium spikes, although other neurons
clearly lacked them. Most neurons fired spontaneously; those neurons with a firing rate > 6 Hz had
a regular firing pattern, whereas neurons that fired <4 Hz had an irregular pattern. Altering the
firing rate with injected current changed the firing pattern. These results suggest that: (1) SCN
neurons receiving optic nerve input are not electrophysiologically homogeneous, and yet they do not
appear to form distinct classes of electrophysiological cell types, (2) time-dependent inward
rectification and the capacity to generate low-threshold calcium spikes are limited to only a sub-
population of neurons, (3) inward rectification is associated with an increased spontaneous firing rate,
and (4) firing pattern is related to firing rate, probably more than to cell type. These
electrophysiological properties have also been observed with whole-cell patch-clamp techniques, but
voltage-clamp studies on these properties are needed. Another manuscript is in press in the Journal
of Physiology concerning the sharp-electrode experiments on membrane properties.

2. Role of amino acid transmitters in the circadian rhythm of electrical activity
in the SCN

Preliminary experiments have been performed on the long-term objective of understanding
the possible role of glutamate and GABA in the expression of the circadian rhythm of electrical
activity in the SCN. Yona Bouskila, a graduate student in our laboratory, developed a procedure
for using multi-unit extracellular recordings to study the circadian rhythm of electrical activity. This
technique has the advantage over single-unit recordings of being less labor-intensive because one does
not have to continuously search for single-unit action potentials during an experiment to sample the
population. Furthermore, it is more objective because it removes any possibility of experimental bias
in obtaining recordings from cells. We undertook a series of experiments examining the effects of
excitatory and inhibitory amino-acid-receptor antagonists on the circadian rhythm of electrical
activity. Our preliminary data indicate that there is a circadian rhythm of multi-unit activity even
when these transmitter receptors are blocked pharmacologically. We have so far only recorded for
slightly more than one day, and we wish to extend the duration of our recordings so that we can
evaluate 2 or even 3 days of electrical activity. We also plan to use animals whose circadian rhythm
has been shifted by 12 hours, so that if we perform the experiment at the same time of the day, we "S ton Fe
can control for any other variables that could generate this apparent circadian rhythm of electrical ;
activity in our hypothalamic slices. Future experiments will thus provide a more definitive test of •rt.y
the hypothesis that the circadian rhythm of electrical activity can persist after blockade of amino acid .Qotneoe
receptors and fast synaptic potentials. If1 teat Ior-
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3. Non-chemical-synaptic mechanisms of synchronization of the SCN

Several independent observations in the literature concerning the SCN and circadian rhythms
have suggested that the electrical activity of SCN neurons can be synchronized by mechanisms that
do not involve chemical synaptic transmission. We found that bursts of electrical activity occurred
when hypothalamic slices were bathed in a low-calcium solution for several hours. Multi-unit
recordings showed that populations of SCN neurons had their bursts of activity roughly
synchronized, and dual recordings from adjacent areas confirmed that in one SCN the bursts
occurred synchronously across the population. The bursts in one SCN were not, however,
synchronized with bursts in the contralateral SCN. A mixture of NMDA, non-NMDA, and GABAA
receptor antagonists had no effect upon the synchronicity of the bursts. Whole-cell patch-clamp
recordings confirmed that the low-calcium solution blocked the evoked EPSPs and IPSPs, and the
mixture of antagonists blocked the remaining spontaneous PSPs. These results indicate that
synchronous neuronal activity can occur in the SCN without active chemical synapses, thus strongly
suggesting that a different mechanism of communication exists in the SCN. The possible
mechanisms include electrotonic coupling via gap junctions among SCN neurons, ephaptic
interactions, and shifts in the concentration of extracellular ions such as potassium; future
experiments will attempt to evaluate these mechanisms in the SCN. This approach derives from our
earlier AFOSR-supported research on non-synaptic mechanisms of synchronization in the
hippocampus (Dudek, Obenaus, and Tasker, 1990). An abstract (Bouskila and Dudek, 1992) has
been submitted and a manuscript on these findings is enclosed.

B. Other hypothalamic regions

1. Paraventricular nucleus (PVN)

We have undertaken an extensive series of experiments involving intracellular recording and
staining with subsequent immunohistochemical identification of neurons in the PVN. Three general
types of neurons, based on electrophysiological properties, have been identified in and around the
PVN. Combined electrophysiological, anatomical and immunohistochemical studies indicate that one
can delineate (1) magnocellular neuroendocrine cells, (2) parvocellular neurons, and (3) other types
of neurons outside the PVN. In essence, these studies showed that distinct electrophysiological
properties are associated with anatomically specific cell types in the PVN (Tasker and Dudek, 1991;
Hoffman, Tasker and Dudek, 1991). Selective non-NMDA receptor antagonists effectively blocked
EPSPs in all of these different types of PVN cells (van den Pol, Wuarin and Dudek, 1990, Wuarin
and Dudek, 1991). More recent studies have shown that these different types of PVN neurons have
NMDA receptors that mediate excitatory synaptic transmission when the cells are depolarized
(Wuarin and Dudek, 1991). Reprints of these papers are enclosed.

B:AFRP92.rpt 6
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2. Supraoptic nucleus (SON)

Using whole-cell patch clamp techniques with the hypothalamic slice preparation, we have
re-examined synaptic mechanisms in the SON. Our earlier work supported by this grant provided
electrophysiological evidence that glutamate acting on non-NMDA receptors mediates fast EPSPs in
this nucleus. Other studies suggest that GABA mediates IPSPs in the SON. We analyzed
spontaneous synaptic currents with the whole-cell patch-clamp technique because of the improved
signal-to-noise ratio available with this technique. Bicuculline blocked all fast inhibitory postsynaptic
currents (IPSCs), and CNQX blocked all of the excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs). Thus, we
have confirmed with the more sensitive technique of whole-cell patch recording that all of the fast
EPSCs and IPSCs appear to be mediated by glutamate and GABA acting of AMPA/kainate and
GABAA receptors respectively. An abstract has been submitted (Wuarin and Dudek, 1992) and a
copy of a submitted manuscript is also included.

3. Preoptic area

We have undertaken electrophysiological and anatomical studies in the preoptic area of the
hypothalamus. We tested the hypothesis that this anatomically heterogeneous population of neurons
is electrophysiologically heterogeneous. A series of intracellular electrophysiological experiments
demonstrated that virtually all the cells have low-threshold calcium spikes and linear current-voltage
relations. Additional evidence with the whole-cell patch-clamp technique has been obtained that
glutamate and GABA mediate synaptic events here, as in other hypothalamic regions. A manuscript
on this work is enclosed (Hoffman et al, in preparation), and an abstract on the patch-clamp
recordings has been submitted (Hoffman, Wuarin and Dudek, 1992).

C. Conclusions

Retinal input generates fast EPSPs and no IPSPs, and stimulation of other sites around the
SCN causes both fast EPSPs and fast IPSPs. Glutamate and GABA mediate most if not all fast
EPSPs and IPSPs in the SCN. Glutamate acts on non-NMDA receptors at resting potential, but
NMDA receptors contribute to the EPSPs when the neurons are depolarized. Only fast IPSPs (no
slow IPSPs) have been observed in SCN neurons; GABAA receptors and an increase in CI"
conductance generate these IPSPs. These pharmacological and ionic properties of synaptic events
appear to be identical to other hypothalamic neurons, including those in the SON, PVN, arcuate
nucleus and preoptic area.

In terms of intrinsic membrane properties, the SCN appears more similar to the PVN than
to the SON or preoptic area. That is, the latter two hypothalamic areas are relatively homogeneous
in terms of cell types, whereas the PVN is not homogeneous and does have relatively distinct cell
types. Although we have not yet identified distinct cell types in the SCN, when future
electrophysiological data with patch electrodes are combined with anatomical and

B:AFRP92.rpt 7
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immunocytochemical results (including intracellular staining), distinct groups of neurons may become
apparent.

Combined extracellular and intracellular recordings on groups of SCN neurons indicate that
synchronization can occur without active chemical synaptic mechanisms. Additional research from
our lab and others suggests that non-chemical-synmptic mechanisms synchronize SCN neurons during
the circadian rhythm. Future research needs to be aimed at identifying the synaptic and non-synaptic
mechanisms of local neuronal communication that operate in the SCN, and determine if and how they
contribute to the circadian rhythm of electrical activity in the SCN.
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V. INTERACTIONS

At the 1990 Winter Conference on Brain Research, Drs. E. Dudek, M. Gillette, M. Rea and
A. van den Pol participated in a workshop on the SCN. All of us also attended the 1991 meeting
and have several informal discussions on our research.
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VI. NEW DISCOVERIES, INVENTIONS OR PATENT DISCLOSURES--none, other than the
research findings described below.

VII. OTHER STATEMENTS

In the next month or two, I plan to submit a renewal grant application to follow-up the
progress we have made over the last few years toward gaining an understanding of the function of
the SCN at a cell and membrane level. At the present time my plan is to focus the grant on local
neuronal interactions. We will use glutamate microstimulation and whole-cell patch-clamp recordings
to test the hypothesis that local GABAergic neurons generate the fast IPSCs to SCN neurons. We
will also modify our slice preparation (possibly use sterile techniques, etc.) to obtain recordings that
hopefully last for 2-3 days so that we can test more rigorously the hypothesis that the circadian
rhythm of electrical activity in the SCN does not depend on amino-acid-mediated neurotransmission.
If these experiments support our preliminary data (above), this will strongly suggest that non-synaptic
mechanisms are important in synchronizing neurons during the circadian rhythm of SCN electrical
activity. Finally, several possible experiments are being considered to study non-chemical-synaptic
mechanisms of synchronization, with particular emphasis on electrotonic coupling and gap junctions.

B:AFRP92.rpt 10
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Osmolality-induced changes in extracellular volume alter epileptiform
bursts independent of chemical synapses in the rat: importance of

non-synaptic mechanisms in hippocampal epileptogenesis

F. Edward Dudek, Andre Obenaus and Jeffrey G. Tasker

Menial Retardation Research Center, UCLA School of Medicine. Los Angeles, CA t U.S.A.)

(Received 6 July 1990; Revised version received 24 August 1990; Accepted 24 August 1990)

Key words: Hippocampus: Epilepsy; Synchrony; Osmolality; Calcium

The contribution of non-synaptic mechanisms to the seizure susceptibility of r,, CAI hippocampal pyramidal cells was examined in vitro by testing
the effects of osmolality on synchronous neuronal activity, using solutions which blocked chemical synaptic transmission both pre- and post-
synaptically. Decreases in osmolality, which shrink the extracellular volume, caused or enhanced epileptiform bursting. Increases in osmolality with
membrane-impermeant solutes. which expand the extracellular volume, blocked or greatly reduced epileptiform discharges. Reductions in the extra-
cellular volume, therefore, can enhance synchronization among CA I hippocampal neurons through non-synaptic mechanisms. Sinxe similar osmotic
treatments are known to modify epileptiform discharges in several modeis of epilepsy, non-synaptic mechanisms are probably more important in
hippocampal epileptogenesis than previously realized and may contribute to the high susceptibility of this brain region to epileptic seizures in animals
and humans. These data also provide a possible explanation for the observation in humans that decreased plasma osmolality, which can be associated
with a wide range of clinical syndromes, leads to seizures,

Chemical synapses are clearly the dominant form of epileptiform activity, but the mechanisms underlying the
neuronal communication under normal conditions, but effects of osmolality have been unclear because chemical
non-synaptic mechanisms (i.e. electrical field effects or synapses were operative. We now test the hypothesis
ephaptic interactions, changes in extracellular [K '], and that the extracellular volume determines the strength of
electrotonic coupling through gap junctions) may be cri- non-synaptic mechanisms of neuronal interaction and is
tically important in abnormal states, such as epilepsy therefore an important fact, c .,, hippocampal epilepto-
[12, 28]. Several laboratories independently showed that genesis. This study shows that even when chemical
low-[Ca2 ÷] solutions, which block chemical synaptic synapses have been demonstrably blocked both pre- and
transmission, give rise to spontaneous bursts of syn- postsynaptically, synchronized electrical activity of CAI
chronized activity in hippocampal slices [17. 20. 25]; this hippocampal pyramidal cells is still sensitive in a pre-
suggests that mechanisms other than chemical synapses dictable manner to changes in the osmolality of the
can synchronize the electrical activity of hippocampal extracellular fluid. These data emphasize the important
neurons. However. whether chemical synapses were role that non-synaptic mechanisms play in synchronizing
completely blocked and thus whether non-synaptic the electrical activity of CAl hippocampal neurons,
mechanisms are sufficient for neuronal synchronization which may contribute to their high sensitivity to seizure-
in the hippocampus has been questioned [9]. Changes in and hypoxia-induced damage under clinical conditions.
the osmolality of the extracellular fluid alter cellular Conventional techniques were used for the piepara-
volume [15] and would be expected to modify the ef- tion and in vitro maintenance of rat hippocampal slices
fectiveness of non-synaptic mechanisms of neuronal syn- (400 pm). The normal extracellular solution contained
chronization. Experiments on cortical brain slices [2. 27] (in mM): NaCI 124, KCI 3.0, CaCI, 2.4, NaHCO3 26,
and on animal models of epilepsy [5. 6] have shown that MgSO 4 2.0. NaH 2PO 4 1.24 and glucose 10. The low-
changes in the osmolality of the extracellular fluid alter [Ca2 1] solution contained (in mM): CaCI2 0, EGTA 1.0,

6.7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (DNQX) 0.03 and D.L-

Correspondence F.E. Dudek. Mental Retardation Research Center. 2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoate (AP5) 0.03. The sol-
UCLA School of Medicine. 760 Westwood Plaza (NPI 58-258). Los utions were saturated with 95% 02 and 5% CO 2
Angeles, CA 90024. U.S.A. (pH=7.4) and maintained at 34'C. Intracellular and
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extracellular recordings were obtained from the cell under these conditions. Intracellular and extracellular
body layer of CAl. The osmolality of these solutions synaptic responses to both single and repetitive (12 and
was measured with a vapor-pressure osmometer. 24 Hz) stimuli were completely eliminated (Fig. IA,B).

The interpretation that chemical synaptic transmis- Within 30-120 min after application of low-[Ca 2 ÷]
sion is blocked in low-[Ca 2 ÷] solutions has been ques- 5olution, spontaneous bursts of synchronized compound
tioned on two grounds [9]. First, although low-[Ca 2÷]- action potentials ('population spikes') usually occurred
solutions block synaptic responses to single stimuli [17. at regular intervals (Fig. IC). Low-[Ca2 +] solutiot~s in-
20, 25], they may not block completely the facilitated re- crease neuronal excitability by lowering threshold for ac-
sponse to repetitive stimulation [19]. Second, previous tion potential generation [13]. The increased excitability
studies [17, 20, 25] could not rule out a possible contribu- and repetitive firing of action potentials probably initiate
tion of depolarization-induced, calcium-independent the synchronous bursts that occur in these solutions [26].
transmitter release- although such a hypothetical mecha- Dilution of the extracellular medium with 5-20% H2 0,
:i~sm might not cause synaptic potentials, it could lead which causes cell swelling and a reduction of the extra-
to increased transmitter levels in the extracellular space.
In the present study, we used both a low-[Ca 2 1] solution
(i.e. Ca2l omitted) with I mM EGTA as a presynaptic
block, and high concemiiations (30 pM) of the excitatory
amino acid antagonists DNQX and AP5 to block the
postsynaptic effects of glutamate. Numerous studies
have clearly shown that these concentrations (or lower
ones) of quinoxalinediones and AP5 are sufficient to
abolish excitatory chemical synaptic transmission and/or A
synaptically mediated epileptiform bursts in the hippo- I
campus [7, 14. 16, 22, 23]. A ;-aminobutyric acid INTRA
(GABA) antagonist was not added to the extracellular • •

solution (even though spontaneous release of GABA EXTRA

might occur in low-[Cal'] solutions), because GABA _'
would tend to depr,-ss activity, and inhibitory postsy-
naptic potentials (IPSPs) would not synchronize neurons 20 mV

10 mV

5 msec

Fig. 1. Pre- and postsynaptic blockade of chemical synapses and subse-

quent development of epileptiform activity in the CAI area of rat hip-
pocampal slices. A: synaptic responses to electrical stimulation of stra- B
turn radiatum in normal medium. Intracellular recordings (INTR'.
single response) showed a typical excitatory postsynaptic potential INTRA
(FPSP) with a superimpos..Y action potential. Extracellular field poten- __

tials (EXTRA. average of 5 responses) displayed a positive-going
population EPSP and a faster, negative-going population spike. B: pre- EXTRA
and postsynaptic block of chemical synaptic transmission. Ca2 -de-
pendent release of synaptic transmitter from presynaptic terminals was
blocked with low-Ka- I solutions (i.e. Cal* omitted) containing
I mM F(JTA. Postsynaptic excitatory amino acid receptors were
blocked with the non-NMDA antagonist. 6.7-dinitro,-uinoxaline-2.3.-
dione (DNQX. 30 INM). and the NMDA antigonist. D.L-2-amino-5- C
phosphonopenianoate (APS. 30 NM). In nornai solutions. DNQX and
AP5 (3(0 iM) abolished s)naptic responses in CAI pyramidal cells.
S.naptic responses were consistently and completely eliminated to
single and repetitive stimuli (12 and 24 H7. 0.5 ms for 10 s). The intra-

cellular and extracellular responses are averages of the last 20 res-
ponses to 241 Hz stimulation. Calibrations are the same as in (A).
C: spontaneous bursts of population spikes after blockade of chemical 5 mV
synaptic tra:wsmission. Within 40 min. most slices had spontaneous 30 sec
bursts of population spikes in the CAI area. During each burst. a nega-
live shift in extracellular potential was followed by repetitive popula-
tion spikes. which are shown at slow (above) and fast (below) time 5 mV

scales. 2 sec
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cellular volume [ 151, induced or greatly enhanced epilep- can alter epileptiform activity both in vitro and in vivo
tiform bursts in 5-10 min (n=9, Fig. 2A). Conversely, [2, 5, 6, 27]. Although there is evidence that the observed
addition of a membrane-impermeant solute (i.e. 5-40 osmotic effects were not due to chemical synapses [2, 271,
mM sucrose or mannitol), which causes cell shrinkage it is impossible to rule out a contribution from chemical
and a resultant increase of the extracellular volume, transmission in these studies. Indeed, some of the avail-
reversibly blocked or depressed the spontaneous epilep- able data have suggested that these osmotic effects
tiform bursts in 15-30 min (n = 9, Fig. 2B). Changes in potentially involve or depend upon chemical synapses [2,

* extracellular resistance, indicative of alterations in extra- 6]. Increased extracellular space under hyperosmotic
cellular volume, have been measured previously in the conditions could allow faster diffusion of transmitter
CAI area during similar changes in osmolality [27]. Gly- away from synaptic receptors; on the other hand, the
cerol (5-40 mM), a membrane-permeant solute, had lit- concentration of transmitter could be increased if the
tIe or no effect on the bursts during a 30-min application extracellular space %as reduced in solutions of lowered
(n=6, Fig. 2C). These experiments demonstrate that in- osmolality. In the present study, however, non-synaptic
creases or decreases in the osmolality of the extracellular mechanisms must account for the effects of osmolality
medium and their associated effects on extracellular on epileptiform activity, since chemical synapses were
volume can depress or enhance, respectively, epilepti- completely blocked.
form bursts. These effects occur even when chemical Intense activity of cortical neurons is knowr to cause
synaptic transmission has been unequivocally blocked, cell swelling and concomitant shrinkage of the extracel-
Therefore, mechanisms that depend on the size of the lular volume [10, !I], similar to what would be expected
extracellular space and are independent of chemical in hypoosmotic solutions. Our data strongly suggest that
synapses are responsible for the generation and/or syn- activity-dependent reductions in extracellular volume
chronization of these epileptiform bursts, and subsequent enhancement of non-synaptic mecha-

If non-synaptic mechanisms play a major role in the nisms of neuronal excitation are part of an important
synchronization of hippocampal neurons, and thus sig- positive-feedback loop that contributes to the induction
nificantly augment the susceptibility of the hippocampus and maintenance of epileptogenesis. Non-synaptic
to epileptic seizures, then experimental alteration of the mechanisms of neuronal interaction may contribute to
extracellular volume should affect epileptiform bursting. the high seizure susceptibility of CAI pyramidal cells,
Previous studies have shown that changes in osmolality and to the sercitivity of this area to seizure- and

A B C
CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL

20% H:,O 20 mM SUCROSE 20 mM GLYCEROL

WASH WASH WASH

30 mSy

30 sec 30 sec

Fig. 2. Effects of osmolality on epileptiform bursts after blockade of chemical synapses. It is well-known that water moves into cells and causes
swelling in hypoosmotic solutions, and that water moves out of cells and leads to shrinkage in hyperosmotic solutions if the added solutes are mem-

brane impermeant [151. A: induction of epileptiform bursts by hypoosmotic medium (20% HO: -35 mOsm). In those slices where spontaneous
bursts did not occur, dilution of the fluid reversibly induced synchronous bursts of population spikes. B: block of spontaneous epileptiform bursts

with hyperosmotic medium. Addition of 20 mM sucrose (+ 30 mOsm). an impermeant solute, to the perfusion medium blocked epileptiform bursts.
C: lack of effect of a membrane-permeant solute. Addition of glycerol had no effect on spontaneous epileptiform bursts.
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Glutamate, the Dominant Excitatory Transmitter in of imiunogold particles over axons to their
Neuroendocrine Reg-ulation postsynaptic dcndrites was 5:1 ,a ratio sun-

ilar to that found with unmunogold staining
nm glutamatergic axons in other brain re-

ANrHONY N. VAN DEN POL,* JEAN-PIERRE WuARUN, F. EDWARD DUDEK gions (7-9).
Neurons responding to glutamate show

an increase in intracellular Ca2 (10), which
Glutamate has been found to play an unexpectedly important role in neuroendocrine mediates a wide variety of biochemical
regulation in the hypothalamus, as revealed in converging experiments with ultrastruc- events in the cell. To study the Ca" re-
tural immunocytochemistry, optical physiology with a calcium-sensitive dye, and sponse of neurons from the medial hypo-
intraceilular electrical recording. There were large amounts of glutamate in boutons thalamus, we grew cells in monolayer pri-
making synaptic contact with neuroendocrine neurons in the arcuate, paraventricular, mary tissue culture on glass cover slips (11);
and supraoptic nuclei. Almost all medial hypothalamic neurons responded to gluta- after the development of synaptic contacts,
mate and to the glutamate agonists quisqualate and kainate with a consistent increase the response of neurons to glutamate was
in intracellular calcium. In all magnoceilular and parvocellular neurons of the studied with the Cal* indicator dye fluo-3
paraventricular and arcuate nuclei tested, the non-NMDA (non-N-methyl-D-aspar- by digital video microscopy (12). We exam-
tate) glutamate antagonist CNQX (cyano-2,3-dihydroxy-7-nitroquinoxaline) reduced ined the response of neurons to glutamate
electrically stimulated and spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic potentials, suggesting and related substances in a microscope per-
that the endogenous neurotransmitter is an excitatory amino acid acting primarily on fusion chamber where glutamate and its
non-NMDA receptors. These results indicate that glutamate plays a major, widespread agonists could be serially added to the per-
role in the control of neuroendocrine neurons. fusion medium. Nearly all neurons (93.1%

of 522 cells) showed an increase in Ca2 in
HE NEUROENDOCRINE HYPOaT-HAL- postsynaptic neurons (n = 9) in the paraven- response to glutamate (1 to 100 PM) (Fig.
amus has been a fertile ground for tricular nucleus were large (28 to 35 am in 2). Similarly, the glutamate agonists kainare
the discovery of necuoactive sub- diameter) magnocellular neurons containing and quisqualate induced a Ca'+ rise in al-

stances. In the search for new transmitters large (200 run) dense-core vesicles immu- most all the cells (kainate: 90.1% of 121
one important classical neurotransmitter, noreactive for oxytocin and vasopressin- cells; quisqualate: 92.8% of 168 cells). Cells
glutamate, has practically been ignored with neurophysin. Glutamate-immunoreactive that responded to one agonist generally
respect to its contribution to neuroendo- boutons contained small, dear, round vesi- responded to all three. A minor response to
crinc regulation (1, 2). However, our data des apposed to an asymmetrical synaptic the glutamate agonist V-methyl-D-aspartate
suggest that glutamate accounts for the ma- specialization; dense-core vesicles, sugges- (NMDA) was seen in some cells.
jority of excitatory synapses in the neuroen- tive of peptide colocalization, were also To investigate the nature of the endoge-
docrnne hypothalamus. We tested whether found in the presynaptic boutons. The ratio nous neurotransmitter, we used intracellu-
glutamate occurs in high concentrations in a lhr recording from coronal hypothalamic
subset of presnaptic axons; whether hypo- .. slices (500 pirm) and tested whether the
thalamic neurons respond to glutamate, to W7, non-NMDA glutamate antagonist cvano-
what extent, and through which receptor; • "' 2,3-dihydroxy-7-nitroquinoxaline (CNQX)
and whether the postsynaptic response to '.-- , blocked the excitatory postsynaptic poten-
the naturally released neurotransmitter can tials (EPSPs) in the arcuate and paraventric-
be blocked by glutamate antagonists. ,. ular nuclei. If glutamate is an important

Characterized rabbit antisera raised endogenous transmitter in neuroendocrine
against glutamate (3) were used to label circuits, EPSPs should be blocked by agents
hypothalamic ultrathin sections with that block activation of the glutamate recep-
postembedding silver-intensified gold parti- tor. Bath application of 3 paM CNQX re-
cles (4, 5). Immunoreactive axons were duced, and 30 jaM CNQX blocked almost
found in synaptic contact with dendrites and completely, spontaneous EPSPs. Electrical
ceU bodies in all regions of the neuroendo- stimulation lateral to the paraventricular nu-
crinc mediobasal hypothalamus examined, cleus or dorsal to the arcuate nucleus elicited
including the magnocellular and parvocellu- EPSPs in the respective areas. Although
lar paravenci-cular (Fig. 1), supraoptic, and many axons and pathways were electrically
arcuate nuclei. These regions represent the stimulated in these experiments, CNQX
final common neuronal pathway regulating blocked EPSPs in a dose-dependent manner
endocrine secretions. Serial ultrathin sec- , (Fig. 3) (13). This effect was observed in
tions revealed that all cells (n =14) studied every cell of the 26 tested (20 in the
in the paravenmricular and arcuate nuclei paraventricular nucleus; 6 in the arcuate
received synaptic contact from axons exhib- Fig. 1. Electron micrograph of glutamate-immu- nudeus); at higher doses (30 p.M) the
iting glutamate immunoreactiviry (6). The noreactive presynaptic bouron in the paravenmc- EPSPs were virtually eliminated. Of the 20ular nucleus making an asymmetrical synapse

(black arrow) with a dendrite (DEN). The axon is cells in the paraventricular nucleus, 13 were
filled with small round vesicles and with a few determined to be neurosecretory on the

A. N. via den Pol, Section of Neurosurgery, Yale dense-core vesicles (open arrow). Two other ax- basis of their electrophysiological properties
Universitrv School of. Medicine. New Haven. CT 06510. ons (AX) also contact the same central dendrite in (14). Kvnurenic acid, a broad-spectrum glu-
s-.earch Cende. UC .A Dude. olMedintl Los Angelesthe paraventricular nucleus. The black dots are
sarch CA r. UCLA School of Medicine, L4J Ang' silver-intensified gold partides, which identify the tamate antagonist, also reduced the ampli-

three axons as containing high levels of glutamate. rude of the EPSPs in the paraventricular
"To whom correspondence should be addressed. Width of micrograph, 0.95 imn. nucleus, as had been previously reported an
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the supraoptic nucleus (15). Together, these these results are caused not by the absence of lamic neuron than in a cortical one.
data support the suggestion that most of the glutamate receptors in the hypothalamus Although glutamate has been recognized
fast excitatory input to the arcuare and but rather by the lower number of receptors as a major neurotransmirrcr in other brain
paraventricular nuclei is mediated by gluta- or to differences in second messenger sys- systems such as the neocortex and hippo-
mate. terns. Although the hypothalamus has a campus (8, 9, 19), investigations of the

The widespread response to glutamate in lower density of glutamate-binding sites neural control of the endocrine system have
almost all hypothalamic neurons examined than cortical areas such as the hippocampus, focused on other possible neuroactive sub-
with both optical and intracellular physio- neurotransmission mediated by glutamate stances. On the basis of data from ultrastruc-
logical techniques is in seeming contrast to may be equally important in the hypothala- tural immunocvytochemistry, intracellular
the apparent low level of binding found in mus because neurons there tend to be less electrophysiology, and optical digital physi-autoradiographic analysis of hypothalamic extensively branched (18), with smaller sur- ology, we suggest that the major excitatory

receptors (16). Similarly, a number of re- face areas and higher input resistances; there- neurotransminter regulating neuroendocrine
ports have shown that hypothalamic neu- fore, equal single-channel currents through neurons is glutamate. Our data argue that,
rons appear relatively resistant to excitatory a glutamate-activated channel would have a not only does glutamate play an important
amino acid toxicity (17). We suggest that proportionately larger effect in a hypotha- role in neuroendocrine regulation, but also

that it is probably the major excitatory neu-
rotransmirter inducing release of neuroen-

Fig. 2. Intracellular Ca2 responses in cells from A rtasitridcn ees fnuon
the neuroendocrine region of the mediobasal hy- ocrine hormones from axons terminating
pothalamus. The fluorescent Ca" indicator dye in both the median eminence and the pos-
fluo-3 was used to study Ca2÷ responses to the terior pituitary. Combining oAr results on
perfusion of glutamate and agonists in Hepes glutamate with work on the inhibitory
buffer (12). (A) Baseline fluorescence was sub- transmitter -i-aminobutyrate acid (GABA)tracred from the video frame (12) before gluta-12e bae freo glutaae (4, 20, 21), we suggest that amino acidmate addition (left) and at the time of glutamnate o
response (right). (8) Three cells responded to S neurotransmitters account for the majority
10-s applications (short horizontal bars) of 10 800 of all presynaptic axons involved in neuro-
WIM kainate (KAIN), quisqualate (QUIS), and _N aU'S NOA GLU endocrine regulation, greatly ounumbering
glutamate (GLU), but not to NMDA. All neu- endramines, pepiddes, or other nuroactivn sub-
tons (12 of 12) studied on this cover slip respond-
ed to glutamate, kainate, and quisqualare (AF/F -100 stances. Since peptide colocalizam on may be
range: 180 to 725%). Data are expressed as the ; foundin most ifnot all cells with amino acid
percentage change in fluorescence over the base- s_ A f transmitters (22), this conclusion would
line control fluorescence, with the baseline subse-, I •iv , , \ . suggest that glutamate and GABA would be
quendy standardized as 0 for each neuron. At 100 0-100 suggesn th e of fast
lLIM, some cels responded to NMDA; this may in Sorsnibefrt majority ofatexcitatory
part be due to NMDA receptors or to binding of and inhibitory synaptic potentials, while
NMDA to a non-NMDA receptor. At 100 gv¶ peptides and other neuroactive substances in
NMDA. hippocampal control neurons routinely the neuroendocrine hypothalamus may be
responded to NMDA. Tetrodotoxin (I 1iM) was 100 523 coreleased. These other neurotransmitters
used to block release of endogenous transmitter to Ti(a (5) could work syn ergs cally and nct t
ensure that only direct responses to glutamate could work synergistically and function at
agonists were d&ected. The data are presented as one averaged video frame per second. To avoid longer intervals, perhaps with longer lasting
phototoxicity, a computer-controlled shutter blocked the light after each 350-ms recording. Sixty effects. Our data support a general hypoth-
seconds after agonist application (vertical lines at bottom), cells were allowed to rest for 120 s in the esis that glutamate is the major fast excita-
dark with no recordings. Subsequent recording showed that the cells responded to 1 and 3 tory neurotransmitter that controls not only
glutamate, and to an increase in extracellular K' (56 mM). the neuroendocrine system but also other

hypothalamic regions as well.
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Brightrnan J. Comp. N.eurol. 166. 257 (1976)]. ninjcted with Lucifer Yellow or biocietint and shown 22. P. Somogvs et al.. J . .\eurosci. 4. 2590 (1984); B.
Presvnapac glutamiate-ummunoreactsve boutonsi to be magnocellular (Tasker and Dudek) and neu- Meister, T. Hokldit. M. Geffard, W. Qertel. Ncru-
wecre found on each cell (C. Decavel and A. N. van rophysin-posrnve (Hoffman et al.); them-fore, this roendocrinoloqy 48. 516 (1988), B. J. Evenct. T.
den Pol, in preparation), cell type has been identified as a neurosecretotv cell. Hokfelt. J. Y. Wu. X. Goldstein. ibid. 39. 189

7. The number of gold particles per bouton vaned with These electrophvsiological properties are identical to 11984). As with the ecitatory transmiutter gluts-
the concentrations of antisera. The ratio of labeling those recorded in the supraoiptic: nucleus (2). which mate, with senial ultrathin sections examined in the
of highly immiunoireactive to less reactive structure contains primarily neuroseccretory cells. The other electron miucroscopec we fbund dense-core vesicles in
was similar over several antisera concentrationss. The seven cells displayed low-threshold calcium spikes all boutons immunoreactive for the inhibitory trans-
presence of high levels of glutamatem in presvaptic and strong tinse-depicndent inward rectification [P. mituter GABA [C. Decavel and A. N. van den Po~l,.
boutons supports, but does not prove, the possibil- Poulain and B. Carette Brain Res. Bull. 19. 453 Comp. euro)., in press; (21)]. Dense-core vesicles
ity that it is released. All neurons probably contain 11987); Tasker and Dudek, Hoffman et al.] This are generally considered to contain neuroactive pep>-
some glutamate. Those cells that use glutamate as a latter cell type is neurophvsin-negative and is prob- tides or amines, suggesting extensive coloxaluizron
necuromtansmitter appear to maintain higher concen- ably not neisroscaeror-.. EPSPs in all of these cells of mar50o acid transmitters with other necuroactive
trations of glutamate in their axon terminals than were blocked in a dos-depensdenst manner by substances.
other cells do (8. 9. 19), as shownsultrasitucturallv by CNQX. 23. T. Honore. 1. Dreier, E. 0. Nielsen,.4M. Nielsen,
ratios of unmnunogold particles over difiren cells. 15. V. K. Gribkoff and F. E. Dudek, Brain Res. 442. Biochosn. Pharnaco~, 38, 3207 (1989).

8. P. Somogyi. K. Halasy, J. Somogyi, 1. Storms- 152 (1988);J. Neurophysiol, 63. 60 (1990). Gluts- 24. We thank W. Armstrong, A. Comnell-Bell1, C. De-
Mathisen. 0. P. Ottersen., Neuroscience 19, 1045 mate insmunoeemactivity has also been descrnbed in cavel, S. Finkbeiner, N. Hoffmran, S. Smith. and 1.
(1986). the iupraoiptic nuclei ([R. B. Meeker, D. J. Swanson, Tssker for helpful suggestions. Supported by NIH

9. 0. P. Ottersen,j. Chem. Neuroanat. 2, 57 (1989). J. N. Hayward, .Veiaostience 33, 157 (1989)1. grants NS16296, NSI0174, and DA05711 and the
10. J. A. Connor et al., Science 240,.649 (1988); D. W. 16. D. T. Monaghan and C. W. Cotmaia, Brain Res. Air Force Office of Scientifi Research.

Choi, Nieuron 1. 623 (1988). 252, 91)(1982); T. C. Rainbow, C. M. Wiectorek,
11. Hypothalamic neurons from late enmbryonic or early S. Halpain, ibid. 309, 173 (1984); C. W. Cotman ci 5 June 1990; accepted 31 October 1990

postnatal rata were plated on glass cover slips treated
with potlvlvine and collagen [ A. N. van den Pol. U.
di Porzio, U. Rutishauser.]J. Cell Biol. 102. 2281
(1986)]. After 5 to 60 days in vitro, cells were
incubated in fluo-3 acetoxvmcthivl este (Molecular
Probes) for 45 mmn in Hepes buffer (10 mM Hepes,
25 mM glucoise, 137 mM NaCI, 5.3 mM KCI, 3 ~

mMCACI,, 1 mnM MgCI,, 1 ii.M tetrodotoxin, pH A Boa Viruis cJ.JNL Encodinlg arrotein Recognized
7.4), and placed in a microscope chamber where b nio isi u a sw t e a irlD s a e
glutamate or its agorusiss could be senially' perfused. b n io isi u a s w t e a i r lD sa e
For experiments involving NMDA, the same buffer
without 'MgC12 was utilized. To reduce phototoxic.
sty, we used neutral density filters; which allowed SUSAN VANDEWOUDE, JUERGEN A. Rxcirr, MAR CHRISTINE ZINK,
only I% of the normal fluorescent light emitted by
the mercury arc lamp to reach the cells. Fluo.3 RUDOLF Rorr, OPENDRA NARAmAN, JANICE E. CLEMENTS
fluorescent cells could barely be detected without
digital intensification of the video image.

12. A Zeiss I.M35 inverted microscope with a x20 Borna disease virus (BDV) causes a rare neurological disease in horses and sheep. The
Olympus ultraviolet objýective (numerical aperture - virus has not been classified because neither an infectious particle nor a specific nucleic
0.70) was fitted with a computer-controlled shutter acid had been identified. To identify the genome of BDV, a subtractive complementary
to block fluorescent light when a video ftans was
not being recorded. A Hamamatsua SIT video cam DNA expression library was constructed with polyadenylate-selected RNA from a
era was interfaced with an M 151 video processor BDV-infected MDCK cell line. A clone (B8) was isolated that specifically hybridized to
driven by an IBM AT computer. Processed umage$ N sltdfo D -netdbantsseadB Vifce ellns hsdn
were stored on a 2023 F Panasonic laser disk record- N sltdfo D -netdbantsu n D -netdCUfns bsdn
er. Additional derails are found in A. H. Corniell- hybridized to four BDV-speciflc positive strand RNAs (10.5, 3.6, 2.1, and 0.85
Bell. S. M. Finkbeiner. M. S. Cooper, S. . Smith, kiobases) and one negative strand RNA (10.5 kiobases) in BDV-infeced rat brain.
Science 247. 470 (1990) A Bio-Rad confocal scan-
ning laser microscopec was also used to confirm ou Nucleotide sequence analysis of the clone suggested that it represented a fuill-length
results., messenger M.JA which contained several open reading frnames. In vitro transcription

3. Although our results tricdacte an imp~ortant rol of and tranlation of the clone resulted in the synthesis of the 14- and 24-kilodalton
kauinte and quisqualate receptors in excitatiory trains-
miussion of hypothalamic neurons, these expeniments BDV-speciflc proteins. The 24-kilodalton proteiN, when translated in vitro from the
do not nile out a contribution from the NMDA clone, was recognized by antibodies in the sera of patients (three of seven) with
receptor. Under the appropriate conditions, such as
depolarization to about -30 mV. glutamnate couldi behavioral disorders. This BDV-speciflc clone will provide the means to isolate the
induce inward current flow through NMDA recep- other BDV-speciflc nucleic acids and to identify the virus responsible for Borna
tor-ictivated channels, and an NMDA component dieae In addition, the significance of BDV or a BDV-related virus as a human
to the decay phase of the EPSP in some paravesioc-
ular nucleus neurons could be detected. Nonethe- pathogen can now be more directly examined.
less, our data suggest that NMDA receptors contrib-
ute to synaptic transmission lens in teORNA DISEASE IS AN INFECTIOUS virulent and invades the brain from periph-
hvspothalamws than in other brain areas such as therlgcldsaetaeocr p- ea ie yaonltasot() trpi
cerebral cortex or hippocampus. B erlgcldsaeta cusso rl ie yaoa rnpr 2.I ch

14 Several studies in the supraoiptic and paraventiricsslar B radically in horses and sheep in Cen- cates in specific groups of neurons in the
nuclei have combined intracellular reodn and tral Europe (1). Brain homogenates from cerebral cortex and causes biphasic behavior-
staining with vasopressin and oxvtocin-nesaroplsystn .

immunocirtochemnismy antidrotisse mstunuaticnn infected animals can be used to infect a large al disease; the short-term effects of Born.
Nissl counterstairing, or visual deteminatio Of number of animal species, from rodents to disease include aggression and hyperactivity
location in slices or sections; the pusrpouie of hs ohmnpiae 2-) tde nrt n h log-er efet inlu e aah
multidisciplinarv studies has been to identif the nnunnpiae 24.Suisi as adteln-emefcsicueaah n
electroptsvsiological properties of the major groups have shown that the agent is highly neuro- eating disorders (3). In tree shrews (Twpaii
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ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF NEURONES IN THE
REGION OF THE PARAVENTRICULAR NUCLEUS IN SLICES OF

RAT HYPOTHALAMUS

By -JEFFREY ;..'rASKER AND F. EDWARD Dt[)EK

From, I&u Jb-ntal k#-I(ird(Ition R,,,sParrh ( '-nhir and Bratin Ro,ý-s-"rrh 1nstidltr'.
I no~'rsiq f ( tiqornia Lox.-IAnyph's. ( "'nhr ftr th,, H,'alth Sr1'Pnr0,,. -os Anqps.-~

CA 900124. U'SA

(R~'Pcor1';d 22 Fhbruary 1990)

SUMMARY

1. -Neurones in the regLion of the hypothalamic lparaventricular nucleus (PVX) Of
the rat were studied with intracellular recording in the coronal slice preparation.
Trhree types of hypothalamic neurones were (distinguished according to their
membrane p~roperties andl anatomical positions. Lucifer Yellow or ethidium bromide
was injected intracellularly to (determine the morphology of some recorded cells.

2. The most (distinctive electrophysiological characteristic was the low-threshold
depolarizingy potentials which were totally absent in type I neurones. present but
variable in ty-pe It neurotics and very conspicuous in type III neurones. Type 11
neurones 1Lenerallv showed relatively small low-threshold (lepolarizat ions
(26-5 + 2-2 in\) which generated at most one to two action potentials. Ty-pe III
neurotics. on the other hand. generatedl large low-threshold potentials (40-3 + 28 in\'
which Lave rise to bursts of three to six fast action potentials. Deinactivation of the
low-threshold condluctance in both type 11 and type III neUrones was v-oltage- and
tinile-(lejendent. Low-thresholdl potentials persisted in TTX 11-3 1t.Ni) hut were
blocked by solutions, containing low% (W`2 (0-2 mN) and (,(12 (j03 mMN). suggersting they

were (Ca" -d epend ent.
:3. Type I neurones had a significantly shorter membrane time constant

14-5±+ 1-7 ins) than those of type 11 (2[-6+ 17 ins) andl ty pe III neurones
1338S + 4-4 nis). Inp~ut resistance and resting membrane potential dlid not differ

siinfcnl among the cell groups.
4. Current -voltage (I-[') relations were siganificantl- (different among the three cell

t'vlIes Tr'ype I neurones had linear I-F relations to - 120 mV. while type III neurones
all showed marked anomalous rectitication. 1-V relationis among type 11 neurones
wevre more beterogeneous. although most (7.5%,) had linear I-F curves to about -90
to - 100 in\'. inwardl rectification ap~pearing at more negative p~otentials.

T.yrpe I neuronecs generated fast action potentials of relatively large amplitude
(64-2 + 1- in\V. threshold to peak) and long duration (1-1 +0-1 nis. measured at half-
Mimplitufle): the longer duration was dlue to a shoulder on the falling phase of the
.puikc. Trype 11 neurones had large sp)ikes (665 ± 1-6 mV) of shorter (duration
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Ii. _II I,,) %%ithl It, .hnrlder. T ' pe Ill neuirones hadl relatively Ismall Spikes

6i. Tlhe thr-ee tll I pIti ~irlt tion, hm%,-d dvtiftcrent patterns of repetitive. firing in
licti 1tlt~itlariziiiif rtiltelt !tties.k)t I neuironie. ofteni geneirated spike trains

ý it Ii it dltla , veI Imiht andi~ little Jpike-trequtjtltl( adaptation. TrYpe 11 necurotics tiredI
rept-titk'c 'pikecs \% huch 11(micd Inore mjarked adaptation and~ no) delt'* vel oniset. T1' y e
Ill nlt u ront. uicnicrated r epet iti ve fast spikes %then activated frt11 dn(epolarized
Itrn~lhrilnt. potclitials. hilt decloltet repetitive bursts of spikes when activated f'ront
[Iv I~ it IaizvAt Imtilticuals. Type lit 11nirri nies sometimries showetl pro~lo nged alter-
lli~pcrpotarizatittn. (1 4.-;) f61olIttLF buirsts.

7. trule cells inl all three poptjulationts displa ,ve(I repetitive bursting characterist ics.
allt ht us~li ajtterns ()l burst intliv difered bettweeni tell t ' yps. Repet itive triains oft action
potentini als -eparated b)'y peritod s tf si lence (i.e. phasic burst ing) characterized burstiniz
in t *ype I necuronecs. Burstingu in type If neulrotics varied. consistinga of either single.
i.t dated trnains t ttact it po [tetntijals in a few cells (7",'0). or anodal- break membrane

I tci~atiiins ~ pptr in tw t to at onpotentijals. in others (j .0/). Recuirrent low-
thresholdl potetntials generated repetitive bursts in :37"/o of type Ill neurones.

S. Electrical stimiulation near the tornix evoked excitatorY anti/or inhibitory
potstsvriaptic potetntials ( EPSPs. antd IPS1~s) in all three cell types. Type I neurtones
often showed mutpene~.Tpe1 iurones ualygenerated 1PSPs or an
EBP4P- IPSP setquecnte. EPSPs antI synapticall ' activated low-threshold potentials
with bursts tf spikes were seen in type III neurones.

01. [Intracellu lar dye inject ion revealed different morphologies in the three cell
tYlies. Irp neiurones ha eaieYlarge somia diameters (20-30/im) and two to

three sparsely' branchedl pt1inar ' dendrites- that were oriented bidireetionally. Type
It necurories were smaller ( 10-251111n) andl more hijzhIv branched than type I
iieurttiies. althousrh they* also usually had a bidirectional orientation. Type Ill
rietirones- were smiall (11-25/p n) antI had radially oriented. multipolar dendritic
arbot r".

11). B~asedl onl clectrophvsiological criteria, three dlistinct hypothalamic cell types
tonlild he idlentifiedl in the region tof the PVN. Type I neurones were located within the
1PVN and showed electrical p~ro~pertie.s similar to neurones o~f the supraoptic nucleus:
t hey wev\re probably 1PVN magnocelluilar neurones. Type 11 neurones were also
lottated in.,idc the 1PVN and showed heterogleneouIs electrophysiological properties.
tdistinctt front those ttf tvj ye I neuronics: they' were probably PVN parvocellular
rictirtries. Trvjie Ill nieuro~nes were located dorsal to the PVN and showed distinctive
liiirst in ci haracterist ics.

IN TRODUCIOT10N

Tw~o imnptrtanit ricuroseeretorY centres of the hypothalamus are the supraoptic and
lalravelitlicular niutcli (SON and ["(N). On the basis of iminunohistochemical
stuldies, it is generally thought that the SON is comprised exclusively of
rnianocellu lar neurones which contain the lieurohvlpophvseal hormones oxytocin
andI vasopressin and pro'tject to the ricurohvpophvsis (Swaab. -Nijveldt & Pool. 1975:
Varvlesawde & Dierickx. 1975). The PVN. on the other hand. is more complex in its
cytoarthitectural organization, its, chemical makeup. arid its afferent and efferent
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conrcet ion.s. It c ilsists mil f tvoltyes of neurones: (1) oxvI tocinergic and
x-a.."ress! nerwi( mJagno1Cell ular neurones. which are located prinmail~y in ventral
and( lateral siubd(liv isions. and (2) Ile U rosec ret orv and preautonomic jparvocellu lar
ricurorics. 'ituiated Lrenerall 'v in the (dorsal andl medlial aspects of the nuleuiCs
.\Armst rong!. \\arach. Hatton & McNeil. 1984 -. Swans;on & Kuypers. 19SO). The PVN
Il~LYc(ellUlai' neurotics. together with those of the SON, project to the neuro-

hv \pop ' hvsis. Ne uroseecret ory parvocellular neurones project to the medIian eminence
where the.\ sec-rete hypophysiotrophic hormones into the portal circulation. P~re-
autoim~miic parvocellular neurones project to autonomic centres in the brain stern
andl spinal cord (Sawchenko & Swanson. 1982).

Magnocellular neurones are amiong the be.st-studied neurosecretorv neurones in the
mnammialian b~rain. The sensory input, pattern of neuronal activation andI hormonal
output have been well characterizedi using extracellular electrophvsiololgical and
chemical assay techniques (see Poulain & Wakerlev. 1982. for review). It is known.
for example. that oxytocinergic inagnocellular neurones respond tosukigwt

a svynchronous. high-frequency burst of action potentials and a bl)Ous release of
oxvtocin into the aeneral circulation. resulting in milk ejection. Vasopressiner2ic

ia~znocellular neurones grenerate asynchronous. phasic bursts of action potentia6-
in response to dehydration and haemorrhage. thus causing increased vasopressin
release. antidiuresis and vasoconstriction.

The electrophysiological properties of magnoceliular neurones in the SON have
been studied extensively with intracellular recording techniques. They have been
shown to have linear current-voltage relations (Mason. 1983: Bourque & Renaud.
198.5a1) and to generate fast action potentials which are both '-\a-- and C'a`-
(lependent (Andrew & Dudek. 1983. 1984a: Bourque & Renaud. 198.3a). The Ca-~
comlponent of' the action potential causes a shoulder on the falling phase (Mason &
Leng. 1984). The intrinsic mechanism in part responsible for the phasic bursting
in vasopressiner~yic mnagnocellular neurones have also been characterized. Burst
initiation is caused by (a'a-mrediated. depolarizing after- potentials which s;um to
form a plateau potential and cause repetitive spiking (Andrew & Dudek. 1983.
l9S4a~: Bourque. 1986). Burst termination involves an after- hyperpolarizat ion
(AHP) cauised by a C'a2 -- activated K+ conductance (Andrew & Dudek. 19S4b:
Bourque. Randle & Renaud. 198.5).

Little is known about the cellular physiology of either magnocellular or
parvocellular neurones in the PVX. due largely to the comparative complexit\1 of
this nucleus and the difficulty in selectively studying any one population of cells.
Intracellular sudies have relied on the visual placement of the recording electrode
or intracellular (lye injection to determine the type of neurone being studied. both of
which are associated with potential problems since the cytoarchitectural and]
morphological distinctions between magnocellular and parvocellular neurones show
somne overlap (v-an dlen Pol. 1982). The few intracellular elect rophysiologicalI studies
performedl in the PVX have concentrated primarily on maginocelluilar neurones
(Dudek. Hatton & MacVicar. 1980: MacVicar. Andrew. Dudek & Hatton. 1982:
Hatton. (obbett & Salin. 1985: Cobbett. Smithson & Hatton. 1986). The comparative
electrical properties of parvocellular and magnocellular neurones of the PVN have
n )t been dletermninedl.
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l-et'entl 'v. ano ther population of ilectt'ita~lv and latnca 'vdsit1 po
t halainije netlirone. %%as ikavriher inl the !univa-puig Poullain l & ( arette. 11t9Sj) Whenl
acitIvalted fro i ,I hvpu'i'ii irize( inenibraine iitentia l's. these timotrines venerated I arue.

wicre Sitatedt laterail and ventro lateral to the 1 N li.v. iutside the 1W N) and were
ni' it icuiophvsniinnrat~e Stiife.til1L theY were, neither Ma~fioeelinlar nior

pa rvio 'el lular. but a t hird tYpe of' hvpot halarn ic neuone14.
'I'he pres~ent woruk %as undtrtakeri to list i nvtiish the ti terenlt cell tv pes inl the 1PVN

rvu~iot of thie li , ypo thalamlUs oni the basis of their cecet iroph ivsioloszical propert ies. We

hav ideulenti tied three eleetri ph ,vsn iovicl (lvistinct populations of neuroines w~hic'h
a pjiear to co rresponmd to inagnuiellu litr ipeurones. parvo('ell ulat' neuirones and no n -
PV\X neurllones. lespect ivelv. Some of these datta have been prtesenited previously ill
abstract formn ('asker & Dudek. 19571 Hoffman. Tasker & Dudek. 1959).

METHODS

.Slo'p prepiri tdwn

Adult Sprague-1)a\%le :v rats (1501-250c,) w~ere dlecapitatedl andl their brains removed and
Immersed in told ( 1-4 -( '. oxygenated artificial cer'ebroispinal fluid (AUSF. ~ee below) for I muin.
()ne to two co rional s4ives (4W4-5410 /mir o~f the hyi .pothalamius just caudtal to the opi~tc ihiasm wrere
,ectioflet onl a tissue chopper or with a vibrosliter (( 'amipden Instruments) and( placed onl tilter
paper oin the ramp of a ýlii'e recordingL chambn er. The A( SF colntaifled (in lmM): 124 Xa( 1. 3 K' I
2-4 ( 'a I.,. 26i NaI-{( 3 1-3 MgSOA. 1-4 NaH. PO, and I I Lflucose. H-eatedl ACSF (32-34 O(C) was
pi umpeid Into the chambier and i rawn upi) over lithe slices with threads of gauze. A gras mixture i ft
95",ý (),. 5,,, CO)., was humnidifiedi and ilirected over the surface iif the slices. Sliees were allowed( to
eiquilibrate in the reciordling chambn er for approximatelY 2 It pritir tio the start ut exllerimients.

Elpi rophy.smlofjiraI tch niqut's

Reu-oriling elec-trodes mere pulled fromt Oass caiallaries (144) mm od.. 0-5 mm i.il. American G lass
Co.) on a Flit itinw-lBroiwn puller. They were tilled w ith 4 Ni-potassiunl acetate ( 1410-21M 110f). :3 Ni-
piitassium chliiriide (75-150 110)e. .5%ý Lucifer Yelliiw dissolved in I Ni-lithitim acetate ( 1504-251) Ninl
,ir 1 `4~ Pthidiumn broimidle in I Ni-yutassiri i aietate ( Auhajanian & V'anileri~aelen. I 9S2). Celi
imp alemnent was atchie ved I h advancving electrodes thriiugh the slice in 4pn 1 t teps with at
piezioelect ric inicri drive ( Nanisteppe r an ml sc iIa ti nv the nevati ye capacitance feeiIbat k.
Elect rical sivials wtere recoirdedl throughA anl intracellular amiplifier with at bridge circuit I Neurotlatat
In ttit umen ts oir Axon In[lstruiiments)( and stiorei o in magnetic tape ( Hewlett-I a 'kand) i- idiigi t ized

(Neurociriler. Neuriitata Instruments) antd stuired in videoitapie. Analog idata were tubsequently'
(livitized (IS( '7AVE system. RU' Electronics) and traces were Venerated oin an AX- Y plotter iir laser
printer. Slow events wvere playedtl i)t directly on a pen recoirder.

Bipo lar stimulatinw electrodes consisted oft-wo tightly w ound, insulated lilatinumi-irirliumn wires
(75 /rnildianmeter). ( instant-current electrical stimulation was appliedl near the fornix at a ,erivs. if

intensities to evoke a full range of synaptic responses (5-5004 11A. 04-5 ins.. 0.-3 H-z).
Retitrtings done with Lucifer Y'ellow%-filled electriodes were not included in the elei'trii-

ph vsiitlgic~ial analy' ses. Ethidiuni bromide in the recordingy electrode had no noticeable effect on
electrical reiciordings.

Ir/ ) I t; pplirlitiiin

fin '.lne ex pnilmnents. tetrittot xin (TT X. 1-.5-3/m "tM as addtedl toi the Iterfusate to block Na--
deptendenit action potentials. To bilock t a'.lelenilent events, the phi sphate- buffered V 'SF was
replateid with at soilution tilitainingv (iii nf!): 12.5.5 Na('. 31 K( IT 1-3 MgC.,. I4) .V-2-
Itv d ro x v et hvlpi jierazirtite-'X'-2 -et haniesti Iphonic acid (H EPESI. It uflut-ise. 0 42 ( a( I, and 0425-04.5
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RESULTS

The data presented here were obtained from stable intracellular recordi ngs
(duration 15 min -7 h) of siXty,.-eight neurones in the region of the h ,ypothalamic
PVN. (Criteria tor acceptance of all cells were a resting potential >, 5$) mV. an input
resistance > 100 M4 Kl and an) action potential amplitude > 50) mV (threshold to

T.%H[s.iE 1. Elevtroph ' yioloizncal properties ot three cell types

T 'pe I T~ype 11 Tvp- III
[~ting, potential n111% 64-1 +2- (11 58-.+±2.0 (12) 66-7,3-1 (9)
In1111t resistalnce 010) 2 161-3-22-1 (12 21.2±+25-7, (13 212.7, 21-6 (13)
Time mn.,tant Ims) 14-5±+17(16) 21.6+ 1.7 (19) 33-8 +4-4(11)'
spike amiplitude )mVN) 6442± 1I (1) 665 113) 56.1± 22 4)

(thre~hold to p)eak)
Spike luiration im) 1 1I2 -I)-'), (1:3) 01)0±+0o03 (13) 0-82±40)05 (14)'

(halt-mlax. amplitude)

Valuies are stated as the mean +standard error of the mean. Values in parentheses represent the
numbers oft ells included in the means. Statistically svigniticant differences among the three cell
ty.pes (P < 00-01. ANOVA) are designated bY an asterisk at the end of the row (see text for statistical
(litferenves between uroups).

peak). Recorded neurones were divided into three cell types based on their electrical
membrane properties. The main electroph ' siological criterion used for classifying the
cells was the a bsence/lpresence and burst -generating capacity of low-threshold
potentials. The anatomical position of the recorded cells with respect to the PVN was
also used to distin 'guish the different cell types, Other elect rophysiological properties
studliedl were current-voltage ýI-Vl relations. membrane time constants. action

potential waveforms, repetitive tiring properties. after- hvperpolarizat ions and
synaptic inputs. The passive electrical properties of the three cell t ,ypes are presented
in Table 1. -No significant differences were seen in the input resistances or resting
membrane potentials of the different cell types. Input resistances were calculated in
the linear portion of' the I-V curve.

Low-throeshold pontinhal.9

The most distinctive elect rophysi ologi cal feature was the capacity of 67 % of cells
recorded in this study to generate low-threshold depolarizing potentials. Low-
threshold potentials are generated by the deinactivatio,-., aE hyperpolarized
miembrane potentials. of a voltage-dependent Ca'a conductance which is inactive at
resting andl depolarized potentials (Llings & Yarom. 1981: .Jahnsen & Llinds, 1984:
Minami. (Jomura & Sugimori. 1986). All neurones were tested extensively for the
presence of low-threshold potentials by progressively h ,yperpolarizing the cell to
different potentials with steady current injection and delivering a large range of
(1e1 )olarizing4 current pulses. Long hyperpolarizing current pulses (15$)-3$) ins) of
different intensities were also delivered at resting potentials as well as at
hvperpolarized and depolarized membrane potentials to dletect low-threshold
po tent ialIs as anodal- break responses.

One popuilation of neurones (type 1) failed to generate low-threshold potentials
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A _ Type I

8 Type II

C Type III

7 lý ---------K - .----- ---.... ...I0.4 nA
20 mV

I 40 mns
Fig. 1. (;eneration of low-threshold potentials. .4 a type I neurone failed to generate a
low-threshold potential when depolarized from hyperpolarized membrane potentials. This
'ell became less excitable with hyperpolarization. B. a type 1i neurone generated a small
low-threshold potential (arrow) capable of causing a fast spike (superimposed trace) with
depolarization from a hyperpolarized membrane potential. Further hvperpolarization
w ith steady current injection caused the depolarizing current pulse to be subthreshold for
both Na-spike and low-threshold potential generation. C. a type III neurone generated
a large low-threshold potential. which outlasted the current pulse and gave rise to a burst
of' fast spikes. when depolarized from a hyperpolarized membrane potential. This cell
became more excitable with hyperpolarization. The same depolarizing current pulse was
subthreshold at a more hyperpolarized membrane potential. In this and the following
figures. top traces represent current and bottom traces voltage recordings. Dashed lines
represent resting membrane potential (-62 mV in .4. -53 mV in B and -68 mV in ().

(Fig. 1 A). These cells became less excitable (i.e. generated fewer fast action potentials
in response to a given depolarization) when hyperpolarized with steady negative
current injection. A second population of neurones (type II) showed a voltage-

dependent. low-threshold depolarization which was relatively small in amplitude
(265 + 2-2 niV. measured baseline to peak at maximum activation). The low-
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threshold potentials in type II cells generated a maximum of one to two action
potentials (Fig. 2B). The size and appearance of the low-threshold potentials in type
1I neurones varied from one cell to the next. but they never venerated bursts of fast
action potentials. A third cell group (type [II) had large low-threshold potentials

A Type II B Type Ill

C Type Ill

S~30 mV

100 ms

Fig. 2. Voltage and time dependence of low-threshold potentials. These recordings were
made in pertusion medium containing 3pM[-TTX to block Na-dependent spikes. A. a
type [1 neurone generated a small anodal-break low-threshold potential following
membrane hyperpolarization with negative current injection. The amplitude of the
potential increased in a graded fashion with stronger hyperpolarization. B. a similar
protocol was applied to a type II neurone. which also showed a graded increase in the
amplitude of the low-threshold potential with increased conditioning hvperpolarization.
C. the same type III neurone as shown in B generated low-threshold potentials of
increased amplitude as the duration of the conditioning hyperpolarization was increased.
Note that the low-threshold potentials were graded, and not all-or-none. Upper time
calibration refers to .4 and B. lower calibration to C.

(40-3+2-8 mV) which generated bursts of three to six fast spikes (Fig. IC). These

(ells became more excitable at hyperpolarized membrane potentials. presumably
because of the deinactivation of a prominent low-threshold conductance.

The low-threshold potentials seen in type III neurones were significantly larger in
amplitude than those seen in type 1I neurones (P < 0-01. Student's t test). The large

low-threshold potentials in type III neurones generated bursts of three or more fast
spikes while the smaller ones of type 11 neurones produced a maximum of one to two
,pikes. This was the main distinguishing electrophysiological feature of these cells.
Dvinactivation of the low-threshold conductance depended on the amplitude 'as well
as the duration of the membrane hyperpolarization in both cell types (Fig. 2).

Activation of low-threshold potentials occurred in a graded fashion.
1,w-threshold potentials in both type II and type III neurones were found to be

('a 2 -- dependent. Bath application of the Na- channel blocker. tetrodotoxin (TTX.

1-5-3 ,.). failed to reveal a latent low-threshold potential in type I neurones (Fig.
:3.4. n = 2) and had no apparent effect on the low-threshold potentials of type II (Fig.
3B. t = :3) and type III neurones (Fig. 3('. n = 8). In contrast, solutions containing
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the (a- channel antagonist ('d 11- (0"25-0"5 mni) and a lowered concentration of ('a 2-
(0"2 mM.N) )locked the low-threshold potentials in both type I1 (Fig. 3B. n = 2) anti
type III neurones (Fig. 3C. n = 3). This block was reversible (e = 2).

.1bmbranio limp (oni4tants

Membrane time constants were taken from the charging port<ion of the averaged
voltage transient pi =5-50) elicited b)yv weak hyperpolarizing current lpulses
(544-il 4l pA). which were delivered in the linear range of the current-voltage plot of'
cach cell (Fig. 4). The charging portion of the voltage transient was used because the
discharging curve was often associated with voltage-activated conductances in each
cell type. Values of (*- [')/Il*. taken at 0)3 ms intervals and integrated over
+(H mis. were plotted against time on a semiloigarithmic scale. where V was the
value of the voltage transient and 1', was the maximum voltage deflection during the
pulse. A straight line was fitted to the later. linear portion of the curve and the slope
of the line calculated to determine the membrane time considot. Although the
neurones of all three cell types were apparently not isopotentikl (Fig. 4). the first
equalizing time constants were not calculated in the present analysis. The mean
membrane time constants were significantly different among the three cell types
(Table I. P < 0'0l. analysis of variance (ANOV A)). Type III neurones had a mean
time constant which was significantly I-_Aer than that seen in type I (P < 0'01t) and
type It neurones (P < 0-)1. Newman-Keuls test). The mean time constants of type
I and type If neurones were also significantly different from each other (P < 0.)5.
Newman-Keuls test).

('arrppit-roltafly rolations

('urrent-voltage (1-1) relations were calculated for thirty neurones (n = 10 for
each cell type). A rectification ratio %%as calculated for each cell by dividing the input
resistance of the cell measured with a weak current pulse (usually -50 or - I(M) pA)
that hyperpolarized the cell 14) to 20 mV by the input resistance value measured with
a strong current pulse that hyperpolarized the cell 50 to 60 mV: a ratio of 1"0 signified
perfect linearity and a ratio >, ['0 signified non-linearity. The mean rectification
ratios, indicative of the degree of inwar(d (anomalous) rectification, were found to
dtiffer significantly among cell groups (P < 0'001. ANOVA). All type I neurones
showed approximatelv linear I-V relations between -65 and - 120 mV (Fig. 5A).
"with a mean rectification ratio of 1.07 +±003. Some type I neurones (20),0o) showed
time-(tependent inward rectification with longer current pulses. Type 1I neurones
were heterogeneous in their I-V relations. Most type II neurones had linear I-VI
curves to approximately -. W) to - l1M) mV. hut showed inward rectification at more
hyperpolarized potentials (Fig. 5B). Some type I1 neurones (38"%) had linear I-V
relations to potentials moi.e negative than - 120 mV. The mean rectification ratio of
type It neurones was [19+0")5. All type III neurones studlied had non-linear I- V
relations (Fig. 5C'). showing pronounc(e inward rectification. They had a mean
rectification ratio of 2-04)4+017. The strong inward rectification in type III neurones
is illustrated in Fig. 6 by a dramatic decrease in input resistance, as seen bY the
",'e(luced voltage deflection to a fixed negative current pulse at hyperpolarized
inemnbrane potentials.
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A Type 1 B Type 11 C Type (III

NormaliI)________/

1 rnAL. Cd2-
50 ms1

Fi. I.ca dependlence of low-threshold potentials. Bath application of TTX (3 sum) to
block Na -dependlent spikes. vhile not uncovering an%- low-threshold potential in a type
I nleurone (.A). revealed a low-threshold potential in a t 'ype I1I neuirone (B) and in a t 'ype
[it ner ietr (C). A hat h-applied solution with low [(a2-] (0-2m.NL' and containing
a'Adlioum( W'd2>5001iNoM b locokedl the low-threshold potentials in both the type 11 (B) and

type III (C neurones. The hlo-k was reversed in hoth cells (not shown). The type 11 andl
ty pe il neurones were hvyperpolarized from resting membrane potential ( -6:3 mV in .4.

-55 m'% in Hi and -60it in% in C') to reveal low-threshold potentials.

Type I Type 11 Type III

1.0 10 Ij 1. ~' 05

0.5V 0-5 -0.

01010.1 -

~0.05 r r10 ms 0.05~ r=22ms 0.05 r 51 ms

0 25 50 75 100 0 25 50 75 100 0 25 50 75 100 125
Time (ins) Time (ins) Time 'ins)

Fivu 4. Membrane time (-(nstants (r). Semilogarithmuic plots of (VO - V)/ 1', versim time for
%,,ltage responses (insets) to weak (-urrent pulses in the three cell types (see text). The
inteirsit-v f the current pulses was 504 pA for the t *ype I and ty-pe III (-ellk anti lool pA for
the ty' pe It neurone. (barging curves represent averages of eight to fifty responses. The
membiiIrane time vonstant was calculated from the slope of a s~traiight line fitted to the
term inal part * of the curve. C alibrations are 5 mn%' and 30) ins fir the tvpt I andl III
Ocoiroltes andl Ill in% and :34) mns fir the type 11 neurone.

The three c-ell ty, pes generatedi fast. Na--dependent action potentials wvith different
aMiiplitui(es, atnd waV~l'ormis. Values for spike amplitudes and durations are presentedI
in Thlde 1. T ,-ps' I neurones had relativelY large action potentials (mneastired fromn
Ithreho d to peak (that were of long(luration (mneasured at half- maximum amnplit ude)
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A C

Type I Type II Type III

7~7350 pA
20 mV

mS
IlpA) I(pA) I (pA)

-600 -400 -200 -600 -400 -200 -600 -400 -200 ,-

AV (mV) V V(mV) .AV mV)
-50 * -5o

-100 -- 100

F io. 5 C urr-it -vltage [- 4V) relatins. Revtangular current pulses 1340 ms) of increasing
inte-n•itv \Vere injected through the recording electrode and the voltage responses
ro-,rlded in each .ell tvpe. Arepresentative type I neurone had a linear I- I' curve and
-hoe'd no inward rectification to verY negative membrane potentials (input resistance
(l,) = :3041 MO. re.sting membrane potential (E%,) = -62 m\'). A type I1 neurone had an
I -V pIt \% hic.h gradually became non-linear at potentials negative to -90 m\*. indicative
o)fthe ltproressive activation of inward rectifying currents. (R = [7TO 1n. EM = -52 mV).
A ty[,e Ifl neurone •howed distinct memnbrane non-linearitY and strong inward
rectification ýR, = 2)50 Mfl. E,, = -74) mV). All traces are averages of ten to fifteen
\%peps. Anodal-break spikes are truncated due to averaging.

E~i7-

300 pA
10 mV

50 ms

Fig 6. Strong inward rectification in type Il neurones. A 100 pA. 300 ms current pulse
%%t ,lelivo.red to a type II neurone while the membrane potential was depolarized and
h%\ erl,,laruzed to lifferent level, with continuous current injection. Rectifying currents.

lo hich %%pre activated \itth hyperpolarization from resting potential (E,1 = -68 mV). were
itjve i when the memnbrane was hyperpolarized from a depolarized membrane potential
ftop voltage trace). The voltage response diminished substantially at more hyperpolarized
Ipt,.itials itottom % Pige traces). All traces are averages of ten sweeps. Anodal-break
-pikes are truncate. -. to averaging.
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due-to a small shoulder on the falling phase (Fig. 7.4. arrow). Type 1I cells had action
potentials of large amplitude and short duration that showed no shoulder. Type III
neurones generated smaller action potentials of short duration with no shoulder.

lhcn rc.orde I at depolarized potentials (i.e. when the low-threshold conductance

A Type I Type II Type III

120 mV
25 ms

2 ms
B C580 3 13 i 1'4 13l

6014 1 1.2
S1.0 13 14

4010 14

0.6
E ea0.2

'•0 0.0
I II IlI I II III

Cell type Cell type

Fig. 7. ('haracteristics of fast. Na-dependent action potentials. A. spike waveforms
differed among the three cell types. Type I neurones generated large-amplitude spikes
which often showed a small shoulder on the falling phase (arrow). Type 1I neurones
generated large spikes with no shoulder. Type III neurones showed relatively small-
amplitude spikes with no shoulder (with low-threshold conductances inactivated). Upper
time (alibration applies to trace on the left and lower calibration to expanded trace on the
right of each pair ot sweeps. B. spikes in type [II nourones were significantly smaller in
amplitude (threshold to peak) than those of type I and II neurones (P < 0.01. ANOVA).
C. the average duration of spikes in type I neurones was significantly longer than those
of type It and type III neurones (measured at half-maximum amplitude. P < 0"01.
A.NO)V).

was inactive). The mean amplitudes of action potentials of the three cell types
differed significantlv (P < 0-01. ANOVA). Action potentials of type I and type II
neurones were significantly larger than those of type III neurones (P < 0-01. Fig.
7B). but did not differ significantly from each other (Newman-Keuls test). Mean
duration of action potentials also differed significantly among groups (P < 0"01.
ANOVA). The action potentials of type I neurones were significantly longer in
duration than those of type II (P < 0"01) and type III neurones (P < 001.
Newman-Keuls test. Fig. 7 (). due to the shoulder on the repolarizing phase. The
difference between type II and type III spike durations was not significant.

Rpltitir .firiny propt,'tiP.s

The repetitive firing characteristics were very different for the three cell types.
Type I neurones responded to long depolarizing pulses with repetitive spikes which
often showed a delayed onset caused by a *notch' at the beginning of the pulse (Fig.
8A). The delay was accentuated at hyperpolarized potentials and was probably due
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to a transient outward current (i.e. A-e urrent. Randle. Bourque & Renaud. l9) #i,
Bourque. 19SS). These cells showed a delayed return of the membrane potential to
baseline following hyperpolarization pulses. also sugestive of an A-current. Type I
ncurones showed relatively little reduction of spike frequency during the spike train

A

B

C

712 nA
"J40 mV

100 ms
Fig. S. Repetitive firing characteristics of the three cell types. A. in response to
depolariz~ng current injection at resting membrane potential, a type I neurone generated
repetitive spikes which showed only weak spike-frequency adaptation and a delayed onset
following a 'notch' in the rising phase of the voltage transient (arrow. EM = -63 mV).
Hyperpolarization of the cell membrane with continuous negative current injection
increased the onset delay (right). B. a type HI neurone responded to a depolarizing current
pulse at resting potential (-52 mV) with repetitive spikes which showed no delay and
witeak spike-frequency adaptation which increased at hyperpolarized membrane potentials
(right). C'. a type II[ neurone responded to a depolarizing current pulse with repetitive
single spikes when it was held at a depolarized membrane potential with continuous
positive current injection (left). The same current pulse caused regenerative low-threshold
potentials and bursts of spikes at resting potential (-640 mV. right). The dashed lines
reptesent resting membrane potential in A and B and the depolarized membrane potential
at which the low-threshold Ca' conductance was inactivated in C'.

(i.e. weak spike-frequency adaptation). Type I1 neurones generally displayed
repetitive tiring with little frequency adaptation at resting potential and increased
frequency adaptation at hyperpolarized membrane potentials (Fig. 8B). Type III
neurones showed repetitive firing when activated at depolarized membrane potentials
hut fired bursts with strong frequency adaptation when activated from hyper-
polarized potentials (Fig. SC).

Afte r-hype rpola rizat ion s

Pronounced after-hyperpolarizations (AHPs) were observed in all three cell types.
Quantitative comparison of AHPs was not possible due to the different repetitive
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firinu prroperties of each cell type. However. type I and type LI neurones showed
AH Ps which were usually 5-11) mV in amplitude and lasted 10i0k-81) nis following
spike trains (40-50 Hz for 3001 Ims). Type III neurones had post-burst AHPs of
variable amplitude and duration. Some type III cells generated long AHPs. lasting

A

II J 130 mV
1 nA

10 S
850 ms

Fig. 9. Bursting in type I cells. .4 this vell spontaneously generated repetitive trains of
action potentials separated by periods of quiescence (i.e. phasic bursting). B. the same
neurone rsponded to depolarizing current pulses (bottom traces) with trains of spikes
during the pulse and after-discharges (if spikes following each pulse. Increased numbers
of spikes during the pulse caused spike after-discharges of increasing duration (four spikes
tired during the pulse on the left. six spikes during the pulse in the middle and eight spikes
during the pulse on the right). The membrane potential was maintained depolarized by
141 mV with continuous current injection in both .4 and B (E, = -62 mV). Depolarizing
after-potentials (see text) are designated bh arrows in B. Upper time calibration refers to
.4. lower calibration to B.

1 -4 s. It is likely that the ionic conductance responsible for AHPs was a (a"2 -
activated K- conductance, and not a (1- conductance, since AHPs were also present
in experiments performed with recording electrodes containing KCI (n = 7). where
the (1- equilibrium potential was shifted positive.

Bit rs.•'i*n rhararteri.tic.•

All three cell types showed the capacity to generate bursts of action potentials.
although bursting characteristics were different across cell groups. Though usually
silent, three of six type I neurones which were depolarized with direct current
injection showed repetitive trains of action potentials separated by silent periods
(i.e. 'phasic' bursting. Fig. 9.4). Single action potentials in these "phasic" cells were
often followed by depolarizing after-potentials (Fig. 9B). and small plateau-like
ilhpolarizations underlying the spike trains could be seen when voltage records
were examined at high gain. Spike trains evoked by injection of positive current in
these cells were often followed by after-discharges of spikes which long outlasted
the current pulses (Fig. 9B). The duration of spike after-discharges was dependent
o)n the number of action potentials which fired during the current pulse. suggesting
the summation of depolarizing after-potentials following individual spikes.

Type II neurones were heterogeneous in their bursting behaviour, only six of
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t%%entv-eisht cells showing bursting properties. Two type 1I neurones showed

isolated trains of action potentials (Fig. 10A). but these bursts occurred only
.sporadically and. unlike the -phasic* bursts of some type L cells, could not be caused
to occur repetitively with steady current injection. More frequently. type II neurones

A

30 m

9s
B 600 ms

-a

I1.5 nA
6- -.. V

600 ms

__b

Fisz. 10). Bursting in type 11 neurones. A4. 6-~ '-,pe 11 neurone generated occasional trains
of action potentials which were not repetitive. Upper time calibration applies to top trace
and lower v-alihration to bottom. expanded trace. Ba. a different type 11 neurone
developed, as a rebound response to membrane hyperpolarization induced by negative
ctorrent injection, membrane potential oscillations generating up to two fast spikes at the
peaks. Bb. a current pulse of shorter duration (left) or lower intensity (right) elicited less
membrane oscillation.

(n = 5) dleveloped oscillations in their membrane potential following the offset of
negative current injection (Fig. 10B). These oscillations consisted of an initial
plateau (depolarization with one to two superimposed action potentials. followed by
a series of sinusoidal oscillations which could generate single action poteniials. The
ilm1plitude and overall duration of the oscillations were dependent on the duration
Mid the amplitude of the preceding hyperpolarization (Fig. l0B). One of the type
11 neurones which generated isolated trains of action potentials also showed
membrane potential oscillations.

T 'ype III neurones showed bursts of three to six action potentials superimposed
onl low-threshold C'a" potentials. as (described above. Seven of nineteen type III
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neurones generated repetitive bursts. either spontaneously or in response to
continuous current injection (Fig. 1 A). Membrane oscillations and repetitive bursts
often occurred at resting potential following hyperpolarizing current pulses in these
cells (Fig. I I B).

A

F I ______
...." ....................................

".i.. ".4.m V

_L ......" '....2o
20s
500 ms50 ms

Sil ... ] mV
350 ms
50 ms

Fig. I1. Bursting in type III neurones. 1. abrupt spontaneous hyperpolarizations
(arrows) from a depolarized membrane potential in this type III neurone (membrane
potential was maintained depolarized at approximately -55 mV with continuous current
injection) led to the activation of spontaneous. repetitive low-threshold potential- and
bursts of action potentials. B. a different type III cell showed regenerative low-threshold
p)otentials and bursts of action potentials as an anodal-break response to a hyperpolarizing
current pulse (upper bar) delivered at resting membrane potential (-60 mV). Upper time
calibration refers to top trace, middle and lower calibrations to expanded traces below in
both A and B.

Synaptic re.qponses

Postsynaptic potentials could be evoked by electrical stimulation (50-500pA)
near the fornix in thirty-four of forty-four neurones tested. Both excitatory and
inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs and IPSPs) were seen in all three cell
groups. Some type I cells (40%) responded to singie electrical stimuli (50-100 uA)
with multiple EPSPs (Fig. 12A). Both EPSPs and IPSPs in type I cells appeared to
decay passively. Most type II cells (65%) responded to the same stimulation with
IPSPs. half of those showing a combined EPSP-IPSP sequence (Fig. 12B). Low-
threshold potentials could not be detected in these cells with extracellular
stimulation. Most type III neurones (65%) showed EPSPs with a slow decay which
did not follow passive electrotonic kinetics (Fig. 12C). Hyperpolarization of these
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cells caused them to respond to extracellular stimulation with low-threshold
potentials and bursts of spikes (Fig. 12C). Multiple EPSPs in response to single
stimuli were not seen in type I and type III neurones.

Anautomical rharrtteri.tic.i

The PVXN was distinguished from surrounding tissue by its translucent appearance
in the slice. Thus. the approximate location of each recorded cell with respect to the

A

A

'3 ._ ____0 I V

A 25 ms

Fig. 12. Synaptic responses of the three cell types. A. a type I neurone responded to
extracellular electrical stimulation (arrow. 100'/*A. 0-5 ms) with EPSPs and a spike at
resting membrane potential (-63 mV. top trace). Hyperpolarization of the cell membrane
to -85 mV with continuous negative current revealed multiple evoked PSPs (EPSPs and
possihle reversed IPsPs) underlying the spike (bottom trace). B. a type II neurone
responded to extracellular stimulation (arrow. l(K)uA. 0-5 ms) with an EPSP-IPSP
sequence at resting potential (-64 tmV. top trace). The IPSP was reversed with
membrane hyperpolarization (middle and bottom traces, all traces are averages of four to
seven sweeps). The reversal potential for evoked IPSPs in this cell was between -75 and
-. 14 mn. C'. extracellular stimulation (arrow. 54) pA. U-5 ms) of a type III neurone caused
a long-lasting EPSP at resting potential (--to mV. average of five sweeps). Stimulation
at the same intensity evoked a low-threshold potential and a burst of fast spikes when the
cell was hyperpolarized with continuous negative-current injection.

PVN was visually estimated from the placement of the recording electrode. Type I
and type II neurones appeared from this estimation to be located within the PVN.
while type III neurones appeared to be located just dorsal to the PVYN.
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whether the low-threshold potentials generated bursts of action potentials. As
described above. type 1 (ells d(id not ,_enerate low-threshold potentials. while type I 1
cells showed small low-threshold potentials which supported a maximum of one or
two spikes. and type III neurones generated robust low-threshold potentials
',ilpp, tinizl bursts of up to six spikes. Becaiise of the adverse effects on recorde(l
neurones of the Lucifer Yellow (and/or the lithium acetate in which it was dissolved).
NcICodinus done with Lucifer Yellow-filled electrodes were not included in the
electrophysiolohical analyses described above. Ethidium bromide did not have any
noticeable effect on electrical recordings.

Twelve injected neurones (three type 1. seven type 1I and five type III cells) were
sufficiently labelled to determine their morphology. Preliminary morphological
analysis indicated that type I neurones had relatively large soma diameters
(20-30 itm. long axis) and only two to three sparsely branched, primary dendrites
with dendritic spines (Fig. 13A). Type 1I neurones tended to have smaller soma
diameters (10-25 pm) and more highly branched dendritic arbors. with two to four
primary dendrites giving rise to secondary branches (Fig. 13B). Type III neurones
had somata which were 11-25/iam in diameter, with four to six primary dendrites
giving rise to secondary dendrites (Fig. 13C). Type I and type II neurones generally
had elongated. bidirectional dendritic orientations. Cells were seen in all three groups
that had dendrites which terminated very close to the third ventricle.

DISCUSSION

Our data indicate that at least three electrophysiologically distinct types of
neurone are present in the PVN region of the hypothalamus. Based upon the
locations of the three cell populations and comparisons between our electro-
physiological observations and data from the SON. we suggest that type I cells are
PVN inagnocellular neurones. type II cells are PVN parvocellular neurones and type
III cells are non-PVN neurones.

Tijpe I neurolss

Type I neurones were situated inside the PVN and had electrophysiological
properties which were very similar to those of mamnocellular neurones of the SON.
They had linear I-V relations to very hyperpoiarized membrane potentials. much
like SON neurones (Mason. 1983: Bourque & Renaud. 1985a). A shoulder on the
falling phase of the action potentials. similar to that of type I neurones in this study.
has been described in SON neiirones and has been attributed to a high-threshold (a'-
conductance which contributes to the action potential (Mason & Leng. 1984) and
is augmented during the spike broadening associated with repetitive firing in these
cells (Andrew & Dudek. 1985: Bourque & Renaud. 1985b). Type I neurones often
displayed. in response to depolarizing pulses. a delayed onset to spike firing caused
by a hyperpolarizing *notch' in the membrane potential. as well as a delayed return
to baseline of the membrane potential following hyperpolarizing pulses: these
properties closely resembled those associated with a putative A-current described in
S()N magnocellular neurones (Randle. Bourque & Renaud. 1986a: Bourque. 1988).
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The bursting characteristics of some type I cells were similar to the phasic firing
behaviour described for vasopressinergic magnocellular neurones in ciro and in citro
(see Poulain & Wakerlev. 1982: Dudek. Tasker & Wuarin. 1989). Depolarizing after-
potentials followed action potentials and appeared to sum to generate spike bursts.
either as repetitive trains of action potentials or as long .fter-discharges. In the SON.
the summation of (a 2 '-dependent depolarizing after-potentials to form plateau
potentials has been described as the mechanism for phasic firing (Andrew & Dudek.
19t4 a: Bourque. 19S6: Andrew. 1987). That phasic firing was seen in .50% of type
I neurones tested is consistent with these neurones being magnocellular neurones
comprised of both oxytocinergic (i.e. non-phasic) and vasopressinergic (i.e. phasic)
neurones (Poulain & Wakerley. 1982: Cobbett et al. 1986).

Our preliminary anatomical data suggest morphological similarities (i.e. soma
diameters of 20- 30/im with two to three sparsely branched. spiny dendrites)
between labelled type I neurones and Lucifer Yellow-labelled magnocellular neurones
of the SON (Randle. Bourque & Renaud. 1986b) and Golgi-stained magnocellular
neurones of the PVN (Armstrong et al. 1980: van den Pol, 1982),

Type If neurones

Type I neurones were located within the PVN and showed electrophysiological

properties which were distinct from those of type I neurones and SON magnocellular
neurones. The principal distinguishing characteristic of these cells was their capacity
to generate a small low-threshold potential. similar to that seen in some neurones of
the neocortex (Friedman & Gutnick. 1987). the dorsal raphe nucleus (Burlhis &

Aghajanian. 1987) and in dopamine-containing regions of the midbrain (Grace &
Onn. 1989). The heterogeneity seen in the electrical properties of type II cells (e.g.
low-threshold potentials of various amplitudes, inconsistent I-V relations across cells
and differences in bursting behaviour) suggests that this group of neurones consists
of more than one cell type. This electrophysiological heterogeneity is consistent with

the diversity of anatomical and functional cell types that make up the parvocellular
populations of the PVN (Armstrong et al. 1980: van den Pol. 1982: Swanson &
s•awehenko. 1983).

Type 11 neurones were morphologically distinct from type I neurones. They were
smaller in diameter and tended to have more complex dendritic arbors than type I

(ells. Anatomical studies of PVN parvocellular neurones indicate diverse cell
morphologies. Thus. some parvocellular neurones have been described which show
sparse dendritic branching (van den Pol. 1982), while putative catecholaminergic
neurones have been shown in the parvocellular regions of the PVN to have bipolar
dendritic arbors which give off numerous secondary branches (Chan-Palay.
Zaborszkv. Kohler. Goldstein & Palav. 1984). Multiple preautonomic neurones have
also been described in the ventromedial parvocellular aspect of the PVN (Rho &
Swanson. 1989). Type II neurones labelled with Lucifer Yellow in our study were
multil)olar and generally showed a bipolar orientation of their primary dendrites.
often with abundant branching of secondary dendrites. Their size and pattern of
dendritic aborization correlated closely with those of PVN parvocellular neurones.

Low-threshold potentials were not affected by bath application of TTX in three

type 1I neurones,. but were blocked by application of medium containing low

PHY 434
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Ca`- and (0'd- in two type II neurones. This suggests that the low-threshold
depolarizations in these cells were ('a>"-dependent. although. in light of the ,mail
number of cells tested and the heterogeneity of the low-threshold potentials seen in
these cells, it cannot be ruled out that a subthreshohl. persistent Na- conductance
(S-tatstr'mi. Schwindt. (Chubb & ('rill. 1985) mav have contributed to the low-
threshold potentials in some of the type 11 neurones which were not pharma-
•-oliicall v tested. Nevertheless. the apparent "low-threshold' nature of these
p)oteIntials (i.e. deinactivated when hyperpolarized from resting potential) in all the
cells suggests that this is not the case.

If it is assumed that the low-threshold potentials in all type II cells were
associated with a (a" conductance. then the large variability in the appearance of
low-threshold potentials in these cells suggests that they may not be a separate
population of cells. but rather. type III neurones with varying degrees of
deinactivation of their low-threshold (a" channels. This is unlikely tor two reasons:
(I) low-threshold potentials in type III neurones. unlike those of type 1I neurones.
were very distinctive in their large amplitude and their capacity to generate bursts
of spikes. and (2) neurones showing low-threshold bursting characteristics (i.e. type
III neurones) were all located outside the PVN (Tasker & Dudek. 1987) while
neurones generating small low-threshold potentials (i.e. type II neurones) were
situated within the PV\N. suggesting that they are different populations of cells.

Type III neurones

Type fII neurones were located just dorsal to the PVN (Tasker & Dudek. 1987).
Poulain & ('arette (1987) have described a population of neurones lateral and
ventrolateral to the PVN in the guinea-pig that generate large low-threshold
potentials and have bursting characteristics very similar to those seen in our type III
cells. As the neurones described in these two studies probably belong to the same
hypothalamic cell population, these (cells would therefore appear to nearly surround
the PVN. Preliminary results from our laboratory suggest that local inhibitory
interneurones in this region project to magnocellular and parvocellular neurones in
the PVN (Tasker & Dudek. 1988). Although further electrophysiological studies are
required to confirm this. it is tempting to speculate that type III neurones may be
inhibitory interneurones which relay information to PVN magnocellular and/or
parvocellular neurones. Autoradiography and combined immunohistochemical/
tracer studies have shown that projections from limbic structures terminate in a
perinuclear fashion, forming a 'halo' around the SON and PVN (Sawchenko &
Swanson. 1983: Silverman & Oldfield. 1984). The majority of magnocellular and
parvocellular dendrites are contained within the nucleus (Armstrong et al. 1980:
van den Pol. 1982). Recent immunohistochemical studies have revealed neurones
immunopositive for y-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and glutamic acid decarboxylase
((A[D) in and around the SON (van den Pot. 1985: Theodosis. Paut & Tappaz. 1986)
and PVN (Tappaz. Bosler. Paut & Berod, 1985: Kakucska. Tappaz. Gaal. Stoeckel
& Makara. 1988: Meister. Hokfelt. Geffard & Oertel. 1988). Perinuclear inhibitory
interneurones. therefore. could be the substrate by which such limbic structures as
the lateral septum (Lebrun. Poulain & Theodosis. 1983) and the ventral subiculum
(Ferrevra. Kannan & Koizumi. 1953) exercise their inhibitory effects on SON and
PVN neurones.
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The low-threshold bursting characteristics of type III neurones in this study,
n-Aemhle those of inferior olivary neurones (Llinki, & Xarom. 1981) and thalamnic
nietrone.s (.Jahnsen & Llimics. 19S4). The oscillator ,v behaviour in these neurones is
implicated in the c-er'ebellar i-liniina fibre System and in cortical spindle generation
(,Steriatle and I[eschenes. 1 944). respectively. The qetoarssas towhtfnio

the oscillatory behaviour in burstingf hypothalamic neurones may subserve. Although
nou data aRe 'Vet available to answer this question, the periodicity of bursting in these
,cells seemis to preclude a direct presynaptic involvement in the phasic firing of
vasopressinervic niagnocellular neuronecs (although see Poulain & ('arette. 1987) or in
the svnchro nous high-frequency dlischarge of oxytocinergic magnocellular neurones
(see Poulain & Wakerlev. 1982). The bursting periodicity of type III neurones seen
in our experiments, however. may not (lirectly reflect that which occurs in t-iro, since
miany of the synaptic inputs which would modulate this behaviour may' not be
present in the slice preparation.

This study presents a detailed electrophysiological characterization of neurones
in the PVN region of the rat hypothalamus. Our (data suggest that electro-
physiologically distinct neurones in the PN-X correspond to magnocellular and
lparvoceilular neurones. Further studies using intracellular injection of neuronal
markers and iminunohistochemical identification of neurotransmitters necessarv to
confirm this are currently under-way (Hoffman et al. 1989).

We thank D~r Dorwin Birt for the data analysis software he kindly provided and Dr Neil Hoffman
for anatomical assistance. This work was supported hy % a fellowship from the National Institute of
Neurological [Disorders and Stroke (NS084449) to .1. G~. T. and by a grant from the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research (AFOSR S7 -0361 and 90-04156) to F. E. D
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Hypothalamic paraventricular and supraoptic neurons were recorded intracellularly in coronal slices and injected with Lucifer
yellow, ethidium bromide or biocytin. Electrical properties, morphological staining and neurophysin immunohistochemistry were
compared among the 3 markers. Lucifer yellow electrodes had a high resistance and frequently blocked during experiments.
Neurons recorded with Lucifer yellow electrodes had low input resistances and low-amplitude, broad spikes. Lucifer yellow labeling
in whole mount was highly fluorescent, revealing distal dendrites and axons. Of cells injected with Lucifer yellow. 64% were
recovered but were faint after immunohistochemical processing. Recordings with ethidium bromide electrodes were similar to
controls, although electrode blockage sometimes occurred. Only somata and proximal dendrites of ethidium bromide-filled neurons
were visible in whole-mount. Forty percent of cells injected with ethidium bromide were recovered after immunohistochemical
processing; these were invariably faint. Recordings with biocytin-filled electrodes were similar to control recordings. Biocytin-filled.
HRP-labeled cells showed distal dendrites and often dendritic spines and axons in 50-75-A.tm sections. Seventy percent of
biocytin-injected cells labeled with fluorescent markers were recovered and remained strongly labeled after immunohistochemical
process:ng. Biocytin had the best electrical and staining properties for combined electrophysiological and anatomical studies.

Introduction anatomical analyses are not always necessary in
relatively homogeneous structures, such as the

Combining intracellular recording and staining hippocampus, they are important when studying
provides the most direct link between cellular more complex structures made up of diverse cell
electrophysiology and anatomy in the study of the types. For example, in the hypothalamus, with its
nervous system. Intracellular staining can be used heterogeneous population of neurons, it is often
to determine the location, morphology and often necessary to determine the transmitter/hormone
the immunohistochemical identity of electrophys- content of the recorded cell with immunohisto-
iologically characterized neurons. While these chemical techniques in order to ascertain the type

of neuron under study.
Several potential problems, often not treated

in the literature, can be encountered in the elec-
Correspondence: F. Edward Dudek. Ph.D.. Mental Retarda- theilitaturecan and in trec-

tion Rev.arch Center NPI 58-258. UCLA School of Medicine, trophysiological recording and histological treat-
760 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 9002- U.S.A. Tel.: ment of intracellularly recorded and stained neu-
(213) 206-3622: Fax: (213) 206-5060. rons. Intracellular dyes often increase the resis-



tance of the recording electrode. making it diffi- that describe Lucifer yellow staining and associ-
cult or impossible to inject current or dye. Under ated immunohistochemical techniques have ap-
these conditions, electrode blockage increases the peared (Kawata et al.. 1983: Reaves et al.. 1983:
electrical noise to an unacceptably high level. Smithson et al.. 1984). Ethidium bromide is an-
often making electrical recordings impossible. other marker that is compatible with both elec-
Some intracellular stains or the vehicle in which trophysiological and immunohistochemical stud-
they are dissolved can adversely affect the elec- ies (Aghajanian and Vandermaelen, 1982: Mason
trophysiological properties of the recorded cell. et al.. 1988: McCarthy and Lawson. 1988). Lastly.
The level of technical difficulty and the time a method developed recently by Horikawa and
investment in histological procedures can also be Armstrong (1988) uses biocytin injection and ap-
a concern. An important consideration for any plication of avidin-conjugated markers to stain
method of intracellular staining is whether a par- recorded cells. This method is gaining widespread
ticular label will survive fixation, dehydration, recognition as a powerful tool for the combined
sectioning and other histological procedures. Fi- electrophysiological and anatomical study of sin-
nally, the strength of the label is critical. During gle neurons. A recent report has described its
immunohistochemical studies, for example, it is compatibility with immunohistochemical tech-
important that the immunohistochemical reaction niques (Ronnekleiv et al., 1990). The present
product not obscure the intracellular label and study compared Lucifer yellow, ethidium bromide
vice versa (Scharfman et al.. 1989). Thus, the and biocytin to determine which of these intracel-
ideal intracellular marker would (a) confer excel- lular markers is best for combined electrophysio-
lent electrical properties to the recording elec- logical, morphological and immunohistochemical
trode. (b) not alter the electrophysiological char- studies of intracellularly recorded neurons.
acteristics of the recorded neuron, (c) be visual-
ized with relatively straight-forward histological
techniques. and (d) provide a stable marker that Methods
is robust but compatible with other labels used in
immunohistochemical procedures. Slice preparation

The purpose of this comparison was to assess Adult Sprague-Dawley rats (150-250 g) were
which intracellular labeling techniques would decapitated and their brains rapidly removed and
yield optimal electrophysiology and anatomy. The immersed for 1 min in cold (1-4°C), oxygenated
limitations of certain intracellular labeling tech- artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF). The ACSF
niques make it difficult to combine electrophysio- contained (in mM): 124 NaCI, 3 KCI. 2.4 CaCI,,
togical analysis with detailed anatomical evalua- 26 NaHCO 3 , 1.3 MgSO,, 1.4 NaH.P0 4 , and 11
tion. For example, horseradish peroxidase (HRP) glucose. The base of the brain was blocked on ice
is a frequently used marker which provides a with a razor and the caudal end of the block was
permanent stain (Kitai et al., 1989), but because mounted on the chuck of a vibroslice (Campden
of its large molecular weight (Mw = 40 000) and Instr.) with cyanoacrylate. The chuck with the
electrode-blocking characteristics, acceptable in- tissue block was quickly immersed in cold ACSF
tracellular recording and dye injection are diffi- in the vibroslice chamber, and coronal slices
cult to achieve without beveling or breaking the (400-500 Arm) containing the paraventricular
tip of the recording electrode. Other substances, and/or supraoptic nuclei were sectioned. One to
such as carboxyfluorescein, cannot be fixed and 2 slices were placed on filter paper on the ramp
thus have limited anatomical applications (Rao et of an interface recording chamber (Haas et al..
al.. 1986). Currently, three intracellular markers 1979). The ACSF was heated to 32-34°C and
are most frequently used for the electrophysiolog- pumped into the chamber, where it was drawn up
ical and anatomical study of intracellularly over the slices by capillarity or, in some cases,
recorded neurons. Lucifer yellow has been the with threads of gauze. A gas mixture of 95%
most common of the three and several studies 02/5% CO, was humidified and continuously



directed over the surface of the slices in the were examined under the microscope with epiflu-
chamber. Slices were allowed to equilibrate in the orescence illumination using Nikon filters - B-ex-
recording chamber for "p1prrximately 2 h prior to citation (495 nm) and 515W-absorption filters for
the ,tart of experiments. the Lucifer yellow label and G-excitation (546

nm) and 580W-absorption filters for the ethidium
Elec•trc••tL qcordint, and d've injection bromide label.

Recording electrodes were pulled from micro- Morphological and immunohistochemical anal-
filament capillary glass ( 1.I mm OD. 0.5 mm ID) yses were not both performed on the same bio-
on a Flaming-Brown puller. They were filled with cytin-injected neurons in this study. The cells that
(I) 2-5ý - Lucifer yellow dissolved in 0.5-1 M were used for immunohistochemistry were la-
lithium acetate or 0.5-1 M lithium chloride. (2) beled with fluorescent markers, whereas those
1'; ethidium bromide in I M potassium acetate. selected for morphological analysis were labeled
or (3) 2%ý biocytin in 2 M potassium acetate or 2 using an avidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxi-
M potassium chloride. Control electrodes con- dase (ABC-HRP) reaction, similar to the proce-
tained 2-4 M potassium acetate only. Cell im- dure described by Horikawa and Armstrong
palement was accomplished by advancing the (1988). Briefly, after fixation. biocytin-injected
electrodes through the slice in 4-Am steps with a slices for morphological analysis were rinsed sev-
piezoelectric microdrive and oscillating the nega- eral times in TBS and cryoprotected overnight in

e cipacitance feedback. Electrical signals were 30% sucrose in TBS. Sections of these slices were
.,orded through an intracellular amplifier with a cut at a thickness (50-75 Ain) sufficient to pre-

bridge circuit and stored on magnetic tape or serve much of the dendritic arbor and ensure
digitized and stored on videotape. Lucifer yellow adequate penetration of the avidin-biotinylated
and biocytin were injected with negative current complex. Frozen sections were cut on a sliding
pulses (0.2-2.5 nA. 200-500 ms, 1-2 Hz. 2-15 microtome and then rinsed in TBS (3 x 10 min).
min for Lucifer yellow: 0.2-1.0 nA. 200-250 ms. Endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked by J

1-2 Hz. 5-3;0 min for biocytin). Ethidium bro- incubating sections for 5 min in a solution of 3'%
midc was injected using positive current pulses H.,O and 10% methanol in TBS. Sections were
(0.2-1.0 nA. 200-500 ms, 1-2 Hz, 4-15 min). then washed once in TBS and twice in 0.1 M
Larger currents were used to inject Lucifer yellow phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 10 min each.
because of electrode blockage. Traces were gen- followed by 2-4-h incubation at room tempera-
crated by digitizing the data and printing them on ture in the ABC-HRP complex (Vectastain-elite
a laser printer. All dyes were purchased from kit, Vector Laboratories) diluted 1:21)0 in PBS
Sigma Chemical Co. or Molecular Probes, Inc. containing 0.5% Triton X-100. Sections were then
Electrophysiological data are expressed as the washed 3 times for 10 min in PBS and stained
mean t SEM. using a chromogen solution containing 3.3'-di-

aminobenzidene .4 HCI (DAB, Sigma, grade I1)
h-vation and morphological examination and glucose oxidase (GOD; Smithson et al., 1984).

All slices were fixed by immersion for 12-14 h Neurons injected with biocytin and reserved for
mn 4"; paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacody- immunohistochemistry, on the other hand. were
late buffer (pH 7.4) at 4°C. Slices that contained labeled using fluorescent markers. These slices
neurons injected with Lucifer yellow or ethidium were sectioned thinner (5 or 10 Arm) to facilitate
bromide were processed for whole-mount exami- antibody penetration, to reduce false-positive
nation. These slices were rinsed 3 times in 0.05 M double labeling due to immunostaining above or
Tris-butfered 0.15 M NaCI solution (TBS) and below the biocytin-filled neuron, and to standard-
dchydrated in increasing concentrations of ize the immunohistochemical procedures for each
ethanol (50"%. 701%, 95% and twice 100%, 20 min intracellulE marker as much as possible (see
at each concentration), cleared in methyl salicy- below). After sectioning, these cells were labeled
late (10 min), mounted and coverslipped. They by incubating sections in solutions containing
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avidin conjugated either with rhodamine or with munofluorescence procedure since it had been
7-amino-4-methyl-coumarin-3-acetic acid (AM- applied previously to enhance penetration of the
CA. Vector Laboratories) for 4 h at room tem- avidin-conjugated biocytin marker (see above).
perature (24°C). Both markers were diluted 1:200 Sections were then rinsed in PBS (3 x 5 min) and
in PBS containing 0.5% Triton X. incubated for 12-14 h at 4°C and for an addi-

tional 2 h at room temperature in a polyclonal
Immunohistochemistu antiserum generated in rabbit against general

Slices containing cells labeled with Lucifer yel- neurophysin (Seif et al., 1977), or in a monoclonal
low and ethidium bromide, as well as those with mouse antiserum directed against vasopressin-as-
biocytin-filled cells not used for morphological sociated neurophysin (PS 41; Ben-Barak et al.,
analysis (see above), were orocessed immunohis- 1985; Whitnall et al., 1985). The rabbit polyclonal
tochemically according to the procedure de- antibody was diluted at 1:200 (for indirect im-
scribed by Smithson et al. (1984). Those slices munofluorescence) or 1:2000 (for the ABC-HRP
containing cells labeled with Lucifer yellow and procedure) in 0.1 M PBS containing 1% normal
ethidium bromide were first rehydrated in de- goat serum and 0.05% NaN 3. Triton X-100 (0.2%)
scending concentrations of ethanols. All slices, was added to the antiserum dilution in initial
including biocytin-injected slices for immunohis- experiments but was omitted subsequently. This
tochemical processing, were rinsed in TBS and did not affect levels of immunoreactivity. The
post-fixed for 2 h in Bouin's solution at 4°C. They mouse monoclonal antiserum was diluted at 1:500
were then rinsed in TBS, dehydrated in the as- in 0.05 M TBS with 0.2% Triton X-100 and used
cending series of ethanols, and embedded in with the ABC-HRP procedure only. Replacement
polyethylene glycol (PEG. MW 1450, Sigma; see of the immunized sera with the same dilution of
Smithson et al., 1983). The PEG blocks were non-immunized serum resulted in a complete ab-
sectioned at 5 or 10 gm on a rotary microtome. sence of immunoreactivity.
Tissue sections were rehydrated in the descend- After incubation in the primary antiserum,
ing ethanol concentration series to TBS (3 washes sections were washed in PBS (3 x 5 min). For
of 5 min each). Biocytin-filled cells were labeled cells injected with Lucifer yellow or ethidium
at this stage by incubating the sections in avidin- bromide, neurophysin immunohistochemistry was
conjugated rhodamine or AMCA (see above). All performed using the ABC-HRP procedure. The
sections were then scanned under epifluores- DAB-GOD reaction was used as the chromogen
cence microscopy for labeled cell bodies and pro- (see above), as described in detail by Smithson et
cesses. Cells labeled with Lucifer yellow and al. (1984). Sections were mounted and cover-
ethidium bromide were visualized using the filter slipped with methyl salicylate, then examined and
combinations described above. The filters used photographed under epifluorescence and bright-
for the rhodamine-labeled biocytin were G-exci- field microscopy. For biocytin-injected neurons
tation (546 nm) and 580W-absorption and those labeled with avidin-conjugated AMCA or avidin-
used for the AMCA-labeled biocytin were UV- conjugated rhodamine, the indirect immiunofluo-
excitation (365 nm) and 420K-absorption. rescence procedure (Sternberger, 1974) was used.

Neurophysin immunohistochemistry was per- These sections were incubated for 1 h at room
formed on all sections containing labeled cell temperature in goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated
bodies and processes, as well as on immediately with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC, Boehringer
adjacent sections. Non-immune protein interac- Mannheim) in PBS (1:50). Sections were then
tions were first blocked by a 30-min incubation in rinsed in PBS (3 x 5 min), mounted onto slides
normal goat serum diluted in PBS (10% when and coverslipped using glycerol/PBS (1:4) as the
applying the indirect immunofluorescence proce- mounting medium. N-Propyl gallate (1%) was
dure and 1% when using the ABC technique). added to the mounting medium to retard photo-
Triton X-100 (0.2%) was added to the solution bleaching of fluorescence for about 75% of the
for the ABC technique but omitted in the im- cells double-labeled with biocytin (Giloh and Se-
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dat. 1982). Sections were immediately examined filled with the different intracellular markers and
and photographed under epifluorescence mi- potassium acetate (controls) are summarized in
croscopy using the B-excitation and 515W-ab- Table I.
sorption filter combination for FITC and the
appropriate filter combinations for AMCA and Lucifer yellow
rhodamine (see above). Some sections were coun- Electrodes containing Lucifer yellow dissolved
terstained with cresyl violet, in LiAc or LiCI characteristically had resistances

which were 30-300% higher than the same elec-
trodes filled with potassium acetate. The fine

Results electrodes needed for the impalement of hy-
pothalamic neurons had resistances of 80-120

Lucifer yellow, ethidium bromide and biocytin Mfl filled with 2 M potassium acetate, but the
were evaluated and compared on the basis of same electrodes had resistances of 150-250 M2
qualitative and quantitative electrophysiological when filled with Lucifer yellow. Reducing elec-
and anatomical criteria. The electrical properties trode resistance with blunter electrode tips made
evaluated were electrode resistance and current- impalement of these cells much more-difficult.
passing capacity, stability of recording, resting Passing continuous negative current through the
potentials, input resistances and action potential recording electrode is a commonly used and ef-
characteristics. The anatomical criteria compared fective method of stabilizing electrical recordings
were whole-mount morphological characteristics, after impalement of a neuron. Because of the
complexity of histological procedures, stability of high resistance of electrodes containing Lucifer
the intracellular label and its compatibility with yellow, current was difficult to pass and it was
immunohistochemical double-labeling, often difficult to obtain stable intracellular

recordings. In addition, because Lucifer yellow is
Electrophysiological properties ejected iontophoretically using negative current,

staining of neurons that failed to stabilize suffi-
The electrophysiological properties of hy- ciently for electrophysiological recording (i.e.,

pothalamic neurons recorded with electrodes temporarily impaled cells) sometimes occurred.

TABLE I

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF HYPOTHALAMIC NEURONS RECORDED WITH ELECTRODES CONTAINING
POTASSIUM ACETATE (CONTROL). LUCIFER YELLOW, ETHIDIUM BROMIDE AND BIOCYTIN

Control Lucifer Ethidium Biocytin
yellow bromide

Resting potential (mV) 61.3 ± 2.3(13) 60.0 ± 2.2 (6) 60.0± 2.6 (6) 58.9 ± 1.4(12)
Input resistance (M12) 197.8 ± 24.6(15) 145.5 ± 22.2 (10) 255.4 ± 14.9 (12) 223.9 ± 19.7(14)
Spike amplitude (mV threshold-peak) 62.5 ± 1.10(l1) 48.2 ± 1.6 (9) 61.9 ± 1.5 (8) 66.4 ± 2.2(10)
Spike duration (ms 0 1/2 amplitude) 0.86 ± 0.04 (10) 2.12 + 0.29 (9) 1.01 ± 0.06 (11) 0.88 ± 0.08 (12)

Values are expressed as the mean ±SE (W). Resting membrane potentials were calculated after withdrawal from the cell. Input
resistances were calculated in the linear portion of I-V curves. Values for resting potential and input resistance were taken from
putative magnocellular, parvocellular and peri-PVN bursting neurons since no significant difference was found in these properties
among the three cell types in previous studies (Tasker and Dudek, 1991. Hoffman et al., 1991). Values of spike amplitude were
taken from putative magnocellular and parvocellular neurons only since spike amplitudes were not found to differ significantly
among these PVN cell populations. Spike-duration values were taken only from putative parvocellular and peri-PVN bursting
neurons since spike durations were not found to differ signficantly among these cells. Statistical differences among groups were
first determined using analyses of variance (ANOVA). Where the ANOVA revealed a significant difference, the experimental
groups were compared to the control groups with Dunnet's test. P < 0.05 was considered significant. ** Designates groups which
differed significantly from controls at P < 0.01.
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Clogging of the electrode tip, as evidenced by a trodes, although the difference was not statisti-
substantial increase in the electrode resistance cally significant. Action potentials of cells
with time. was also common during the course of recorded with Lucifer yellow electrodes were sig-

experiments. nificantly smaller in amplitude (measured thresh-

The electrical properties of 16 cells were old to peak) and longer in duration (measured at
recorded with electrodes filled with Lucifer yel- half-maximum amplitude) than those of cells
low. The quality of intracellular recordings made recorded with electrodes containing potassium
with these electrodes was generally poor corn- acetate (Table I and Fig. IB). Current-voltage
pared to recordings with potassium-acetate elec- (I-V) relations were difficult to calculate with
trodes (Table 1). High electrode resistance often Lucifer yellow electrodes due to clogging of the
made it difficult to balance the bridge and caused tip with current injection (Fig. IB). Resting mem-
high levels of baseline electrical noise. Record. brane potentials usually decreased and spikes be-
ings were often electrically unstable and tended came smaller and broader as Lucifer yellow
to degenerate relatively quickly with time. As and/or the lithium vehicle diffused into the cell
indicated in Table I, cells recorded with Lucifer during the course of recording. The high resis-
yellow electrodes tended to have lower input tance of the electrodes and high incidence of
resistances than cells recorded with control elec- electrode blockage often necessitated passage of

A Control B Lucifer Yellow C Ethidium Rromlde D 81ocylin

________ LLUW ~ LII lAu/k
100 ms

20O mS

Fig. I. Electrical properties of intracellular recordings with dye-filled electrodes. The voltage response:i to a series of rectangular
pulses of injected current, or current-voltage (I-V) series. are shown for each intracellular marker and tor controls. Top traces are
current recordings, middle traces are voltage responses and lower traces are expanded sweeps of the first spike of each spike train.
A: control recording of a putative magnocellular neuron (Tasker and Dudek, 1991) with an electrode filled with potassium acetate
(4 M). B: I-V series in a putative magnocellular neuron with an electrode filled with Lucifer yellow (5% in I M lithium acetate).
Note the artifactual fluctuation in the most negative voltage deflection, caused by electrode blockage with relatively low-intensity
current injection (- 200 pA). The current-evoked spike is substantially broader than that seen in the control recording. C: I-V
series in a putative parvocellular neuron with a recording electrode filled with ethidium bromide. The electrical properties of this
recording are comparable to those of the control recording. D: I-V series recorded in a putative magnocellular neuron with a
biocytin-filled electrode. Current injection and the morphology of the current-evoked spike in this recording were also qualitatively
similar to those seen in the control recording. Spontaneous postsynaptic potentials are present in some traces from all recordings

but are distinguishable from ele:trical noise caused by electrode blockage.
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strong currents (up to 2.5 nA. see Methods) in age to occur and often experiments could be
order to inject a sufficient quantity of dye to label continued or extended after dye injection was
the cells. The recording electrodes invariably completed. Dye injection could be accomplished
clogged during dye injection and any subsequent by passing either positive or negative current (see
electrical analysis of the neuron was impossible. Horikawa and Armstrong, 1988) and, as with

Lucifer yellow, staining of only temporarily im-
Ethidiumn bromide paled cells (i.e., cells that were lost due to partial

Twelve cells were recorded with electrodes impalement) was a potential problem. Recording
filled with ethidium bromide. The quality of the for over 10 min without performing the injection
intracellular recordings with ethidium bromide protocol or dye injection for > 5 min (see Meth-
was good. Electrode resistances with ethidium ods) was usually sufficient to label recorded neu-
bromide were 80-160 MD. Although the resis- rons.
tance of these electrodes was up to 35% higher
than that of controls, they provided relatively Anatomical properties
noise-free recordings which remained stable for
long periods of time. Injection of strong currents As described in Methods, slices containing
sometimes caused electrode blockage. The elec- neurons labeled with Lucifer yellow and ethidium
trical properties of cells recorded with ethidium bromide were all examined initially in the whole-
bromide electrodes were not significantly differ- mount preparation and then sectioned at 5 or 10
ent from those of cells recorded with electrodes jAm and processed immunohistochemically ac-
filled with potassium acetate (Table I). Fast ac- cording to the technique described by Smithson
tion potentials and I-V relations were qualita- et al. (1984). Slices containing biocytin-filled cells
tively similar to those in control recordings (Fig. were divided into 2 groups: those slices that were
IC). The unwanted labeling of temporarily im- sectioned at 50-75 Am and histologically pro-
paled cells was less of a problem since the dye is cessed for morphological examination with proce-
positively charged and was not iontophoresed dures modified from Horikawa and Armstrong
from the electrode with the passage of negative (1988), and those that were sectioned at 5 or 10
current to stabilize the impalement. Electrode Am and immunohistochemically processed with
blockage occurred occasionally with prolonged methods modified from Smithson et al. (1984).
recordings and sustained current injection. Dye
injection (see Methods) usually caused blockage Lucifer yellow
of the electrode tip. Intracellular labeling with Lucifer yellow pro-

vided a simple (see Methods), detailed whole-
Biocotin mount visualization of the injected neuron (Fig.

A total of 27 neurons were recorded with 2A and B). Successful injections were character-
biocytin-filled electrodes. No significant differ- ized by brightly labeled neurons, of which much
ences were found in the electrical properties of of the dendritic arbor and often the dendritic
cells recorded with biocytin electrodes and those spines and axon were stained. Successful labeling
recorded with electrodes containing potassium was dependent on the duration of the injection
acetate (Table I). Action potentiais and I-V rela- and on the degree and rapidity of electrode
tions recorded with biocytin-filled electrodes were blockage during dye injection.
qualitatively similar to those seen in control After whole-mount examination, neurophysin
recordings (Fig. 1D). Biocytin electrodes were immunohistochemistry using the ABC-HRP reac-
5-20% higher in resistance than the same elec- tion was performed on slices containing neurons
trodes containing 2 M potassium acetate, but filled with Lucifer yellow. This opaque reaction
were low enough in resistance to permit passage product obscured the Lucifer yellow label in the
of strong currents, either positive or negative, cytoplasmic compartment but not in the nucleus
without clogging. It was rare for electrode block- of injected cells (Smithson et al., 1984). There-
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fore, in order to visualize both markers in the avidin-biotinylated HRP complex. However, most
same cell, it was necessary to cut sections suffi- of the morphological features of the hypothala-
ciently thin (5-10 Mm) to obtain a nuclear profile mic neurons examined in this study were pre-
of the injectt . neuron (Fig. 2C). The Lucifer served in sections within this thickness range, and
yellow fluorescence was relatively labile before reconstruction of the labeled neuron from serial
the slices were embedded but remained stable for sections was possible when the cell was not con-
months in slices embedded in PEG and protected tained entirely in a single section. This biocytin
from light (Smithson et al., 1983). Approximately histochemical procedure provided Golgi-like
64% of the total neurons injected with Lucifer staining of the dendrites and often revealed den-
yellow were recovered after sectioning and neu- dritic spines and axons of injected neurons (Fig.
rophysin immunohistochemistry. Cells recovered 4; Horikawa and Armstrong, 1988). Biocytin was
at this stage were often faint, very stable in injected neurons as slices were

sometimes stored in chilled fixative for weeks or
Ethidium bromide in PEG blocks for months prior to histochemieal

Ethidium bromide fluorescence was less bright processing without any apparent decrement in
and labeled less of the injected neuron in the neuronal labeling.
whole-mount preparation than either Lucifer yel- Rhodamine and 7-amino-4-methylcoumarin-
low or biocytin. Although somata fluoresced fairly 3-acetic acid (AMCA) were the fluorescent mark-
brightly, only proximal segments of dendrites and ers used to label the biocytin-filled cells that were
rarely axons or dendritic spines were visible with immunohistochemically processed. Fluorescein
ethidium bromide (Fig. 3A). The ethidium bro- isothiocyanate (FITC) was always used as the
mide label was not as stable as Lucifer yellow or immunohistochemical label in sections containing
biocytin when embedded and stored in PEG or biocytin-filled cells. The brightest intracellular
through the immunohistochemical processing. fluorescent marker that we used was rhodamine
Only 40% of neurons injected with ethidium bro- (Fig. 5A); however, it was excited by the fluores-
mide were recovered after neurophysin immuno- cein excitation light band, albeit at reduced effi-
histochemistry. These labeled cells were always ciency, and thus partially obscured the FITC im-
very faint (Fig. 3B). munohistochemical label (Fig. 5B and C). The

blue-fluorescing AMCA marker, on the other
Biocytin hand, although not as bright as the rhodamine

Neuronal labeling with biocytin did not permit (Fig. 6), was only excited by light in the ultraviolet
true whole-mount visualization of filled cells be- range and not by the fluorescein excitation band;
cause slices containing biocytin-injected cells were this allowed for good separation of the intracellu-
sectioned (50-75 Am) to allow penetration of the lar and immunohistochemical labels. The combi-

4Fig. 2. Labeling with Lucifer yellow. A: whole-mount photomicrograph of a putative parvocellular neuron in the PVN labeled with
Lucifer yellow. B: peri-PVN neuron filled with Lucifer yellow and photographed in whole mount. Somata and proximal and distal
processes were brightly labeled with Lucifer yellow. C: combined transmitted-light/epifluorescence photomicrograph of a
double-labeled magnocellular neuron (curved arrow) in the SON after immunohistochemistry for vasopressin-associated neuro-
physin. The Lucifer yellow label was contained within the nucleus while the immunostain was restricted to the cytoplasmic
compartment of the injected cell. Calibration bar in A = 100 jum and applies to A and B; calibration in C = 50 gm. IlI, third

ventricle; OC, optic chiasm.

Fig. 3. Ethidium bromide labeling. A: fluorescent label was only visible in the somata and proximal dendrites of these peri-PVN
cells injected with ethidium bromide and viewed in whole mount. Recording and dye injection was performed in only one cell,
suggesting dye coupling. B: combined transmitted-light/epifluorescence photomicrograph of a PVN cell labeled with ethidium
bromide (curved arrow) and immunohistochemically processed for neurophysin using the ABC-HRP immunostain. The ethidium
bromide fluorescence was very faint despite the immunonegativity of the cell. Calibration bar = 50 Am and is the same for A and

M III, third ventricle.
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nation of AMCA-biocytin and FITC-neurophysin potassium salt of Lucifer yellow (1.25% in water

labeling sometimes permitted the identification and less in potassium salt solutions) limits the

of immunoreactive dendrites and axonal pro- concentration of dye in the electrode solution

cesses (Fig. 6). Of the neurons injected with bio- and thus reduces the intensity of labeling possi-

cytin. 70% were recovered and remained brightly ble. The potassium salt is useful in whole-cell

labeled after sectioning and immunohistochemi- patch-clamp recordings in which lower concentra-
cal staining, tions of the dye are required to label recorded

cells because of the large tip diameter of the

electrode and resultant dialysis of the intracellu-

Discussion lar milieu with the electrode contents. The lithium

salt of Lucifer yellow is more highly soluble (about

The primary purpose of an intracellular marker 5% in water) and is the most commonly used

is to combine electrophysiological experiments form of Lucifer yellow in experiments performed
with anatomical analyses of recorded cells; the with sharp intracellular electrodes (Stewart, 1978).
ideal marker should therefore provide a strong, However. lithium may have adverse effects on

stable intracellular label without compromising cell electrical properties. For example, it may
the electrophysiological properties of the intracel- affect postsynaptic second messenger function. It
lular recording. This study evaluated three intra- has been reported to block inositol phosphate
cellular markers, Lucifer yellow, ethidium bro- metabolism and thus, with time, deplete intracel-
mide and biocytin, based on the degree to which lular inositol (Berridge et al., 1989). Similarly,
these markers permit the combination of electro- intracellular lithium may inhibit adenylate cyclase
physiological, morphological and immunohisto- activity (Ebstein et al., 1989), which could affect
chemical analyses of intracellularly recorded hy- cyclic AMP-dependent sodium, calcium or potas-
pothalamic neurons. sium channels (Kaczmarek and Levitan, 1987).

Lithium leakage into the cytosol may also en-
Lucifer yellow hance calcium conductance and/or partially block

potassium conductance, which would affect the
Electrophyvsiology resting membrane potential and spike-firing char-

Lucifer yellow is widely used as a lithium salt acteristics of the recorded cell (Mayer et al.,
and as a potassium salt. The low solubility of the 1984).

-4Fig. 4. Morphological labeling with biocytin. A 50-jim section containing a cell recorded in the region of the PVN. injected with
hiocytin and stained with the ABC-HRP reaction (see text). Distal dendrites and the axon (arrow) of this cell were visible with the

opaque biocytin label. Calibration bar = 100 ,um; Fx. fornix; IlL third ventricle.

Fig. 5. Immunohistofluorescence of a biocytin-filled, rhodamine-labeled neuron. A: fluorescence photomicrograph under rho-
damine filters of a 10-,um section containing a PVN magnocellular neuron labeled with rhodamine/biocytin (curved arrow) before
immunohistochemical processing. B: the same section (at lower magnification) under fluorescein filters after neurophysin
immunohistochemistry using a FITC immunolabel. The strongly labeled cell (curved arrow) fluoresces in the range of frequencies
detected by the fluorescein filters making double labeling difficult to detect. C: at high-magnification, the faint yellow halo of
immunofluorescence surrounding the nucleus of the rhodamine/biocytin-labeled cell was apparent, indicating that this cell was

immunoreactive for neurophysin. Calibration bars = 50 Ajm in A and B. and 25 gim in C; Ill, third ventricle.

Fig. •. Immunohistochemical labeling of a biocytin-filled, AMCA-stained cell. A: fluorescence photomicrographs of 10-jim sections
containing a biocytin/AMCA-labeled PVN cell (curved arrow) seen under ultraviolet filters after neurophysin immunohistxhem-
istry. Only the injected cell and its processes (small arrows in top and bottom photomicrographs) showed the blue AMCA
fluorescence. B: the same sections seen under fluorescein filters. The biocytin/AMCA stained cell soma and processes (small
arrows in top and bottom photomicrographs) were double labeled with the FITC immunolabel. indicating that the cell was

immunopositive for neurophysin. Calibration bar in A = 25 jum and applies to top and bottom photomicrographs in A and B.
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In terms of' electrical properties. Lucifer yel- strongly labeled neurons) made Lucifer yellow an
low was the least acceptable of the 3 intracellular effective intracellular marker for quick morpho-
markers tested. It increased the resistance of the logical screening and photomicrography of
recording electrode approximately 2-fold (com- recorded cells. The Lucifer yellow label, however.
pared to the same electrodes filled with potas- was not permanent, and prolonged exposure to
sium acetate) and caused a low signal-to-noise epifluorescent illumination caused photobleach-
ratio and blockage of the electrode tip. Cells ing of the fluorescence. Therefore. further pro-
recorded with Lucifer yellow electrodes were un- cessing of the tissue to render the Lucifer label
stable and had relatively low resting membrane permanent (e.g.. photooxidation; see Maranto.
potentials and low amplitude, broad action po- 1982; or immunohistochemical labeling; see
tentials. Increased Ca>- conductance or de- Taghert et al.. 1982) would be necessary to per-
creased K' conductance caused by leakage of the form extensive morphological analyses under the
lithium into the cell may partially account for the microscope.
low membrane potentials and altered spikes in The stability of the Lucifer yellow label through
these recordings (Mayer et al.. 1984), especially sectioning and immunohistochemistry was greater
since these effects became progressively more than that of the ethidium bromide and slightly
pronounced with time. Ii is still unclear what lower than that of the biocytin labels. Although
effect Lucifer yellow and/or lithium have on cells 64% of Lucifer-injected cells were recovered, the
that reduces the likelihood of stable impale- intensity of staining after immunohistochemical
ments, but this, as well as the altered electrophys- processing tended to be weaker than that of the
iological properties probably contributes to the biocytin labels.
poor quality of recording. It is important to note The procedure for the double labeling of neu-
that cell impalement with sharp electrodes (i.e., rons injected with Lucifer yellow used in this
non-patch electrodes) appears, even under the study employed the HRP-DAB immunolabel.
best conditions. to irreparably damage the cell This reaction product obscures Lucifer yellow in
membrane, since input resistances increase nearly the cytoplasmic compartment and requires that
10-fold in recordings with patch electrodes (Blan- the nucleus of the stained cell be cross-sectioned
ton et al., 1989). suggesting that less current leak in order that Lucifer yellow and immunolabeling
occurs around the electrode tip. Therefore, when be observable in the same cell (Smithson et al.,
dissolved in LiAc or LiCi at the concentrations 1984). It may be possible to simplify this proce-
used here. Lucifer yellow appears to further com- dure and achieve a higher recovery rate of Lu-
promise intracellular recordings with sharp elec- cifer-stained cells by using thicker sections and
trodes. An accurate analysis of the electrophysio- substituting a fluorescent immunolabel for the
logical properties of recorded neurons was thus HRP-DAB label, although this might decrease
impossible in the present experiments using elec- sensitivity and increase the incidence of false-
trodes filled with the lithium salt of Lucifer yel- positive results (see Smithson et al., 1984). Never-
low (see also Tseng and Haberly, 1989; Tasker theless, regardless of the histochemical proce-
and Dudek, 1991: Hoffman et al., 1991). It is dures used. we found the electrical properties of
possible that at lower concentrations and in a recordings performed with Lucifer yellow elec-
potassium salt solution, Lucifer yellow would have trodes unacceptable for studies requiring rigorous
less deleterious effects on recorded cells, but this electrophysiological analyses.
would reduce the intensity of intracellular stain-
ing. Ethidium bromide

Anatomy
The relative ease with which whole-mount vi- A notable limitation of ethidium bromide is its

sualization could be accomplished (see Methods) known high carcinogenicity. requiring that partic-
and the bright fluorescence of the label (in ular caution be exercised in its handling.
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Electrophysiology possible over a wide range of intensities without
Electrodes containing ethidium bromide were any significant decrease in the stability of the

generally characterized by electrical properties recording or increase in electrical noise. Confirm-
that were comparable to those of control elec- ing earlier observations by Horikawa and Arm-
trodes. They allowed stable, relatively noise-free strong (1988), we found that biocytin had no
recordings and had no apparent effect on the perceptible effect on the electrophysiological
electrophysiological characteristics of recorded characteristics of recorded neurons. Biocytin-
neurons. The only adverse effect of ethidium filled electrodes can be used, therefore, in nearly
bromide on intracellular recordings was the ten- all intracellular electrophysiological studies, in-
dency occasionally for electrodes to become cluding those requiring technically difficult
blocked with sustained current injection, recordings and rigorous analyses. Indeed, recent

studies in hypothalamic (Erickson et al., 1990)
Anatomy and neocortical slices (Tasker et al., 1990) have

Labeling with ethidium bromide was restricted used biocytin electrodes for single-electrode volt-
to the cell body and proximal dendrites in the age-clamp experiments.
whole-mount preparation. We had a low recovery
rate (40%) of labeled cells after sectioning and Anatomy
immunohistochemical double-labeling; those cells For the purpose of morphological analysis, we
recovered at this point were very faint, making used the HRP-DAB chromogenic reaction in 50-
photographic documentation of results difficult 75 Am sections to provide a nearly permanent,
(although see McCarthy and Lawson, 1988). Golgi-like intracellular stain This technique was
Therefore, the most reliable procedure for corn- sensitive enough to label dendrites, dendritic
bining intracellular staining and immunohisto- spines and axons. Although not used in the pre-
chemical labeling using ethidium bromide re- sent experiments, higher sensitivity could proba-
quires superimposing profiles of ethidium bro- bly be obtained by nickel or silver intensification
mide labeled neurons photographed before im- of the DAB reaction product. For morphological
munohistochemistry and immunoreactive profiles analysis, this procedure was not as simple as the
obtained after immunohistochemical processing. whole-mount preparation for observing cells la-
This procedure is obviously less definitive for beled with Lucifer yellow or ethidium bromide
determining the immunoreactivity of a recorded due to the additional histochemical steps in-
neuron than simultaneously observing both the volved.
intracellular and the immunohistochemical labels. Double labeling of biocytin-filled neurons and
As is the case with Lucifer yellow labeling (see immunoreactive cells was achieved with fluores-
above), indirect immunofluorescence might be cent markers. The recovery rate of 70% of bio-
more compatible with ethidium bromide staining cytin-injected cells after sectioning and immuno-
than is ABC-HRP immunohistochemistry. histochemistry was the highest of the three intra-
Nonetheless, the labile nature of ethidium bro- cellular markers. This suggests that biocytin and
mide made it the least anatomically reliable of the fluorescent labels for biocytin are less labile
the three intracellular markers we studied. than Lucifer yellow and ethidium bromide. How-

ever, the avidin-conjugated AMCA and rho-
Biocytin damine iabels for biocytin were applied after

tissue sectioning, hence their stability was re-
Electrophysiology quired for a shorter period of time than that of

Biocytin consis, ,tly conferred the best electri- Lucifer yellow or ethidium bromide. The rela-
cal properties on recording electrodes; intracellu- tively short excitation wavelength and the lower
lar recordings with biocytin electrodes were nearly intensity of fluorescence of AMCA made it an
identical to those performed with electrodes filled intracellular label which was more suitable for
with potassium acetate. Current injection was double-labeling (using FITC as the immunolabel)
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than the highly fluorescent rhodamine. Unlike the anatomical study of recorded neurons to in-
AMCA, rhodamine is partially excited by the clude both multiple immunohistochemical label-
fluorescein excitation band and it therefore ing and ultrastructural analysis.
tended to obscure the immunofluorescence of
double-labeled cells.
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California 90024

ABSTRACT
Intracellular recording and labeling were combined with neurophysin immunohistochem-

istry to study neurons in the paraventricular nucleus region of the rat hypothalamus. Neuronal
membrane properties were examined in hypothalamic slices, and cells were labeled by injecting
biocytin or Lucifer yellow. Slices were then embedded, sectioned, and immunohistochemically
processed for neurophysin. Immunoreactivity patterns, and in some cases counterstaining,
enabled determinations of the cytoarchitectonic positions of recorded cells to be made. Recorded
cells were divided into three types according to their electrophysiological characteristics. The
first type lacked low-threshold Ca2' spikes and displayed linear current-voltage relations, a
short time constant, and evidence for an A current. These were relatively large cells that were
typically immunoreactive for neurophysin and were situated near other neurophysin-positive
neurons. The second type had relatively small low-threshold potentials that did not generate
bursts of Na- spikes. These cells had heterogeneous current-voltage relations and intermediate
time constants. They did not label for neurophysin, and most were located in the parvicellular
subregion of the paraventricular nucleus. The third type had large low-threshold Ca'- spikes
that generated bursts of Na' spikes, and these cells had nonlinear current-voltage relations and
long time constants. These neurons were dorsal or dorsolateral to the paraventricular nucleus
and were not immunoreactive for neurophysin. These results indicate that paraventricular
magnocellular neurons lack low-threshold potentials, whereas paraventricular parvicellular
neurons display low-threshold potentials that generate one or two action potentials. Neurons
that fire spike bursts from low-threshold potentials are adjacent to the paraventricular nucleus,
confirming earlier reports.

Key words: magnocellular neurons, parvicellular neurons, intracellular recording, neurophysin,
oxytocin, vasopressin

The hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus (PVN) is an secreted from terminals of axons that project from the PVN
important central neuroendocrine regulatory region. It, and SON to the neural lobe of the pituitary gland.
along with the supraoptic nucleus (SON), contains magno- Unlike the SON, which only contains magnocellular
cellular neurosecretory neurons that synthesize and release neuroendocrine cells, the PVN is a heterogeneous aggregate
into the general circulation the hormones, oxytocin, and of neuronal types (Armstrong et al., '80; Swanson and
srasopressin iSwaab et al., '75; Vandesande and Dierickx, Kuypers, '80; van den Pol, '82; Swanson and Sawchenko,
'75; see Silverman and Pickard, '83). Among other impor- '83). Magnocellular neurons primarily reside in specific
tant physiological functions, these peptidergic substances PVN subregions. Those located in the posterior magnocellu-
regulate milk ejection and fluid-volume homeostasis, respec- Jar subdivision (Swanson and Kuypers, '80; Swanson and
tively. Vasopressin and oxytocin are both packaged in Sawchenko, '83), also known as the medial and lateral
secretory granules along with their respective neuro- magnocellular subdivisions (Armstrong et al., '80), are
physins, fragments of the common precursor molecules neurosecretory. The posterior magnocellular subdivision is
from which the hormone peptide sequences are derived (see the classic site of neurosecretory PVN cells that project to
Silverman and Pickard, '83; Sofroniew, '85 for reviews).
Vasopressin, oxytocin, and associated neurophysins are Accepted January 25, 1991.

1991 WILEY-LISS, INC.
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Fig. 1. Main electrical properties of non-LTS (type-I) neurons. A. voltage (I-V) relations. Intracellular injection of negative current pulses
When activated from resting membrane potential with a depolarizing of increasing intensity caused graded voltage deflections. Positive
current pulse, this cell showed a "notch" in its charging curve (arrow) current injection caused a spike train with a delayed onset (recordings
and a delayed onset of action-potential generation (middle). The same in A and B are from different cells). Negative current and voltage traces
depolarizing current pulse caused tonic firing when the cell was held in this and the following figures are averaged (n = 6-12). Top traces are
depolarized (left) and augmented the delay to spike generation when it injected current and the bottom traces voltage responses in this and the
was hvperpolarized with direct current (right). Hyperpolarization did following figures. The I-V relations of non-LTS neurons were linear, as
not reveal a low-threshold potential. Dashed lines represent resting shown by I-V plots obtained from this and four other representative
membrane potential in this and the following figures. B: Current- non-LTS neurons (right).

polarizing current pulses (0.5-2.5 nA, 250 ms, 2 Hz, 5-15 whole mount; rather, tissue slices were fixed as described
minutes). Slices were immersion-fixed overnight at 5°C in above and embedded in PEG. All PEG-embedded slices
4% paraformaldehyde solubilized in 0.1 M sodium cacody- were sectioned at 5 or 10 ).m on. a rotary microtome for
late buffer. Slices were then dehydrated in an ascending neurophysin immunohistochemistry. This was done to
series of ethanol concentrations (50, 75, 95, and 100%) and ensure adequate antibody penetration to recorded neurons
cleared in methyl salicylate. Whole-mount photomicro- (i.e., to reduce the possibility of false-negative determina-
graphs of Lucifer yellow-filled neurons were taken under tions) and to reduce the likelihood of false-positive judg-
epifluorescence using Nikon filters (excitation filter: Blab- ments due to immunoreactive neurons situated above or
sorption filter: 515W), and then slices were rehydrated below the recorded cells. After sectioning, the tissue was
,100, 95, 75, and 50% ethanols) and post-fixed in chilled rehydrated in descending ethanol concentrations (100. 95,
(5'C) Bouin's solution for 2 hours. Thereafter they were 75, and 50%) to TBS. Biocytin-injected cells were labeled by
rinsed in 0.05 M Tris-buffered saline (TBS), dehydrated in incubating the sections in avidin conjugated with either
ascending ethanols, and embedded in polyethylene glycol 7-amino-4-methyl-coumarin-3-acetic acid (AMCA) or
(PEG, MW = 1450, Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO), as rhodamine (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). Both
previously described (Smithson et al., '83, '84). markers were diluted (1:200) in 0.1 M phosphate-buffered

In other cases (n = 11) biocytin was iontophoresed with saline )PBS) containing 0.5% Triton X. Sections were
negative current pulses into recorded neurons (Horikawa scanned under an epifluorescence microscope equipped
and Armstrong, '88). These cells were not examined in with the appropriate filter combinations (for avidin-
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Fig. 3. Electrophysiological characteristics of non-bursting LTS right). B: Current-voltage (-VN) relations of non-bursting LTS neurons.
1type-IIU neurons. A: Activation of a representative cell with a positive A representative non-bursting LTS neuron (left) showed slight inward
current pulse caused tonic firing of action potentials at resting mem- rectification with large negative voltage deflections. The I-N relations of
brane potential left) and the generation of a progressively deinacti- cells of this category varied from linear to weakly curvilinear, as shown
vated low-threshold potential karrows) as the cell was hyperpolarized by I-V plots from this and four other non-bursting LTS neurons (right).
with continuous intracellular injection of negative current (middle and

for antiserum specificity. Replacement of the primary antise- the B/515W filter combination for FITC and the appropri-
rum with the same dilution of nonimmunized rabbit serum ate filter combinations for AMCA and rhodamine (see
resulted in a complete absence of immunostaining. above).

Sections containing cells that were injected with biocytin Cells injected with Lucifer yellow were processed as
and labeled with avidin-conjugated AMCA or avidin- described by Smithson et al. ('84). Briefly, slices were
conjugated rhodamine were placed in 10% normal goat incubated in a 1:2,000 concentration of primary antiserum,
serum in PBS for 30 minutes. Next they were incubated in as described above, and neurophysin immunohistochemis-
the primary antiserum (1:200 in PBS + 1% normal goat try was performed according to the avidin-biotinylated
serum and 0.05% Na azide) overnight at 5°C and then for an horseradish peroxidase (ABC) procedure (Vectastain-elite
additional 2 hours at room temperature. Following PBS kit, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). An opaque,
rinses the sections were incubated for 1 hour in goat brown reaction product was formed from the chromogen,
anti-rabbit IgG conjugated with fluorescein isothiocyanate diaminobenzidine-tetrahydrochloric acid (Sigma Chemical
(FITC, Boehringer Mannheim, Indianapolis, IN) (1:50 in Co., St. Louis, MO), via the glucose oxidase procedure of
PBS). Sections were again rinsed in PBS then mounted and Smithson et al. ('84). Sections were mounted and cover-
coverslipped with glycerol:PBS (1:4), typically with the slipped with methyl salicylate then microscopically exam-
antioxidant, N-propyl gallate (1%) added to the mounting ined and photographed under epifluorescence (B/515W)
medium to retard photobleaching (Horikawa and Arm- and bright-field illumination.
strong, '88; Rao et al., '86). Sections were then examined In the course of this investigation, we found that the
under epifluorescence microscopy for the presence of both biocytin/neurophysin double-labeling procedure was more
neurophysin immunoreactivity and biocytin labeling, using useful than that combining Lucifer yellow with opaque
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staining of neurophysin (see Tasker et al., in press). Thus,
the biocytin intracellular marker was preferentially em-
ployed. The avidin-AMCA label for biocytin was not visible
under FITC filters while the avidin-rhodamine label was;
therefore, the avidin-AMCA biocvtin label was used more
often than the avidin-rhodamine label (n = 7 vs. n = 4).
Note that immunoreactivity was detectable in one
rhodamine-labeled neuron and that equal numbers 4 n = 2)
of rhodamine-labeled non-LTS and non-bursting LTS neu-
rons were included in statistical analyses of PVN cell types
(below). A detailed description of the biocytin procedure
and comparison of all the procedures used in this study is
provided elsewhere (Tasker et al., in press).

The pattern of immunoreactivity was usually sufficient
for determining whether or not a recorded and labeled
neuron was contained in the PVN. When neuronal position
was ambiguous on the basis of neurophysin immunoreactiv-
ity, nissl preparations were made with either ethidium
bromide (Schmued et al., '82) to counterstain sections
containing biocytin-filled, immunofluorescence-labeled neu-
rons or cresyl violet to counterstain sections with Lucifer
yellow-filled, diaminobenzidine-immunostained cells.

Statistical analyses
Whether or not the three electrophysiologically defined

cell categories differ in their expression of neurophysin was
evaluated statistically, using Fisher's exact contingency
table test (see Krauth, '88). Whether non-LTS, non-
bursting LTS and bursting LTS neurons differ in size was
tested by submitting diameter measurements dongest soma
axis) of labeled neurons to analysis of variance followed by
Newman-Keuls range tests. Statistical type-I error probabil-
ities less than 0.05 were taken to indicate statistical signifi-
cance.

RESULTS
Three populations of hypothalamic neurons in the PVN

region were identified on the basis of their electrophysiolog-
ical properties. These electrophysiologically defined catego-
ries were also differentiated on the basis of neurophysin
immunoreactivity, soma size, and neuronal location with
respect to the PVN. Non-LTS neurons conformed to the
previous type-I classification (Tasker and Dudek, '91). since
they lacked low-threshold potentials, had linear I-V rela-
tions and showed evidence for a pronounced A current (Fig.
1). Four of five non-LTS neurons, all situated in the PVN,
were immunoreactive for neurophysin (Fig. 2). Two neu-
rons with type-I electrophysiological characteristics were
also recorded in the SON. One of these cells was histochem-
ically processed and found to be neurophysin positive.
Therefore, a total of five of six immunohistochemically
tested hypothalamic neurons with non-LTS, type-I electri-
cal properties stained positively for neurophysin.

Fig. 4. None of the non-bursting 'type-114 LTS neurons in PVN Another PVN neuronal population was composed of
displayed neurophysin immunoreactivity. A.B: Photomicrographs of a non-bursting LTS cells; these conformed with type-HI elec-
10 iLm section under filters for the AMCA biocytin label iblue). A trophysiological criteria (Tasker and Dudek, '91) by having
non-bursting LTS neuron filled with biocytin is shown before (A) and relatively small low-threshold potentials that usually gener-
after 1B3 neurophysin immunohistochemistry. C: The same section ated only one or two action potentials (Fig. 3A). Also
under the fluorescein filter combination for the neurophysin immunola- consistent with this classification, non-bursting LTS cells
bel vellow.greenw. .After immunohistochemistry, the cell was not were more heterogeneous in their electrophysiological prop-
visible under fluorescein filters arrowhead indicates position of soma.
Note that this neuron was situated medial to most neurophysin labeled erties than the other two cell types. Thus non-bursting
neurons in this portion of the PVN. Calibration bar = loo im; III LTS neurons displayed I-V relations that were linear or
denotes third ventricle. w6akly nonlinear iFig. 3B). Of nine non-bursting LTS
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Fig. 5. Electrophysiology of bursting LTS (type-IlI) neurons. A: potentials when the cell was depolarized from a more hyperpolarized
Depicted is a cell that showed partial deinactivation of the low- membrane potential (right). The generation of a second low-threshold
threshold conductance at resting membrane potential and generated a potential (arrow), subthreshold for action-potential generation, sug-
small burst in response to a depolarizing current pulse (middle). The gested an oscillatory behavior of the membrane potential. B: Plots of
low-threshold conductance was inactivated and the cell responded to I-V relations of bursting LTS neurons. The low-threshold conductance
the same pulse with tonic firing of action potentials when it was held at was inactivated at resting membrane potential in this cell (left). It and
a depolarized membrane potential with positive direct current injection four other representative bursting LTS neurons had I-V plots that were
(left). The low-threshold conductance was fully deinactivated and usually very curvilinear (right).
generated a robust low-threshold potential and a burst of action

neurons recorded in this study, none stained positively for low-threshold potentials and robust bursts of anode-break
neurophy~in (Fig. 4). spikes (Fig. 7A). The membrane time constants were also

The third type of neuron encountered in this region calculated for most cells that were analyzed anatomically in
conformed with type-III criteria (Tasker and Dudek, '91). this study. Lucifer-yellow recordings were not included in
These were referred to as bursting LTS cells since they these calculations due to the adverse effects of the dye on
invariably had large LTS potentials that generated bursts the electrophysiological properties of the recorded cells
of three or more Na- spikes (Fig. 5A). They also dis- (Tasker et al., in press), resulting in relatively small sample
played strong inward rectification in response to hyperpolar- sizes. Nevertheless, the time constant values were consis-
izing current pulses (Fig. 5B). None of the five bursting tent with those described by Tasker and Dudek ('91) and
LTS neurons was immunoreactive for aeurophysin (Fig. differed significantly among the three groups (P < 0.05,
6). analysis of variance). Non-LTS (type-I) neurons displayed a

Figure 7 shows other salient electrophysiological proper- short time constant (10.3 ± 1.4 ms, n = 3), that of non-
ties of the three cell types. The anode-break response of bursting LTS (type-Il) neurons was of intermediate dura-
each type usually differed markedly. Non-LTS neurons tion (17.4 ± 2.3 ms, n = 6), and bursting LTS (type-Ill)
displayed a delayed return to baseline that suggested neurons had a relatively long time constant (34.8 ± 10.5
activation of an A current. Non-bursting LTS cells typically ms, n = 3, Fig. 7B).
generated one or two anode-break spikes, or occasionally a As indicated above, 80% of the non-LTS neurons re-
low-threshold potential that was subthreshold for Na' corded in the PVN stained positively for neurophysin.
spike generation. Bursting LTS neurons generated obvious whereas 100% of the non-bursting LTS and bursting LTS
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Fig. 6. Bursting LTS (type-IllI) neurons did not stain for neuro- A bright-field photomicrograph of the same section showing the
physin and all resided near the dorsal or dcrsolateral border of the position of the injected cell (arrowhead), which appears outside of the
paraventricular nucleus. A: Combined bright-field/epifluorescence paraventricular nucleus, as indicated by the distribution of neurophysin-
photomicrograph of a 5 Lm section containing a bursting LTS neuron stained neurons and cresyl-violet counterstaining. Calibration bar =
that was injected with Lucifer yellow (arrowhead). This cell was 100 p•m; III denotes third ventricle.
situated dorsal to the neurophysin-expressing neurons of the PVN. B:

cells did not. This difference in neurophysin immunoreactiv- DISCUSSION
ity between the cell categories was statistically significant
(P < 0.005). Average soma diameter (longest axis) also Findings ofthis study show that in the region ofthe PVN,
differed significantly among the cell types kP < 0.01). This neurons that can be differentiated according to their electro-

was due to the large size of the non-LTS neurons in physiological properties (Tasker and Dudek, '91) are also

comparison with the smaller non-bursting LTS and burst- anatomically distinct. Neurons in the PVN lacking detect-
compa lson sier. Nable LTS potentials (non-LTS neurons) were typicallying LTS cells t P < 0.05, respectively). No statistically neurophysin-positive and larger than cells of the other two
significant difference in soma size was observed between categories. This size characteristic held for the single
non-bursting LTS and bursting LTS neurons (Fig. 8). non-LTS neuron that did not stain positively for neuro-

The approximate cytoarchitectonic locations of the re- physin, its soma diameter (longest axis = 25 ±Lm) being well
corded neurons in and adjacent to the PVN were deter- within the range of other non-LTS cells measured in this
mined and compared schematically (Fig. 9). Four of five study. Most of the non-LTS neurons, including the one not
non-LTS neurons resided in the posterior magnocellular labeled for neurophysin, were recorded in the area gener-
region of the PVN. One neurophysin-positive non-LTS ally described by Swanson and Kuypers ('80) as the poste-
neuron, which was also magnocellular (longest axis diame- rior magnocellular subdivision and compartmentalized by
ter = 30 ý±m), was observed on a partial tissue section that Armstrong et al. ('80) as the medial and lateral magnocellu-
included much of but not the entire PVN. Based on the lar subdivisions of the PVN. Although some neurons of this
apparent PVN shape, as indicated by the distribution of area terminate in regions such as the external lamina of the
other neurophysin- and nissl-stained magnocellular neu- median eminence for vasopressin or oxytocin release iVande-
rons, we determined that the cell was contained in the PVN sande et al., '77; Weigand and Price, '80), most project to
portion just caudal to the posterior magnocellular subdivi- the neurohypophysis and thus constitute the well-estab-
sion. Of eight non-bursting LTS neurons six were clearly in lished magnocellular neuroendocrine portion of the PVN.
PVN parvicellular regions, whereas one was situated near Therefore, given the likelihood of less than 100% antigen-
the ventral border and another near the lateral border of detection sensitivity and the preponderance of the neurohy-
the nucleus. Of five bursting LTS neurons three were pophysis-projecting cells in this portion of the PVN, it is
beyond the dorsal PVN border, and two resided near the probably this set of neurosecretory magnocellular neurons
dorsomedial border of the nucleus, that was sampled.
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CELL TYPEI30 m Fig. 8. A comparison of the soma diameters (longest axs) of
non-LTS (type-D, nor.-bursting LTS (type-Il), and bursting LTS i type-
11) neurons in the region of the PVN. As illustrated in the above bar

50 ms graph, non-LTS neurons (I) (n = 5) were larger than either non-
bursting LTS ) (n ffi 8) or bursting LTS (lID (n = 5) neurons, a size
difference that was statistically significant in both cases (analysis of
variance followed by Newman-Keuls range tests). Non-bursting LTS
neurons (ID) did not significantly differ from bursting LTS cells (111) in
size. Mean (±-SEM) soma diameters (in •m) of non-LTS, non-bursting
LTS and bursting LTS neurons were 25 = 2.2, 16 t 1.4. and 19 ± 1.9,
respectively. *P < 0.05.

\ -I1 LTS potentials and conformed with the other electrophysi-
ological characteristics of the type-I PVN classification
(Tasker and Dudek, '91). Therefore, this classification may

-MOM pertain to magnocellular neurons in both the PVN and
SON neurosecretory regions of the hypothalamus.

Fig. 7. Other electrophysiological characteristics of non-LTS (type- One non-LTS neuron that was immunoreactive for neu-
1), non-bursting LTS (type-I!) and bursting LTS (type-III) neurons. A.- rophysin appeared to reside in a portion of the PVN just
Anodal break responses to the offset of a hyperpolarizing current pulse caudal to the posterior magnocellular subdivision, a region
(large arrow). Following hyperpolarization non-LTS cells showed a described by Armstrong et al. ('80) as the posterior subnu-
delayed return of the membrane potential to baseline (dashed line),
suggesting activation of an A current (I). Spontaneous IPSPs (arrow- cleus of the PVN. This subdivision contains some neurose-
head) were sometimes observed. Non-bursting LTS neurons frequently cretory cells but many other neurons that project to
generated a single spiee followed by a hyperpolarizing afterpotential preganglionic autonomic cell groups in the brain stem and
that masked the small low-threshold potential (11). Bursting LTS spinal cord (Saper et al., '76; Hosoya and Matsushita, '79;
neurons often responded to hyperpolarization with an anode-break Armstrong et al., '80; Swanson and Sawchenko, '83). Many
low-threshold potential and a burst of action potentials (I11), the of these neurons also stain positively for neurophysin
amplitude of which depended on the duration and intensity of the
preceding hyperpolarization. B: Membrane time constants. Non-LTS (Armstrong et al., '80). The size of the posterior subnuclear
11). nonbursting LTS (I1). and bursting LTS (I11) had relatively short, non-LTS cell recorded in the present study (longest
intermediate, and long time constants, respectively. Each trace is the axis = 30 gtm) was clearly within the range of other non-
charging phase of the membrane potential in response to 100 or 150 pA LTS neurons and indicates that it was magnocellular. Some
negative current pulses delivered in the linear range of each cell's I-V authors have reported that the set* of oxytocin- and vaso-
curve. The three voltage responses are averages of 5-10 sweeps and are
normalized for comparative purposes. presarn-labeled neurons that project to autonomic centers

consists of smaller neurons (Hosoya and Matsushita, '79;
Swanson and Kuypers, '80; see Swanson and Sawchenko,

All non-LTS neurons were of the previously defined '83; Rho and Swanson, '89), suggesting that this neuro-
type-I neuronal category (Tasker and Dudek, '91). Such physin-positive, non-LTS neuron was instead neurosecre-
properties as action potential waveform, linear current- tory. However, Armstrong et al. ('80) noted that many
voltage relations and apparent A current are expressed by brain stem-projecting cells in the posterior subnucleus are
PVN neurons of this category and are shared by SON cells of comparable size to magnocellular neurons situated else-
(Mason, '83; Mason and Leng, '84; Andrew and Dudek, '83, where in the PVN. Thus, while our findings suggest that
'84a,b; Bourque and Renaud, '85; Bourque, '86; Randle et neurosecretory magnocellular neurons display type-I (non-
al., '86). In the present study two SON neurons were LTS) electrophysiological properties, the possibility that
recorded, one of which was histochemically processed and other large PVN neurons that express neurophysin do so as
found to be neurophysin positive. Both cells also lacked well cannot be excluded. Future studies could combine
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Fig. 9. Relative positions with respect to the pa'aventricular nu- ipro). Six of eight non-bursting LTS neurons (squares) were in the
cleus i P'vN) of non-LTS itype-[), non-bursting LTS (typo-ll), and medial parvicellular subregion Imp). and one was near the ventral and
bursting LTS i type-Ill) neurons. A-D- A rostral-caudal progression another the lateral boundary of the PVN. All of the five bursting LTS
through the PVN. Filled symbols indicate recorded and intracellularly neurons (triangles) were near or beyond the dorsal or dorsolateral
labeled cells that stained positively for naurophysin, and open symbols boundary of the PVN. ap, anterior parvicellular subregion; Ux, fornix;
indicate those that did not. Four of five non-LTS neurons i circles) 111, third ventricle.
recorded in the PVN resided in the posterior magnocellular su region

retrograde labeling with intracellular recording and dye sibility could also be addressed by combining the techniques
injection to address this question more extensively. of intracellular recording, dye injection, end retrograde

Neurons with LTS potentials that only generated one or labeling.
two action potentials (non-bursting LTS cells) were identi- Although having characteristic low-threshold potentials,
fied in the present study; these cells also displayed other it should be noted that the non-bursting LTS cells were
electrophysiological properties characteristic of the type-1I more heterogeneous, electrophysiologically, than were the
classification (Tasker and Dudek, '91). Non-bursting LTS other two PVN cell types examined. In addition to showing
t type-II) cells were generally smaller than non-LTS (type-I) variability in the size and appearance of the low-threshold
neurons and were never immunoreactive for neurophysin, potentials, which supported zero, one, or two Na- spikes,
Although the interpretation of negative immunohistochem- non-bursting LTS neurons had both rectifying and non-
iced data is often problematic, our use of 5 or 10 l.m sections rectifying [-V relations. It is therefore possible that with
reduced the possibility that poor antibody penetration further investigation, this class of cells will be found to form
contributed to these cells not staining for neurophysin, separate electrophysiological and functional categories cor-
Most non-bursting LTS neurons clearly were situated in responding to different populations of parvicellular neu-
the PVN, for the most part in the medial parvicellular rons. It is also noteworthy that two non-bursting LTS
subregion. These findings support the hypothesis that neurons were respectively positioned near the ventral and
non-bursting LTS neurons are parvicellular, which sug- the lateral PVN borders. These cells could not be defini-
gests that at least some may synthesize pituitary releasing tively categorized as residing either within or outside of the
factors. Therefore, the secretory actions of both non-LTS nucleus, and thus it is possible that non-bursting, type-II
and non-bursting LTS neurons in the PVN may in part electrical properties are not exclusive to parvicellular neu-
determine or regulate hormonal output of the pituitary, the rons situated in the PVN.
former by directly secreting hormonal substances from the The final category, bursting LTS-neurons, consisted of
neural lobe and the latter by secreting releasing factors into cells with large LTS potentials that generated robust bursts
the hypothalamo-hypophyseal portal circulation. This pos- of Na' spikes. These neurons conformed to the type-III
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category (Tasker and Dudek, '91), and on the basis of their clei in the rat hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus: A cytoarchitec-
LTS potentials, burst firing, and lack of staining for neuro- tural. horseradish peroxidase and immunocytochemical analysis. Neuro-physin. they appear to be of the same type of peri-PVN LTS science 5:1931-1958.

Bourque. C.W. 1986) Calcium-dependent spike after-current induces burst
neuron first described by Poulain and Carette ('87) in firing in magnocellular neurosecretory cells. Neurosci. Lett. 70:204-209.

guinea pig. Thus the bursting LTS neurons that we re- Bourque. C.W., J.C.R. Randle. and L.P. Renaud 11985) Calcium-dependent
corded and labeled were all neurophysin-negative and potassium conductance in rat supraoptic nucleus neurosecretory neu-
occupied positions adjacent to the PVN. They had somata rons. J. Neurophysiol. 54:1375-1382.
similar in size to those of non-bursting LTS cells located in Bourque, C.W., and L.P. Renaud (1985) Calcium-dependent action poten-
parvicellular PVN subregions. Unlike the earlier report tials in rat supraoptic neurosecretory neurones recorded in vitro. J.

(Poulain and Carette, '87), however, where identified LTS Physiol. 363:419-428.
neurons had linear I-V relations and were lateral to the Cobbett. P., K.G. Smithson, and G.I. Hatton i986) Immunoreactivitv tovasopressin- but not oxytocin-associated neurophysin antiserum in
PVN, the bursting LTS cells that we encountered had phasic neurons of rat hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus. Brain Res.
rectifying I-V relations and were situated just dorsal or 362:7-16.
dorsolateral to the nucleus. Whether this represents a Dudek, FE., J.G. Tasker. and J.-P. Wuarin 1989) Intrinsic and synaptic
species or sampling difference is not known at this time. It mechanisms of hypothalamic neurons studied with the slice and explant
is also not certain that all of the bursting LTS neurons of preparations. J. Neurosca. Methods 28:59-69.

the present study were hypothalamic and not thalamic Harris, G.W. (1948) Neural control of the pituitary gland. Physiol. Rev.

cells. All bursting LTS neurons were situated ventral to the 28:139-179.
Hoffman, N.W., J.G. Tasker, and FE. Dudek (1988) Imnmnohistochemicaldorsal tip of the third ventricle and proximal to the PVN, differentiation of electrophysiologically distinct neurotis in the region of

suggesting that they were hypothalamic (see Paxinos and the rat paraventricular nucleus. Soc. Neurosci. Abst. 14:1178.
Watson, '86). However, the precise border between the Hoffman, N.W., J.G. Tasker. and F.E. Dudek (1989) Comparativeelectrophys-
hypothalamus and thalamus is unclear. iology of magnocellular and parvocellular neurons of the hypothalamic

In conclusion, our findings support previous hypotheses paraventricular nucleus. Soc. Neurosci. Abstr. 15:1088.

that non-LTS (type-I) and non-bursting LTS (type-Il) PVN Horikawa, K., and W.E. Armstrong (1988) A versatile means of intracellular
cells are magnocellular and parvicellular neurons, respec- labeling: Injection of biocytin and its detection with avidin conjugates. J.cell ar manocllulr ad prvielllar eurnsresec- Neurosci. Methods 25: 1- 11.
tively, and that bursting LTS (type-Ill) neurons are situ- Hosoya, Y.. and M. Matsushita (1979) Identification and distribution of the
ated at or beyond the PVN border. Although it is possible spinal and hypophyseal projection neurons in the paraventricular nu-
that this correlation between these PVN electrophysiologi- cleus of the rat: A light and electron microscopic study with the
cal and anatomical cell classifications is not absolute, our horseradish peroxidase method. Exp. Brain Res. 35:315-331.
data indicate that it is significant. This suggests separate Jahnsen. H., and R. Llinas (1984) Electrophysiological properties of guinea-
physiological functions for non-LTS and non-bursting LTS pig thalarnic neurones: An in vitro study. J. Physiol. 349:205-226.

cells. Further research is necessary to 1) determine if only Krauth, J. (2988) Distribution-Free Statistics: An Applications-Oriented
Approach. New York: Elsevier, pp. 83-91.magnocellular neurons that are neurosecretory display Mason, W.T. (1983) Electrical properties of neurons recorded from the rat

type-I electrophysiological properties, 2) electrophysiologi- supraoptic nucleus in vitro. Proc. R. Soc. London B 217:141-161.
cally characterize functional and anatomical subsets of Mason, W.T., and G. Leng 11984) Complex action potential waveform
PVN parvicellular neurons, and 3) elucidate the functional recorded from supraoptic and paraventricular neurones of the rat:
importance of the bursting LTS (type-Ill) cells. Finally, Evidence for sodium and calcium spike components at different mem-
how these electrophysiological properties promote the regu- brane sites. Exp. Brain Res. 56:135-143.

latory activities of the different PVN neuronal populations Paxinos, G., and C. Watson (1986) The Rat Brain in Stereotaxic Coordinates.

remains to be determined. New York: Academic Press.
Poulain, P., and B. Carette (1987) Low-threshold calcium spikes in hypotha-

lamic neurons recorded near the paraventricular nucleus in vitro. Brain
Res. Bull. 19:453-460.
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Excitatory Amino Acid Antagonists Inhibit Synaptic Responses
in the Guinea Pig Hypothalamic Paraventricular Nucleus

JEAN-PIERRE WUARIN AND F. EDWARD DUDEK
Mental Retardation Research Center and the Laboratory of Neuroendocrinology of the Brain Research Institute,
School of Medicine. University of California. Los Angeles, California 90024

SUMMARY ANID CONCLUSIONS Their axons terminate on capillaries in the neural lobe of

I. The effects of specific excitatory amino acid (EAA) antago- the hypophysis, and vasopressin and oxytocin are released
nists on evoked excitatory synaptic responses were studied in the directly into the general circulation (for reviews of the elec-
hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus (PVN) of the guinea pig, by trophysiology of this system, see Dudek et al. 1989; Poulain
the use of the in vitro slice preparation. Intracellular recordings and Wakerley 1982; Renaud et al. 1985). The parvocellular
were obtained from paraventricular neurons, and excitatory post- neurons are responsible for the secretion of-releasing factors
synaptic potentials (EPSPs) and currents (EPSCs) were induced by in the hypophyseal portal circulation. These releasing fac-
perifornical electrical stimulation. To reduce the influence of a tors participate in the regulation of the secretion of the ante-
potential -y-aminobutyric acid, (GABAA) inhibitory component rior pituitary hormones (for reviews see Swanson and Saw-
on the synaptic responses, all experiments were performed in the chenko 1983; van den Pol 1982). The PVN also contains a
presence of 50 ,M picrotoxin.

2. Of 20 cells tested, 13 had electrophysiological characteristics distinct population of cells that send axons to the brain
similar to magnocellular neuropeptidergic cells (MNCs) and 7 dis- stem and spinal cord (Rho and Swanson 1989). These de-
played low-threshold Ca2' spikes (LTSs). No difference was de- scending neurons are probably involved in autonomic and
tected in the effect of the antagonists on the synaptic responses of motor functions. Although numerous substances have been
cells with or without LTS potentials, proposed as neurotransmitter candidates in the PVN, gluta-

3. The broad-spectrum EAA antagonist kynurenic acid de- mate and related excitatory amino acids (EAAs) have re-
creased the amplitude of the EPSPs and EPSCs in a dose-depen- ceived little attention.
dent manner: the mean decrease was 5% for 100 uM, 43% for 300 The supraoptic nucleus is the other important nucleus
AM, and 70% for I mM. containing MNCs. It is composed almost exclusively of

4. The quisqualate/kainate-receptor-selective antagonist 6- MNCs. Recent electrophysiological studies in this nucleus
cyano-2,3-dihydroxy-7-nitroquinoxaline (CNQX) induced a have provided
dose-dependent decrease of the EPSPs and EPSCs: 1 AM had no
detectable effect. 3 and i0 MM caused 30 and 70% decreases, re- excitatory transmission in the MNCs is glutamate or a re-
spectively, and 30 AM blocked the response almost completely. lated amino acid (Gribkoff and Dudek 1988, 1990). In the
This effect was not accompanied by a change in resting membrane present study we tested the hypothesis that EAAs contrib-
potential or input resistance and was slowly reversible. ute to most of the excitatory neurotransmission in the

5. The N-methyl-o-aspartate (NMDA)-receptor-selective an- PVN. We examined the effects of EAA antagonists on elec-
tagonist DL-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (APS), applied trically induced synaptic responses in the guinea pig PVN.
at 30 and 300 AM, reduced slightly the amplitude of the decay Morphological studies have shown that the PVN cell popu-
phase of the EPSP but did not significantly affect the peak ampli- lation is heterogeneous, we made an initial attempt to de-
tude. In some cells, the current-voltage relationship of the decay termine whether electrophysiological characteristics could
phase of the EPSC revealed a region of negative slope conductance reflect this morphological variety (Hoffman et al. 1988),
between -70 and -40 mV.

6. These results suggest that I) glutamate or a related EAA is and we tried to correlate these characteristics with the ef-
responsible for the fast excitatory input to magnocellular and par- fects of EAA antagonists. We first tested a broad-spectrum
vocellular neurons in the PVN and probably also for cells around antagonist, then we applied antagonists selective for the
PVN. 2) a quisqualate/kainate receptor type is responsible for the quisqualate/kainate receptor or for the N-methyl-D-aspar-
rising phase and peak amplitude of the synaptic current, and 3) an tate (NMDA) receptor in an attempt to determine the func-
NMDA receptor contributes to the late part of the synaptic tional relevance of each type of receptor in the synaptic
response. responses.

The importance of -y-aminobutyric acidA (GABAA) re-
ceptors as mediators of the fa&t inhibitory component of the

INTRODUCTION synaptic response in the supraoptic nucleus is firmly estab-
lished. Synaptic boutons immunostained with GABA

The mammalian hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus make synaptic contact with MNCs (van den Pol 1985), and
(PVN) is composed of a heterogeneous cell population that spontaneous and induced inhibitory postsynaptic poten-
has been divided into two major groups: the magnocellular tials (IPSPs) are blocked by bicuculline (Randle et al. 1986).
neuropeptidergic cells (MNCs) and the parvocellular neu- Therefore, to avoid a potential GABA,-receptor-mediated
rons. The paraventricular MNCs are part of the magnocel- component in the electrically induced synaptic response,
lular neuroendocrine system. They synthesize and secrete we carried out all experiments with picrotoxin (50 AM) in
the two neuropeptide hormones, vasopressin and oxytocin. the perfusion medium.
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The aims of the present study were 1) to test the hypothe- uM was used to ensure that almost all of the GABA, component
sis that EAAs are the primary neurotransmitter system for of the synaptic potential would be blocked.
fast excitatory synaptic transmission in the PVN and 2) to All drugs were applied in the perfusion bath for a20 min to
compare their contribution to excitatory transmission in ascertain that the EPSP and EPSC amplitude measurements were
the magnocellular system and in the parvocellular cell popu- done in steady state. The following drugs were used: picrotoxin (50

""M). kynurenic acid (100 and 300 gM and 1 mM). AP5 (30 andlation. We assessed the effects of three amino acid receptor 300 MM). and CNQX (3, 10, and 30 MM). CNQX was obtained
antagonists on the electrically induced synaptic responses: from Tocris Neuramin (Buckhurst Hill. UK)- the other drugs were
1) a broad-spectrum antagonist. kynurenic acid: 2) a obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Results are expressed as
quisqualate/kainate-receptor antagonist. 6-cyano-2.3-dihy- mean ± SE.
droxy-7-nitroquinoxaline (CNQX): and 3) an NMDA-
receptor antagonist. DL-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic RESULTS
acid (AP5). We used intracellular recording techniques and
obtained synaptic activation with electrical stimulation of In total. 20 cells were recorded. The mean resting mem-
the region dorsal to fornix. Some of the experiments were brane potential was -67 ± 3 mV and input resistance was
done using the single-electrode voltage-clamp technique to 279 ± 25 MQ. Out of 10 cells recorded in the bridge mode
decrease the influence of voltage-dependent conductances with K acetate-containing microelectrodes, 2 were silent
on the synaptic responses. Brief reports of some of these and 8 were spontaneously firing action potentials at a fre-
data have been presented (Dudek et al. 1989: Wuarin and quency ranging from I to 5 Hz. All cells in this study re-
Dudek 1988, 1989). sponded to extracellular stimulation with a compound

EPSP that, in most cells, reached thresholdkfor Na' spikes
.M E T HOD S when the stimulus was delivered at resting membrane po-

tential. To better reveal the underlying synaptic response
Male guinea pigs weighing 300-400 g were anesthetized with and avoid Na* spikes, we hyperpolarized the cells by 10-25

pentobarbital sodium ( i00 mg/kg). Coronal slices (500 um) were mV. Picrotoxin. added to the perfusion medium to reduce
cut with a vibrating microtome from a block of hy.pothalamus. the potential influence of a reversed IPSP on the synaptic
One to two slices containing the PVN were rapidly transferred to a
thermoregulated (32-34°C)ramp chamber (Haas et al. 1979)and respense. did not modify the values of resting membrane
perfused at 2 ml/min with artificial cerebrospinal fluid containing potential and input resistance.
(in mM) 124 NaCI, 26 NaHCO3. 3 KCI. 1.3 MgSO,. 1.4 On the basis of their electrophysiological properties, the
NaH'P04, 2.4 CaC!., and 10 glucose. The preparation was oxy- neurons were classified in two categories: cells that were
genated with 95% 0-5% CO,. and pH was kept in the range putative MNCs and cells displaying low-threshold Ca2"
7.35-7,45. spikes (LTSs) 'Hoffman et al. 1989- Llinis and Jahnsen

For current-clamp experiments, micropipettes were filled with 4 1982: Llinis and Yarom 1981: Poulain and Carette 1987).
M K acetate (tip resistance 80-130 MM) or 3 M KCI (tip resistance The cells in the first group (n = 13) resembled supraoptic
00-80 MN1). Voltage-clamp experiments were done using elec- MNCs (Renaud 1987). They responded to a depolarizing
trodes illed with 2 M CsCI a'id 100 mM QX 314 (tip resistance
60-80 MQ). AS - ,cIously described (Brown and Johnston 1983). current pulse with a regular discharge of action potentials
Cs' nearly doubled the input resistance within the first 10 min of and had linear current-voltage (I-VP) relations. LTS poten-
recording. Signals were recorded with a single-electrode voltage- tials were completely absent in these neurons (Tasker and
clamp amplifier (Axoclamp-2A). During voltage-clamp experi- Dudek 1991). The LTS cells (n = 7) typically showed a slow
ments, the headstage potential was monitored on a separate oscil- (100-200 ms) depolarizing potential when briefly depolar-
loscope to ensure that electrode capacitance was completely neu- ized from a hyperpolarized poter tial v 'h an intracellular
t:ilized and headstage potential stable before the voltage was current pulse (Fig. IB). In each case, the LTS triggered a
sampled for the next cycle. Sampling rate was 4-6 kHz and output burst of action potentials. In contrast to MNCs. they consis-
bandwidth 0.3-I kHz. Filling the recording electrodes with a K÷ tently displayed a strong time-dependent inward rectifica-
channel blocker (Cs*) and a Na* channel blocker (QX 314) al- tion (Tasker and Dudek 1991).
lowed us to "linearize-' the cell membrane, to reduce to some
extent the space-clamp problem, and also to be able to study the
induced synaptic responses at depolarized lev.'els without Na* Effect ofkynurenic acid and CNQX on EPSPs
spikes. Spontaneous synaptic currents. however. could not be stud- Kvnurenic acid applied in the perfusion bath decreased
ied because they were too small to be clearly defined from the
background noise. Signals %ere stored on a video cassette the amplitude ofthe electrically induced EPSPs in all of the

recorder. eight cells tested. The mean decrease was 5 ± 2.8% (n = 4)
Extracellular stimulation was obtained with a bipolar electrode for 100 pM. 43 + 1.3% (n = 3) for 300 uM. and 70 ± 1.3%

of Teflon-insulated, platinum-iridium wire. In all experiments. (n = 4) for I mrM. For a given concentration, the decrease in
the stimulation electrode was positioned - I mm dorsal to the amplitude of the EPSP was similar in MNCs and LTS cells
fornix column. Pulses of constant current (0.5 ms) were applied at (n = 4 for each type of cell: Fig. 1). The inhibition was dose
intensities ranging from 50 to 500 uA. For each cell, the stimulus dependent and reversible (see Dudek et al. 1989). The esti-
intensity was adjusted to be supramaximal. Because extracellular mated concentration of kynurenic acid that inhibited the
stimuli of the same intensity induced excitatory postsynaptic P` EPSP amplitude by 50% (IC 50 ) was -500 uM. When
tentials (EPSPs) and currents (EPSCs) of variable amplitude, the CNQX became available, we stopped using kvnurenic acid
responses were averaged (n = 20 in most cases) for each cell. Dur-
ing '.oltape-clamp expenments. the stimulation artifact was par- and switched to this new antagonist because it has been
tially blanked by the amplifier. In all experiments. picrotoxin (50 shown to be much more potent and selective for the quis-

mNM) %as added in the perfusion medium. In hippocampal neu- qualate and kainate receptor subtypes (Honor6 et al. 1988).
rons. 5-10 MM picrotoxin has been demonstrated to block most of CNQX also inhibited EPSPs in a dose-dependent manner:
the G ABA,-induced CI- current (Brown and Johnston 1983): 50 the smallest detectable effect was obtained with 1 M. and 3
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FIG. 1. Kynurenic acid decreased EPSP amplitude in 2 types of PVN -PA M E I

cells. Top traces in A show the response of an MNC to a brief depolarizing 2o

current pulse. A current pulse of the same duration triggered an LTS po- FIG. 3. Voltage dependence of the EPSC. Cell was recorded with a mi-
tential in another cell (B). B, inset: cell shown wis recorded with an elec- croelectrode containing CsCl (2 M)and QX 314 (100 mM). Voltage record-
trode containing CsCl (2 M) and QX 314(100 mM). This cell was current- ings at 4 different holding potentials (A) and corresponding synaptic
cells considered to have LTS potentials showed a similar depolarizing po current recordings (B). Traces are an average of 5 sweeps. Stimulus artifact

is indicated by arrow, stimulus intensity was 500 uA. C: plot of peak synap-
tential. The decrease in EPSP amplitide for 300 pM kynurenic acid was tic current amplitude (0) and amplitude 10 ms after peak (* in C; vertical
similar in both cell types (bottom tracs). Calibration for the inset is 4) ms, dotted line in B) as a function of membrane potential. This cell was an

30 mV, and I nA. Bottom traces are examples of individual sweeps. MNC.

,uM decreased the amplitude of induced EPSPs by >50% reversal potential for both peak and late phase currents was
(n = 3: 2 MNCs and I LTS cell; Fig. 2). -10 and 0 mV.

In a manner similar to the effects on EPSPs, CNQX re-
Effect of CNQX on EPSCs duced the amplitude of evoked EPSCs (Fig. 4A). At the

To decrease the influence of voltage-dependent conduc-
tances on the synaptic responses, we investigated the effects Control CNOX3mM Wash

of CNQX with the single-electrode voltage-clamp tech- A
nique. The amplitude of the EPSCs at a holding potential .. ,. ..
equal to resting membrane potential was in the range of
200-600 pA. The I-V relationship of the peak amplitude of
the EPSC was almost linear (Fig. 3). In some cells (e.g., see
cell in Fig. 3), the I- V relation showed a region of negative
slope conductance between -40 and -70 mV when the
synaptic current was mcasured 10 ms after the peak. The ,0 mm

B 6 0

50

Control ...... z0 40 (3)

CNQX 0 30
z3uM ----------- 0(3)S. .. ... .. • 20 (3)

10

Wash f.7......... 0
Wash A---~-- --------- - - -- 103A 3 10 30

CNOX CONCENTRATION (."M)

SMFIG. 4. CNQX reduced the amplitude of evoked EPSCs in a dose-de-
50 ms pendent manner. A: synaptic current amplitude was reduced by 50% after

20 min in the presence of 3 MM CNQX. Holding potential was the same as

FiG. 2. CNQX reduced the amplitude of evoked EPSPs. The antago- resting mmbrane potential (-63 mV). Traces are average of 20 responses.
nist, bath applied at 3 MM. reduced the EPSP amplitude by - 50%. Cell was Stimulus artifact is indicated by triangle. This cell was an MNC. B: concen-
hyperpolarized by 20 mV to keep it from firing action potentials and to tration-response curve showing the effect of CNQX on EPSC amplitude.
reveal synaptic response. Resting membrane potential was -65 mV. Stimu- Each point shows mean percentage (±SE) of EPSC amplitude remaining
lus intensity was 500 MA. 0. 1 Hz. Each trace is average of 20 responses, after bath application of CNQX. Values in parentheses are number of cells
Stimulus artifact is indicated by triangle. This cell was an MNC. firing tested. Each EPSC amplitude measurement was made > 15 min after the
action potentials regularly at 3-4 Hz. start of antagonist application.
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A Control AP5 30MM these broad-spectrum antagonists, but not APS. depressed
EPSPs in supraoptic neurons, it was proposed that non-.
NMDA receptors mediate fast excitatory synaptic trans-

S....... mission. We have confirmed these results and have also
shown that the selective non-NMDA antagonist CNQX in-
hibits EPSPs and EPSCs in all of the PVN neurons tested.

.... Because this antagonist has a higher affinity for non-
A A NMDA receptors than does kynurenic acid, it was possible

B Cto use concentrations of CNQX two orders of magnitude
Control AP5 300gM lower than kynurenic acid to obtain the same inhibition. In

the previous work on the supraoptic nucleus (Gribkoff and
Dudek 1990), several doses of kynurenic acid were used,". .but it was difficult to obtain precise dose-response data be-
cause of the variable amplitude of individual EPSPs. Aver-

- A aging of the evoked responses eliminated this problem andallowed quantitative evaluation of the dose-response data
and calculation of IC50 (for comparison, see Blake et al.
1988; Honors et al. 1988; McBain et al. 1988; Neuman et

20 ms al. 1988; Yamada et al. 1989). Another potential problemwith the previous results concerned the extensive GABA
FIG. 5. Effect of the NMDA antagonist AP5 on evoked EPSPs. AP5

decreased slightly the amplitude of the decay phase of the EPSP measured input to the supraoptic nucleus (Randle et al. 1986). Bicu-
25 ms after the peak W). Antagonist was applied for 30 min before its effect culline partially antagonized some of the positive-going
was recorded..4: cell was an MNC. firing bursts of action potentials; mem- PSPs recorded when supraoptic neurons were hyperpolar-
brane potential was hyperpolarized by 20 mV. resting membrane potential ized. which implied that the effect of kynurenic acid was
was -68 mV. and input resistance was 250 MQ. B: cell was also an MNC, underestimated. Nonetheless, kynurenic acid still de-
firing action potentials regularly at 0.2 Hz: membrane potential was hyper-
polanzed by 15 mV, resting membrane potential was -67 mV, and input pressed the PSPs in the presence of bicuculline. In the pres-
resistance was 420 MQ. Stimulus intensity was 500 ,A in A and 450 MA in ent study, all experiments were performed in picrotoxin to
8: stimulation frequency was 0.1 Hz for both cells. Traces are averages of eliminate any possible contribution of GABAA receptors to
10 (.4) and 20 (8) sweeps. our analyses of the effects of the EAA antagonists on synap-

tic potentials. Therefore our experiments, under conditions
where it was possible to improve the isolation and resolu-

lowest concentration used in these experiments (1 1M), the tion of excitatory synaptic events, corroborate the results
CNQX-induced inhibition was almost completely revers- previously observed in the supraoptic nucleus (Gribkoff
ible. even after bath applications longer than 25 min. At and Dudek 1990).
higher concentrations (10 and 30 MM), we never observed a
complete recovery of the control EPSP or EPSC amplitude Excitatory synaptic inputs to PVN
after bath application of 2! 15 min. The CNQX effect was
concentration dependent, with an estimated IC50 value of 3 Perifornical stimulation activated one group of afferents
MM (Fig. 4B). No difference was observed in the effect of to PVN, but many others probably exist. Spontaneous PSPs
CNQX on the EPSPs and EPSCs between MNCs (n = 8) are another measure of synaptic inputs to PVN neurons.
and LTS cells (n = 3). Gribkoff and Dudek (1990) showed that kynurenic acid

reduced the amplitude of spontaneous EPSPs in the su-
Effects o'AP5 on EPSPs praoptic nucleus and, in particular, eliminated the largest

ones. This suggests that, in addition to possibly decreasing
The NMDA-selective antagonist AP5 was tested in three presynaptic firing, kynurenic acid produced a postsynaptic

cells, at 30 (n = 1) and 300MM (n = 2). No effect on the peak block of EAA receptors and caused a reduction of the am-
amplitude of the synaptic response was detected at 30 MM plitude of spontaneous EPSPs. Our results with kynurenic
(Fig. 5). The amplitude of the synaptic potential measured acid were qualitatively similar. Most of our experiments
25 ms after the peak was slightly decreased. Approximately aimed at testing the effects of CNQX were done in voltage-
10% decrease of the EPSP amplitude was observed at 300 clamp, which precluded a study of the spontaneous EPSCs

MM. Neither concentration affected the raising phase of the (see METHODS); however, in two cells recorded in current-
EPSPs. The higher concentration (300 MM) was tested on clamp, CNQX (3 MM) blocked most of the spontaneous
one LTS cell and on one MNC. and a similar inhibition was EPSPs. When combined with the larger body of data from
observed on both cell types. perifornical stimulation, this suggests that EAAs mediate

many fast excitatory inputs to the PVN, as in the supraoptic
DISCUSSION nucleus.
Comparison with the upraoptic nucleus The highest concentrations of kynurenic acid (I mM)

and CNQX (30 MM) inhibited the synaptic response by
The results obtained in the present study on the PVN -70 and 90%, respectively. Although it is possible that

support earlier research showing that kynurenic acid and some inputs were completely blocked while others were un-
)-d-glutamylglycine decreased the amplitude of spontane- affected, it seems more likely that the antagonists exerted
ous and evoked EPSPs in the rat supraoptic nucleus (Grib- an incomplete block of all the glutamatergic inputs and that
koff and Dudek 1990). On the basis of the observation that higher concentrations such as 3 mM kynurenic acid and
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100 AM CNQX would have blocked the synaptic response tributed to the NMDA current: a negative slope conduc-
completely. We did not test these concentrations because tance region between -70 and -40 mV and a reversal po-
the time for recovery from the inhibition was already very tential near 0 mV. This component of the EPSC is clearly
long for the highest concentrations and because of potential reminiscent of an NMDA current such as reported in hip-
nonspecific effects. pocampal CAI (Collingridge et al. 1988; Hestrin et al.

1990) and cultured neurons (Forsythe and Westbrook
Heterogeneity oj cell types in the PXW 1988). However, we did not detect this voltage-dependent

component to the late phase of EPSCs in all PVN cells
The previous studies in the supraoptic nucleus provided tested. Space-clamp problems may have prevented the de-

data primarily, if not exclusively, on the vasopressinergic cay phase of the EPSC from being adequately controlled in
and oxytocinergic neurons of the magnocellular neuroendo- all cells. The single-electrode voltage-clamp with conven-
crine system. Although these two types of neuroendocrine tional microelectrodes has limitations that make it inappro-
cells certainly have different synaptic inputs, they probably priate for a quantitative study of small currents and of
have very similar intrinsic electrophysiological properties. currents generated at synapses distant from the soma (for a
Numerous anatomic and immunohistochemical studies of detailed discussion see Johnston and Brown 1983). Whole-
the PVN. however, have shown that this nucleus is much cell recordings with patch pipettes (Blanton et al. 1989) will
more heterogeneous in terms of cell types than the supraop- allow a better resolution of the NMDA current in PVN
tic nucleus. Not only does it have the same classes of mag- cells. A recent study using this technique (Hestrin et al.
nocellular neuroendocrine cells that project to the neurohy- 1990) showed that, at the excitatory synapse between the
pophysis. it also contains vasopressinergic and oxytociner- Schaffer collateral fibers and CA I pyramidal neurons of rat
gic cells that project to other areas in the CNS. The hippocampus, AP5 blocked a slow, voltage-dependent com-
parvocellular neuroendocrine system, which secretes such ponent to the EPSC without affecting the peak amplitude.
substances as corticotropin-releasing hormone at the me- Glycine is known to activate the NMDA receptor (John-
dian eminence, is also within this nucleus. Finally, recent son and Ascher 1987). We did not add glycine in the perfu-
studies on neurons located at the periphery of the PVN sion bath on the assumption that the subsynaptic concen-
have revealed a different cell type, which fires LTS poten- tration of glycine in the slice would be sufficient to modu-
tials (Poulain and Carette 1987). Ongoing studies in the late the NMDA receptor activity (Thomson 1989). If the
PVN combining intracellular recording and staining have glycine concentration were not high enough in our prepara-
begun to classify these cell types (Hoffman et al. 1988, tion, we might have underestimated the amplitude of the
1989). and on the basis of these criteria we have recorded NMDA current. Furthermore. CNQX has been shown to
from several types of PVN neurons. Because the same ef- antagonize NMDA responses in the absence of glycine
fects of EAA antagonists were obtained in all the different (Birch et al. 1988; Lester et al. 1989); therefore, if the con-
PVN cells. the pattern of the excitatory synaptic activation centration of glycine were too low in the slice. CNQX may
induced by glutamate is probably similar in every cell type have blocked the NMDA current in addition to blocking
in the PVN. Because the PVN contains many types of neu- the non-NMDA current, and its effects may have been
roendocrine cells and nonneuroendocrine hypothalamic overestimated. However. preliminary results from our labo-
neurons. these data support the hypothesis that glutamate is ratory showed no modification of the NMDA current in the
the primary fast excitatory transmitter at excitatory syn- neocortex with 3 AM glycine, suggesting that the concentra-
apses throughout the hypothalamus. This hypothesis is tion of glycine in the slice is sufficient to activate most of the
consistent with recent work on hypothalamic neurons in NMDA current.
the suprachiasmatic nucleus, which has shown that kyn-
urenic acid (Cahill and Menaker 1989ab) and the quinoxa-
linedione DNQX (Kim and Dudek 1989) block both reti- EAAs as transmitters in the hypothalamus
nal and nonretinal input to this nucleus, further indicating Our results support and extend recent data (van den Pol
that glutamate is the major fast excitatory transmitter et al. 1990) suggesting that glutamate plays a major role inthoghu the hypothalamusat.utmaeplysamaorrlei
throughout the hypothalamus. the control of the mammalian neuroendocrine system.

They strengthen the evidence that EAAs are the primary
N.!DA component of the synaptic response mediator of fast excitatory transmission in the mammalian

The NMDA antagonist AP5 only slightly affected the in- hypothalamus and indicate that EAAs generate fast EPSPs
duced EPSPs, even when tested at a very high concentra- in PVN neurons, primarily through activation of non-
tion. This result was expected, because the effects of AP5 NMDA receptors. However, NMDA receptors are proba-
were examined at hyperpolarized membrane potentials, bly activated under depolarized conditions, and additional
and the ionic channel linked to the NMDA receptor is research is necessary to evaluate more rigorously the volt-
known to be gradually blocked by Mg2 + in the hyperpolar- age dependence and magnitude of NMDA-receptor-me-
ized range (Mayer et al. 1984. Nowak et al. 1984). In many diated synaptic currents in the different types of hypotha-
of our initial experiments, the cell membrane potential was lamic neurons.
maintained at 10-20 mV below resting membrane poten-
tial by injecting negative current in the cell. At such hyper-
polarized potentials, the NMDA current is likely to be al- We thank C. Kinney for secretarial assistance.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Passive and active electrophysiological properties of neurons (n=46) in the medial

preoptic area (MPOA) were studied in hypothalamic slices from rats (primarily males). This

investigation compared electrical properties between neurons in the sexually dimorphic

nucleus of the preoptic area (SDN-POA) with those situated in other parts of the MPOA.

We evaluated whether the MPOA contains a markedly heterogeneous population of cell

types, defined on the basis of electrophysiological properties such as low-threshold Ca 2 +

spikes (LTS) and current-voltage (I-V) relations. Evoked and spontaneous synaptic

potentials were also studied.

2. Neurons in the SDN-POA shared a common set of intrinsic membrane properties with

other medial preoptic cells. In response to depolarization from a hyperpolarized condition,

medial preoptic cells were uniformly capable of producing Ni2 +-sensitive (500 AM in a low

Ca2 + buffer) LTS potentials (mean amplitude at maximum activation + SEM = 29 + 1.8

mV) that generated one or more action potentials. Most neurons (92%) displayed linear

I-V relations in the hyperpolarizing direction (-40 mV or more from resting potential = 61.1

+ 1.6 mV of tested neurons). Only two cells showed evidence for weak anomalous inward

rectification at hyperpolarized membrane potentials. Mean resting potential for medial

preoptic neurons (± SEM) was -60.7 + 2.2 mV, input resistance was 196 + 20 Mn, and

membrane time constant was 15.2 + 2.5 ms. Most neurons displayed moderate Na+-spike

frequency adaptation, and afterhyperpolarizations typically followed spike trains.

3. Spontaneous postsynaptic potentials (PSPs), most of which were inhibitory, were
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frequently recorded. In most medial preoptic neurons (83%), extracellular stimulation of

the dorsal preoptic region evoked a fast EPSP closely followed by an IPSP. In some

neurons, evoked EPSPs were not observed unless the evoked IPSPs were blocked with 10-50

MM bicuculline. The IPSPs reversed at -71 + 5 mV (i.e., near Ecj. reported for other

hypothalamic neurons).

4. Biocytin-injected neurons (n = 24) were found in the SDN-POA, as well as other parts

of the medial preoptic nucleus and MPOA. Stained neurons had 1 or 2 primary dendrites

(46% of stained cells) or had multipolar dendritic arrays (54% of cells); dendrites were

aspiny or sparsely spiny and displayed limited branching. Morphologically definable cell

types were similar electrophysiologically and were not specific to medial preoptic

subdivisions.

5. These findings indicate that SDN-POA neurons share similar electrophysiological

properties with surrounding medial preoptic cells. They also suggest that when compared

with such hypothalamic nuclei as the paraventricular nucleus, the MPOA is relatively

homogeneous in terms of sets of intrinsic membrane properties examined under constant

temperature conditions. This is despite the differing morphology of these neurons and other

heterogeneities apparent at different levels of analyses.
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INTRODUCTION

The medial preoptic area (MPOA) is a hypothalamic region with a role in regulating

diverse physiological processes, including fluid volume (Swanson and Mogenson 1981; van

Gemert et al. 1975), core temperature (Boulant 1980), and reproduction (Giantonio et al.

1970; see Gorski 1985). The firing rates of medial preoptic neurons are sensitive to osmotic

stimuli, glucose, temperature changes, and gonadal steroids (Boulant and Silva 1989).

Lesions of the MPOA prevent phasic patterns of gonadotropic hormonal activity that

promote ovulation in rodents (see Gorski 1985), and these also reduce male sexual

(Giantonio et al. 1970) and maternal (Cohn and Gerall, 1989; Jacobson et al., 1980)

behaviors. The adult expression of these reproductive activities depends on the presence

of gonadal steroids during development (see Gorski 1985). Steroid hormones also alter

synaptic morphology (Raisman and Field 1973) and cytoarchitectural subdivisions within the

MPOA. The male version of the sexually dimorphic nucleus of the preoptic area (SDN-

POA), which is larger than that of the female (Gorski et al. 1980), requires circulating

androgens perinatally (Jacobson et al. 1981).

Anatomical and neurochemical techniques have been used extensively to study the

MPOA from neuroendocrine and developmental perspectives. The animal model for most

of this work has been the rat. In this species the MPOA is anatomically complex and has

several subdivisions, including three subdivisions of the medial preoptic nucleus, the largest

and most pronounced cell-dense region of the MPOA. One of these subdivisions, the medial

preoptic nucleus centralis, largely corresponds with the posterior SDN-POA (Bloch and
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Gorski 1988; Simerly and Swanson 1986). The MPOA also contains neurons that synthesize

a variety of neurotransmitters and peptides (Simerly et al. 1986). Whether neurons in the

SDN-POA have unique electrical properties when compared with other medial preoptic

neurons is presently unknown. It is also not known whether the marked anatomical and

neurochemical heterogeneity within the MPOA is associated with a similar degree of

heterogeneity defined by sets of electrophysiological properties.

Certain intrinsic electrical properties and anatomical characteristics have been useful

in defining cell types in other hypothalamic nuclei. For example, three categories of

ventromedial neurons, each possibly subserving a separate biological function, were identified

on the combined basis of their intracellular electrical properties and neuronal morphology

(Minami et al. 1986a and b). Also, in the region of the paraventricular nucleus of the rat,

magnocellular neurons, parvocellular neurons, and cells surrounding the nucleus were found

to have distinct and identifying membrane properties. These included the capacity for low-

threshold Ca2 + spikes (LTS), the linearity versus nonlinearity of current-voltage (I-V)

relations, and membrane time-constant values (Hoffman et al. 1991; Tasker and Dudek

1991). Alternatively, despite anatomical heterogeneity, the MPOA could be comprised of

neurons with mostly similar intrinsic membrane properties. In either situation, these

electrophysiological properties would provide the substrate for integrating specific neuronal

inputs or neurohumoral conditions that control reproduction and other biologically important

processes associated with this region.

Synaptic transmission in the SDN-POA also has not been studied and has been little

examined in the MPOA as a whole. Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) is likely to be the
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dominant inhibitory neurotransmitter in the hypothalamus (van den Pol et al. 1990).

Spontaneous and evoked IPSPs that are mediated by GABA have been identified in other

hypothalamic regions, including the paraventricular (Tasker and Dudek, in preparation),

supraoptic (Randle et al. 1986), and suprachiasmatic (Kim and Dudek, 1990) nuclei. GABA

may also be important for functions attributed to the MPOA and may mediate inhibitory

synaptic transmission in this area. Regional GABA concentration is relatively high in the

MPOA (Mansky et al. 1982), and many medial preoptic neurons stain for the GABA-

synthesizing enzyme, glutamate decarboxylase (Fl0gge et al. 1986). GABA neurons in the

MPOA may provide an important link in the feedback actions of gonadal steroids on the

release of gonadotropic hormones and prolactin from the anterior pituitary (Jarry et al.

1991). Putative IPSPs have been identified in the MPOA of mice (Hodgkiss and Kelly,

1990) and rats (Curras et al., 1991), though neither study pharmacologically evaluated

whether these events were due to GABA release. Collectively, these findings suggest that

GABAA-mediated inhibitory synaptic contacts are wide-spread throughout the MPOA;

however, this remains to be shown with intracellular recordings from this region during bath

application of GABA antagonists.

The present study compared the intrinsic and synaptic electrical properties of neurons

in the SDN-POA with surrounding MPOA cells. Hodgkiss and Kelly (1990) obtained

intracellular recordings from medial preoptic neurons in mice and identified LTS potentials

in approximately half of these recorded cells. However, the focus of their study was to

compare grafted preoptic cells with normal (,ontrol) neurons in tissue slices, and mice do

not have an SDN-POA-like structure (Bleier et al., 1982). Curras et al. (1991) recorded
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intracellularly from thermosensitive neurons in the MPOA and anterior hypothalamus of the

rat, but they did not determine the precise cytoarchitectural location of their recordings, and

they did not investigate the presence or absence of LTS potentials. Therefore, by combining

intracellular recording with intracellular staining and histology, we tested three hypotheses:

(1) Neurons in the SDN-POA are electrophysiologically homogeneous but differ from cells

elsewhere in the MPOA; (2) Specific types of medial preoptic neurons generate LTS

potentials; (3) GABA-mediated synaptic inhibition is wide-spread among these cells. Our

results indicate that SDN-POA neurons do share common electrical properties, such as LTS

potentials and GABAA-mediated IPSPs, but they have these properties in common with

other MPOA cells. Part of these data has been presented in abstract form (Hoffman et al.

1990).
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METHODS

Slice Preparation

Hypothalamic slices containing the MPOA were obtained from adult Sprague-Dawley

rats (150-300 g, Charles Rivers Breeding Laboratory) during the light phase of a 12-h

light/dark cycle. Animals were anesthetized with nembutal (100 mg/kg intraperitoneal),

decapitated, and their brains quickly removed and placed in chilled (1-40C), oxygenated,

artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF). This consisted (in mM) of 124 NaCI, 26 NaHCO3, 3

KCI, 1.3 MgSO 4, 1.4 NaH 2PO4, 2.4 CaCI2, and 11 glucose. A tissue block containing the

hypothalamus was dissected and sectioned coronally at 400 um on a vibroslice (Campden

Instruments). The anterior commissure, optic chiasm, and third ventricle were landmarks

used to identify the MPOA. Slices containing the MPOA (see Fig. 1) were placed in a

ramp-type recording chamber, in which an interface between a humidified mixture of 95%

02 and 5% CO2 and the perfused ACSF (pH 7.4; 34 + 10C) was maintained. Slices were

allowed to equilibrate in the recording chamber for 2-3 h before recording.

Electrophysiological Techniques

Micropipettes for intracellular recording were pulled from glass capillaries (1.0 mm

OD, 0.5 mm ID, American Glass Co.), using a Flaming-Brown puller; they were filled with

either 2 M K-acetate or 2 M K-acetate containing 2% biocytin (Sigma) and had tip

resistances of 90-200 Mn. Microelectrodes were advanced in 4-um steps with a piezoelectric

microdrive (Nanostepper), and cell impalements were achieved by oscillating the negative-
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capacitance feedback. Electrical signals were recorded with an electrometer (Model IR183,

Neurodata Instruments or Axoclamp-2A, Axon Instruments), which contained a bridge

circuit. Signals were stored on video cassettes, using an analogue to digital converter

(Neurocorder Model DR-484, Neurodata Instruments), and traces were generated

(ISC67AVE system, RC Electronics) and printed on an X-Y plotter or a laser printer.

Stimulating electrodes were made from insulated platinum-iridium wire (diameter= 75

gm). Constant-current stimulation was applied extracellularly to the dorsal preoptic region

in a series of intensities (5-700 ,A, 0.5 ms, 0.3 Hz) to evoke a complete range of synaptic

responses. This stimulation site was chosen because it contains afferents to the medial

preoptic nucleus (Simerly and Swanson 1986) and because stimulation applied to this site

consistently elicited synaptic responses in recorded neurons.

Drug Application

In some experiments bicuculline methiodide (10 and 50 4M) was added to the ACSF

perfusate to test whether GABA receptors mediated the IPSPs. Fast Na+ spikes were

blocked with bath application of tetrodotoxin (TFX, 50,4g/ml). To block Ca2+-dependent

potentials the ACSF was replaced with a solution containing (in mM) 125.5 NaCI, 3 KCI, 1.3

MgCI2, 10 N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N'-2-ethanesulphonic acid (HEPES), 11 glucose, 0.2

CaC12 and 0.5 NiCI2.
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Biocytin was iontophoresed intracellularly with negative current pulses (2 Hz, 100-300

ms, 200-500 pA), and injected cells were histologically processed as previously described

(Horikawa and Armstrong 1988; Tasker et al. 1991). Briefly, slices were immersion-fixed

for at least 12 h in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M Na-cacodylate buffer (pH 7.25; 5QC) and

sectioned on a sliding microtome. An avidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxidase bridge was

attached (Vectastain Elite kit, Vector Laboratories) and an opaque reaction product formed

using a glucose-oxidase procedure and diaminobenzidine(-4HCI) (Sigma) as the chromogen

(Smithson et al. 1984). Sections were mounted onto gelatin-coated slides and counterstained

with cresyl violet or toluene blue.
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RESULTS

General Electrophysiological Properties

Intracellular recordings were obtained from 46 medial preoptic neurons, all of which

had overshooting action potentials > 50 mV measured from threshold to peak (mean +

SEM = 61.2 + 1.6 mV) and apparent resting potentials at or more negative than -50 mV

(mean = -60.7 + 2.2 mV, where each resting potential could be verified at the end of an

experiment, n = 33). All recordings included in this study were stable for at least 10 min.

Most of the recordings (94%) were made in slices from males; however, 3 medial preoptic

neurons from ovariectomized females were included in analyses of LTS potentials, which

were similar to those recorded in male tissue. In terms of intrinsic and synaptic

electrophysiological properties examined in this study, neurons in the SDN-POA did not

significantly differ from other medial preoptic neurons (Table 1).

Insert Table 1 about here

Low-Threshold Potentials

The most salient intrinsic property of medial preoptic neurons was their capacity to

generate low-threshold potentials (mean amplitude + SEM = 29.2 + 1.8 mV), as observed

in 98% of all recorded cells (n=46) and 100% of those neurons that were stained and

histologically identified within the SDN-POA and elsewhere in the MPOA. When these cells

were hyperpolarized, application of depolarizing current pulses could activate low-threshold
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potentials that typically generated up to three Na+ spikes (Fig. 1A and B). The low-

threshold potentials persisted during TTX block of fast, voltage-dependent Na+ channels

(n= 1), but these potentials were blocked by bath application of Ni 2+ in low [Ca2+] 0 HEPES

medium (n=3) (data not shown). These potentials were also observed as anodal-break

spikes following the offset of hyperpolarizing current pulses (Fig. IC and D). Anodal-break

spikes were also blocked by Ni2+ in the low-Ca2+ medium. Varying the duration of the

hyperpolarizing current pulse revealed that voltage-dependent deinactivation of the low-

threshold conductance was also time dependent (Fig. IC). Therefore, these events appear

to be low-threshold Ca2+ (LTS) potentials.

In some medial preoptic neurons, LTS potentials appeared to underly oscillating

membrane potentials, which followed the offset of hyperpolarizing current pulses and

resultant anodal-break spikes (Fig ID). These oscillations were not observed in all cells.

Insert Fig. 1 about here.

Other Membrane Responses to Current Injection

Along with LTS potentials, medial preoptic neurons were similar in terms of other

intrinsic properties, such as membrane time constant and input resistance (Table 1). Most

cells (n=25) had I-V relations that were linear, with little or no evidence of anomolous and

time-dependent inward rectification at hyperpolarizing potentials up to and greater than 40

mV below resting potential (mean Vm + SEM = -61.1 + 1.6 mV) (Figure 2A and 2B, left).

The hyperpolarizing I-V relations of only two neurons suggested inward rectification, and the

I-V plots from these cells were only weakly curvilinear (Figure 2B, right). One of these
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neurons was otherwise electrophysiologically similar to other recorded cells in this study (e.g.,

capacity for LTS potentials); however, the other cell was the only recorded neuron that

failed to generate an obvious LTS potential (data not shown). This neuron was not injected

with biocytin, and so its position within the MPOA could not be verified.

Insert Fig. 2 about here.

Depolarizing current pulses of different intensity were applied to evaluate repetitive

firing of medial preoptic cells (n=21). In most neurons (88%), spike frequency increased

as a function of current intensity; spike amplitude and frequency declined as a function of

time during the pulse (i.e., spike-frequency adaptation) (Fig. 3). The degree of adaptation

was variable across neurons, and only one or two action potentials could be evoked in 2

cells. In most neurons (83% of 24 cells), relatively small afterhyperpolarizations followed

spike trains (following 7-11 spikes, mean + SEM amplitude = -4.7 + 0.5 mV; duration =

64 + 13 ms, measured at half maximum amplitude) (Fig. 3).

Insert Fig. 3 about here.

Synaptic Responses

Extracellular stimulation (50-700 uA) of the dorsal preoptic region reliably evoked

synaptic potentials (n=34 neurons). In most cells (73%), this stimulation produced a fast

EPSP that was attenuated by a single fast IPSP (Fig. 4A, 5A and B). Average latencies (±

SEM) for evoked EPSPs and IPSPs were 2.7 + 0.2 ms and 4.8 + 0.5 ms, respectively.
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Although a single IPSP was most typically observed (Fig. 5A), stimulation evoked multiple

IPSPs in a few neurons (Fig 4A, top trace, and B). In some instances spikes occurred at the

termination of large IPSPs (Fig. 4B), suggesting that the IPSPs deinactivated the conductance

underlyilig the LTS potentials. Spontaneous PSPs were frequently recorded, and among

these events IPSPs were prominent (Fig. 4C). The reversal potential of evoked IPSPs was -

71 + 5 mV (mean + SEM, n=7) (Fig. 5A), and bath application of bicuculline (10 and 50

gM) blocked the evoked IPSPs (n=3). In neurons in which stimulation usually evoked only

IPSPs in normal medium, bicuculline blocked the IPSPs and revealed EPSPs (Fig. 5B).

Insert Figs. 4 and 5 about here.

Medial Preoptic Subdivisions and Neuronal Morphology

After impalement with biocytin-filled electrodes and subsequent histological

procedures, 24 neurons were recovered and located in the SDN-POA, the medial preoptic

nucleus medialis (MPNm), and elsewhere in the MPOA. Stable recordings were obtained

in 18 of these cells (see Table 1). Neurons varied with respect to their dendritic arbor: one

set of cells (46% of stained neurons) had 1 or 2 primary dendrites (Fig. 6), and another set

(54%) had multipolar dendritic arrays (Fig. 7). These morphological characteristics were not

uniquely associated with specific medial preoptic subdivisions examined in the present study

(Fig. 8). Soma sizes were similar in both sets of neurons: longest-axis soma diameters of

neurons with 1 or 2 primary dendrites ranged from 11 to 34 Am and shortest-axis diameters

from 10 to 22 Am. Soma diameters of multipolar cells ranged from 16 to 34 Am (longest

axis) and from 10 to 16 Am (shortest axis). Dendritic arbors in both sets of neurons were
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sparsely spiny or aspiny; only primary dendrites were observed on 38% of stained cells and

both primary and secondary dendrites on 62% of the cells. Axons typically originated from

primary dendrites and most often coursed in a merlial to ventromedial direction (7 of 10

observations), in some cases giving off local collaterals (Fig. 9). Both primary axons and

local collaterals contained varicosities (Figs. 6, 7 and 9). Regardless of cytoarchitectonic

location or morphological appearance, stained neurons had similar electrical properties that

did not differ from those recorded in most unstained (or non-anatomically recovered)

neurons (see Table 1 and below).

Insert Figs. 6-9 about here
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DISCUSSION

SDN-POA vs. Other MPOA Neurons

In the present study intrinsic membrane properties were studied in neurons that were

histologically verified to reside in the SDN-POA, as well as in surrounding medial preoptic

neurons. The hypothesis that sets of these properties were similar among SDN-POA

neurons was confirmed, but the hypothesis that these properties differed between neurons

in this nucleus with cells situated elsewhere in the MPOA was not. Instead, neurons with

a common set of intrinsic properties appear to constitute the predominant

electrophysiological cell type across medial preoptic subdivisions. Unstained neurons, whose

precise cytoarchitectonic locations could not be determined, also had properties similar to

those of stained cells with verified locations within the MPOA. It is unlikely that the

homogeneity reflects selection of cells residing in a single location or having a common

morphology, because the intracellular staining confirmed that the data were obtained from

a variety of locations and cells with differing morphology. Among medial preoptic cells, the

lack of covariations among sets of examined intrinsic properties indicates relative

homogeneity at this level of analysis. Thus neurochemical and anatomical heterogeneity

within this region (Simerly et al., 1986; Simerly and Swanson, 1986) may not be associated

with a similar heterogeneity in neuronal membrane properties recorded under constant-

temperature conditions.

This study does not rule out the possibility that a snall subset of neurons with distinct

electrophysiological properties also resides in the MPOA. In studies conducted in the corpus
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striatum and zona compacta of the substantia nigra, principle neurons comprised 95% of

recorded neurons, whereas 5% of cells at each site had different electrophysiological

properties (Jiang and North, 1991; Lacey et al., 1989). If an analogous situation exists in the

MPOA, approximately 2 cells would have shown different properties from the rest of the

cells recorded in the present study. One neuron did fail to generate an obvious LTS

potential, and, unlike all but one other medial preoptic neuron, it had inward rectifying I-V

relations in the hyperpolarizing direction. Although the position of this atypical cell within

the MPOA was not histologically verifiable, this recording is consistent with the possibility

of a small subset of medial preoptic neurons with distinctly different properties from the

majority of cells in this region.

It is also possible that the actua! percentage of medial preoptic neurons constituting

such a subset(s) would be underestimated in data from intracellular recordings, since a

recording bias would be expected for larger neurons (e.g., Jiang and North, 1991). However,

present data do suggest that, similar to the hypothalamic supraoptic nucleus (Andrew and

Dudek, 1983; Andrew and Dudek, 1984 a and b; Bourque and Renaud, 1985), the medial

preoptic area is relatively homogeneous in comparison with other hypothalamic nuclei, such

as tle paraventricular nucleus (Hoffman et al., 1991; Tasker and Dudek, 1991).

LTS

As hypothesized, medial preoptic neurons could generate LTS potentials, but these

potentials did not differentiate cell types in this region. Unlike the paraventricular,

ventromedial, and arcuate nuclei (Hoffman et al. 1991; Loose et al. 1990; Minami et al. 1986



a and b; Tasker and Dudek 1991), where only subsets of neurons display LTS potentials, all

anatomically identified medial preoptic neurons recorded in the present investigation had

the capacity for these potentials. This was also true for all but the one unstained neuron

discussed above. This finding appears to contrast with previous recordings from grafted and

non-grafted medial preoptic neurons in mice, in which a large proportion of cells were not

identified as having LTS potentials (Hodgkiss and Kelly 1990). This apparent discrepancy

could reflect a species diff fence or instead the different focus of the previous study

(Hodgkiss and Kelly 1990). The LTS potentials recorded in the present investigation

generally were not as large as those described in the inferior olivary nucleus (Llin•s and

Yarom 1981) and thalamus (Jahnsen and Llinds 1984). Nonetheless, they had similar

voltage dependence, and they were likewise Ca2+ dependent in that bath application of

Ni2+ in a low Ca 2+-containing medium blocked them. These data, plus the voltage

dependence of these potentials, suggest mediation by channel openings responsible for

transient (T) Ca2+ currents, which are particularly sensitive to Ni2+ (Fox et al. 1987). In

medial preoptic neurons, LTS potentials generated only one or a few Na+ spikes and thus

resembled hypothalamic parvocellular (type II) neurons in the paraventricular nucleus

(Hoffman et al. 1991; Tasker and Dudek 1991). As recorded in paraventricular

parvocellular neurons, LTS-mediated anodal-break spikes in medial preoptic neurons could

trigger membrane oscillations. These oscillations, however, were not as robust as those

reported for cells situated near but outside the paraventricular nucleus (type III neurons)

(Hoffman et al. 1991; Tasker and Dudek 1991). Other membrane properties described

below also indicate similarities between medial preoptic and paraventricular parvocellular
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neurons.

Other Intrinsic Properties

Values for input resistance, membrane time constant, Na+-spike amplitude and

duration, and resting potential were similar among medial preoptic neurons. Most medial

preoptic cells had linear I-V relations in the hyperpolarizing direction, with the I-V plots

from two cells deviating slightly from linearity. Similar values and I-V relations were

reported for paraventricular parvocellular neurons (Hoffman et al. 1991; Tasker and Dudek

1991). This suggests two main points: (1) a broad category of hypothalamic parvocellular

neurons with a common set of intrinsic electrophysiological properties extends across certain

hypothalamic regions, and (2) these properties are important for integrating responses to the

several homeostatic stimuli known to affect the activity of cells in this region (Boulant and

Silva 1989).

Fast Synaptic Events and GABA

Findings from this study support the hypothesis that medial preoptic neurons receive

GABA receptor-mediated synaptic inhibition. Spontaneous EPSPs and IPSPs were

consistently recorded in these cells, and an EPSP-IPSP sequence could often be evoked by

applying electrical stimuli to the dorsal preoptic region. The evoked IPSPs vere usually

superimposed on the EPSPs, thus reducing the amplitude and duration of the evoked EPSPs.

In some experiments, evoked EPSPs could be observed only when the IPSPs were blocked

with bicuculline. This effect of bicuculline on IPSPs, coupled with an IPSP reversal near the
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C[" equilibrium potential (Randle et al. 1986), indicates that ligand-binding at GABAA

receptors mediates these events. Previous findings suggest that medial preoptic cells

synthesize GABA (Mansky et al. 1982; Flogge et al. 1986) and that GABA-releasing neurons

participate in synchronizing phasic gonadotropic activity (Jarry et al. 1991). Our findings

relate to this latter possibility in two ways: (1) GABA appears to be the primary, if not the

only, neurotransmitter mediating fast IPSPs in medial preoptic neurons; and (2) the axons

of stained cells often ramified into an apparent network of local collaterals, possibly forming

local circuits in this region.

Future Direction

Properties frequently encountered in medial preoptic recordings (e.g., LTS potentials

and GABAA-receptor-mediated synaptic inhibition) probably play a significant role in

interneuronal communication in this region of the hypothalamus. Conceivably, these

electrophysiological properties could be regulated by testicular hormones that also regulate

the development of anatomical characteristics of the MPOA (Gorski et al. 1980; Jacobson

et al. 1981; Raisman and Field 1973). Developmental studies and comparisons between

males and females are required to assess possible electrophysiologicai "sexual dimorphism"

and its regulation by gonadal steroids.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. LTS potentials recorded in medial preoptic neurons. A: At rest a neuron fired

a single action potential in response to the injection of a depolarizing current pulse (left).

As a neuron was hyperpolarized with steady (DC) current, the same current pulse intensity

triggered a regenerative depolarization to Na+-spike threshold, resulting in a short burst of

action potentials (middle). The size of this depolarization grew with increasing DC

hyperpolarization, shown here during bath application of tetrodotoxin (TTX: 0.5/.g/ml) to

a different neuron (right). B: Progressively increasing the intensity of a depolarizing current

pulse from a hyperpolarized condition also progressively increased the size of the LTS

potential (calibration bars in B also apply to A). C: Time dependence of LTS potentials.

Hyperpolarizing current pulses had to be sufficiently long for an LTS potential to occur with

the offset of the pulse, whether the Na+ spikes were unblocked (left) or blocked (right) with

TT'X. D: An anodal-break spike could generate a burst of Na+ spikes, and a post-burst

afterhyperpolarization could then trigger a membrane oscillation (or series of oscillations)

(voltage trace in D is the average of 4 traces). In this and in subsequent figures, top traces

are current, the bottom traces are voltage, and dotted lines indicate resting potential. Traces

in A (right) and C (right) are from a female rat.

Figure 2. I-V relations of medial preoptic neurons. Rectangular current pulses of 100-300

ms duration of increasing intensity were injected and the voltage responses recorded.

Current pulses were typically injected from rest (mean + SEM = 61.1 + 1.6 mV) or
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occasionally from a slightly hyperpolarized (DC) condition to reduce spontaneous firing (64.7

+ 0.33 mV). Membrane time constant and input resistance values were calculated from

averaged voltage deflections (n=5-30) in response to weak current pulses (-50 pA or -100

pA) (see Table 1). A: Voltage deflections of a medial preoptic cell in response to current

injections. B (left): I-V plots of several representative medial preoptic neurons. Both A and

B (left) show linear I-V relations in the hyperpolarizing direction. B (right): I-V plots from

the only 2 neurons with non-linear I-V relations suggesting inward rectification in the

hyperpolarizing direction. Traces in A are the average of 4-7 traces except that indicated

by the arrowhead, which was averaged across 22 traces for membrane time constant

measurement.

Figure 3. Spike trains in response to different intensities of depolarizing current pulses.

With greater current-pulse intensity, spike frequency increased but also typically showed

moderate adaptation across the duration of the pulse. Afterhyperpolarizations usually

followed spike trains of sufficient frequency (dotted line indicates resting potential).

Figure 4. Evoked and spontaneous postsynaptic potentials recorded in medial preoptic

neurons. A: In most medial preoptic cells, an EPSP-IPSP sequence could be evoked by

extracellular stimulation of the dorsal preoptic region but only at certain stimulus intensities.

In this neuron, increasing stimulus intensity only slightly increased IPSP amplitude until an

intensity was reached that evoked an EPSP-IPSP sequence (voltage traces are averaged

across 4 traces). B: In a few medial preoptic cells, extracellular stimulation of the dorsal
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preoptic region evoked one or more IPSPs. The four traces are from the same neuron,

where multiple IPSPs were evoked by a 30 uiA stimulus. Note that depolarizations

generating action potentials (clipped in this figure) occasionally followed the large IPSPs.

C: Spontaneous PSPs, including IPSPs, were frequently recorded in medial preoptic neurons,

shown here by four separate traces from the same cell recorded at rest. Arrowhead in A

and B indicates stimulus artifact.

Figure 5. Properties of evoked IPSPs. A: In this medial preoptic neuron, a 300-MA

extracellular stimulus to the dorsal preoptic region evoked an EPSP-IPSP complex. The

IPSP reversed near -72 mV. B: In another medial preoptic cell, a 200-300 MA stimulus to

the dorsal preoptic region evoked only an IPSP (top) in normal medium. Bath application

of the GABAA antagonist, bicuculline (BIC, 10 MM), blocked the evoked IPSP and revealed

an evoked EPSP (middle). The effect of bicuculline was reversible (bottom) and was not

accompanied by appreciable changes in input resistance (right traces). During this

experiment, the cell was hyperpolarized with 11 pA of steady current to prevent spontaneous

firing. Voltage traces in B are averaged across 21-30 individual traces. Arrowheads indicate

stimulus artifacts.

Figure 6. Morphology of a bipolar medial preoptic neuron. Camera lucida drawing (top)

and photomicrographs (bottom) showing a biocytin-injected neuron with 2 primary dendrites.

As shown at lower power (left), this cell was situated in the sexually dimorphic nucleus of

the preoptic area. Calibration bars = 50 Mm; iii = third ventricle.
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Figure 7. Morphology of a multipolar medial preoptic neuron. Camera lucida drawing

(right) and photomicrographs (center and left) showing a biocytin-injected neuron with a

multipolar array of primary dendrites. This neuron was located in the medial preoptic

nucleus medialis (lower power photomicrograph). Calibration bars = 50 Am; iii = third

ventricle.

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the approximate location of recorded and stained neurons

with respect to medial preoptic subdivisions. A-D represents a rostral-caudal progression

through the medial preoptic area (MPOA). Stained neurons are schematicized in terms of

their numbers of primary dendrites. Other abbreviations: ac = anterior commissure; ADP

= anterodorsal preoptic nucleus; AVP = anteroventral periventricular nucleus, BST = bed

nucleus of the stria terminalis; BSTenc = BST encapsulated portion; DBB = diagonal band

of Broca; LPOA = lateral preoptic nucleus; MPNm = medial preoptic nucleus medialis;

MePO = median preoptic nucleus; ox = optic chiasm; PVN = paraventricular nucleus;

PSCN = preoptic suprachiasmatic nucleus; SDN = sexually dimorphic nucleus of the

preoptic area; SCN = suprachiasmatic nucleus; SO = supraoptic nucleus; iii = third

ventricle. Schematics were adapted with permission from Simerly and Swanson (1986).

Figure 9. Axon collaterals from a medial preoptic neuron. Camera lucida drawing and

photomicrograph of a bipolar neuron located in the sexually dimorphic nucleus of the

preoptic area. Note that its axon (a) arose from a primary dendrite (d) and ramified locally.

Axon collaterals were covered with varicosities (arrowheads). Calibration bars = 50 Mm; iii
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Abstract

Spontaneous synaptic currents were recorded in supraoptic magnocellular neurosecretory cells

using whole-cell patch-clamp techniques in the rat hypothalamic slice preparation. Numerous

spontaneous excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs and IPSCs) were observed in the

27 cells recorded. The rate of occurrence of the spontaneous currents and the relative proportion

of EPSCs versus IPSCs varied significantly from cell to cell. Miniature EPSCs and IPSCs were clearly

distinguished from background noise in tetrodotoxin (n=3 cells at 0.5 jig/ml). The frequency of

EPSCs and IPSCs decreased by approximately 70% and the largest events were blocked in

tetrodotoxin, but the peaks of the amplitude histograms were shifted by only a few millivolts.

Bicuculline (n= 10 cells at 10 pM and 2 cells at 20 piM) blocked completely all the IPSCs without any

detectable effect on the frequency or amplitude of the EPSCs. No slow spontaneous outward

currents, indicative of a K' current from activation of GABAB receptors, were observed. The a-

amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid (AMPA)/kainate type glutamate receptor

antagonist 6-cyano-2,3-dihydroxy-7-nitroquinoxaline (CNQX; n-=7 cells at 10 iM) consistently blocked

all EPSCs without any apparent effect on the frequency or amplitude of the IPSCs. No synaptic

events could be detected when CNQX was applied in combination with bicuculline (n = 4). The

decay phase of averaged spontaneous IPSCs and EPSCs recorded at resting membrane potential

could be well fitted by single exponential functions in most cells. The time constants ranged from

1.3 to 3.0 ms for EPSCs (4 cells) and 5.5 to 6.6 ms for IPSCs (3 cells). A second, slower time

constant of 4 to 15 ms was found in the largest averaged EPSCs (> 40 pA). The amplitude of this

slow component was -2 to -4 pA. These results suggest that in magnocellular neurosecretory cells,

glutamate mediates all the spontaneous EPSCs by acting primarily on AMPA/kainate type receptors

at resting membrane potential and that activation of GABAA receptors mediates most if not all

IPSCs.
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Magnocellular neuroendocrine cells of the supraoptic nucleus have long been considered as

a model system for a wide range of studies on neurosecretion. These neuroendocrine cells synthesize

the neuropeptide hormones oxytocin and vasopressin and transport them, from their cell bodies in

the supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei, along their axons to the neurohypophysis where they are

secreted directly in the general circulation. The supraoptic nucleus has particular advantages for

electrophysiological studies on neuroendocrine cells because, unlike other hypothalamic nuclei,

virtually all of these cells project to the neurohyphophysis and are therefore neuroendocrine.

Numerous substances (e.g., acetylcholine, norepinephrine, opioid peptides, dopamine, histamine,

serotonin, substance P, vasopressin, oxytocin, cholecystokinin, somatostatin) have been proposed to

regulate or modulate hypothalamic neurosecretion (for review of the neuropharmacology of this

system, see Renaud and Bourque, 1991). A wide range of studies on conventional neurons, as

opposed to hypothalamic neuroendocrine cells, suggest that these substances primarily serve as

neuromodulators rather than neurotransmitters responsible of traditional synaptic potentials. Until

recently, however, relatively few studies have directly tested the hypothesis that excitatory and

inhibitory amino acids (i.e., glutamate and y-aminobutyric acid (GABA)) mediate all fast synaptic

transmission in the magnocellular neuroendocrine system (Gribkoff and Dudek, 1988; Gribkoff and

Dudek. 1990; Wuarin and Dudek, 1991). Recent evidence suggests that most of the excitatory and

inhibitory synapses, not only in the magnocellular system, but throughout the neuroendocrine

hypothalamus may be glutamatergic and GABAergic respectively (van den Pol et al., 1990).

Studies using intracellular recordings showed that two broad-spectrum antagonists for

excitatory amino acids, kynurenic acid and y-d-glutamylglycine, inhibit electricaily evoked and

spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic potentials in the rat supraoptic nucleus (Gribkoff and Dudek,

1988, 1990). Most of the electrically induced excitatory synaptic input to magnocellular and



parvocellular neurons in the paraventricular nucleus and to neurons in the arcuate nucleus has been

shown to be inhibited or blocked by 6-cyano-2,3-dihydroxy-7-nitroquinoxaline (CNQX), suggesting

that glutamate mediates excitatory synaptic events mainly by activating AMPA/kainate type receptors

(Wuarin and Dudek, 1991; Van den Pol et al. 1990). Immunohistochemical studies have shown

glutamate-reactive presynaptic boutons in contact with dendrites and cells bodies in the supraoptic

nucleus (Meeker et al., 1989; van den Pol et al., 1990). Therefore, recent electrophysiological and

immunohistochemical observations have provided evidence that glutamate is a neurotransmitter at

many excitatory synapses in the supraoptic nucleus and elsewhere in the hypothalamus.

A recent anatomical study using post-embedding surface staining with immunogold showed

that GABA immunoreactive terminals compose approximately 50% of the synaptic input, non only

to the supraoptic nucleus, but also to paraventricular, arcuate and suprachiasmatic nuclei. This

observation strongly suggests that GABA is the most important inhibitory neurotransmitter in the

magnocellular system and in the hypothalamus (Decavel and van den Pol, 1990). Intracellular

recordings from supraoptic neurons obtained in the explant preparation showed an abundance of

spontaneous IPSPs that were chloride-dependent and mediated by GABAA-receptor activation

(Randle et al., 1986). Extracellular stimulation in the diagonal band of Broca evoked IPSPs that

closely resembled the spontaneous events. These results suggest that supraoptic magnocellular

neurons receive an extensive and powerful inhibitory GABAergic input, originating at least in part

in structures located rostral to the supraoptic nucleus.

The electrophysiological studies mentioned above used sharp microelectrodes for intracellular

recording. This technique allows detection of spontaneous EPSPs but has limitations regarding the

resolution of small events. Synaptic potentials mediated by substances other than glutamate or

GABA may be relatively small and may not have been detected. Another potential problem of these

previous studies is the use of extracellular electrical stimulation to evoke synaptic responses. The
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stimuli were delivered through electrodes positioned near the supraoptic or paraventricular nucleus,

a location that gave large and consistent synaptic responses. With this method, however, it is likely

that only a fraction of the entire input to a nucleus is activated, and that afferent fibers releasing

neurotransmitters other than amino acids were not stimulated. In the present study, we used whole

cell patch-clamp recordings in conventional hypothalamic slices (Blanton et al., 1989) to address the

two problems mentioned above. This technique provides a signal-to-noise ratio far superior than

intracellular recording with sharp electrodes and allows detection of miniature synaptic events

(Edwards et al., 1990; Otis et al., 1991). Testing the effects of amino acid receptors antagonists on

spontaneous EPSCs and IPSCs would be expected to provide a more rigorous assessment of the

importance of the excitatory and inhibitory amino acids (i.e., glutamate and GABA) as transmitters

for the neuroendocrine cells in the supraoptic nucleus.

The aims of this study were 1) to establish the properties of spontaneous postsynaptic currents

in supraoptic magnocellular neuroendocrine cells, 2) to determine if glutamate, acting on

AMPA/kainate type receptors, mediates all detectable excitatory synaptic currents, 3) to test if

GABAA receptors mediate all detectable IPSCs, and 4) to determine if activation of NMDA

receptors contributes to the decay of EPSCs. The properties and components of the EPSCs and

IPSCs were examined through analyses of the time course of the events, and the role of

AMPA/kainate and GABAA receptors was evaluated with bath application of CNQX and bicuculline.
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Materials and Methods

Slice preparation. Young male rats (50-80 g) were decapitated, their brain rapidly dissected and

placed in ice-cold perfusion solution (see below) for I min. During the dissection, particular care was

taken to cut the optic nerves without applying any tension on them. A block of tissue containing the

hypothalamus was then trimmed and glued on the stage of a vibrating microtome. Usually two slices

of 400-600 pim containing the supraoptic nucleus were cut in a frontal plan and immediately

transferred in a ramp chamber (Haas et al., 1979) oxygenated with 95% 02-5% CO 2 and

thermoregulated at 34 'C. The perfusion solution contained (in mM) 124 NaCI, 26 NaHCO 3, 3 KCI,

1.3 MgSO 4, 1.4 NaH2PO 4, 2.4 CaCI2, and 10 glucose, pH 7.4. The following drugs were applied in

the perfusion solution: bicuculline methiodide (10 and 20 i.gM), tetrodotoxin (0.5 Iig/ml) (both from

Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and CNQX (3 and 10 ILM, from Tocris Neuramin, Buckhurst Hill, England)

Recording methods. Whole-cell current recordings (Hamill et al., 1981) were obtained using patch

pipettes with open resistances of 2-5 MO. Seal resistances were 1 to 10 GO, series resistances were

5-25 NiM compensated at >80%. Patch pipettes were filled with (in mM) 140 K-gluconate, 10

HEPES, I NaCI, 1 CaCI2, 1 MgC!2, 5 BAPTA, 4 ATP (pH 7.2). ATP was used to decrease the run

down of IPSCs. Without 4 mM ATP, IPSCs gradually disappeared within the first 20 min (Stelzer

et al.. 1988). The pipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass of 1.7 mm diameter and 0.5 mm wall

thickness. Currents were recorded using an Axopatch-ID amplifier, low-pass filtered at 2 kHz,

digitized at 44 kHz (Neuro-Corder, Neurodata Inc.) and stored on video tapes. The amplitude and

decay phases of spontaneous synaptic currents were measured on a personnal computer using pClamp

programs (Axon Instruments).
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Cell labeling. Six cells were recorded with pipettes containing biocytin (0.2% n=2 and 0.4% n=4).

At the end of the experiment, the slice containing the marked cell was immersed in 4%

paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer overnight. The tissue was then cut at 50 Im

and rehydrated. The sections were labeled with an avidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxydase

reaction (Horikawa and Armstrong, 1988). To ascertain that the labeled cells were within the

boundaries of the supraoptic nucleus, the slices were counter-stained with cresyl violet.



Results

Recordings were obtained from 27 cells in 23 slices. Once the whole-cell configuration was

established, stable recordings were achieved for several hours without noticeable change in resting

membrane potential or input resistance. Mean resting membrane potential was -63 ± 2.5 mV (mean

S,- SE. n = 21). and input resistances ranged from 400 to 1100 MO with a mean of 726 t 50 MnI

(mean ± SE. n = 25). All recordings were made with the holding potential set to the same value as

the resting membrane potential for the recorded cell.

Although it was relatively easy to position recording electrodes within the supraoptic nucleus

under visual control using slices cut in the frontal plan. we also recorded from 6 cells with pipettes

Scontaining biocytin in order to label them and verify that we were indeed recording from

Smagnocellular neurons. This confirmed that we were not recording from cells at the periphery of the

nucleus which have been hypothetised to be GABAergic neurons (Theodosis et al.. 1986). We

N recovered 4 cells, and they were located well within the boundaries of the supraoptic nucleus (2 cells

could not be found in the stained sections).

Numerous spontaneous synaptic events were observed in all cells. Inward currents were

defined as EPSCs and outward currents as IPSCs (Fig. 1). The IPSC amplitudes ranged from 10 to

,• 80 pA. and the average amplitude for each cell was between 15 and 30 pA. The EPSC amplitudes

Sranged from -10 to more than -150 pA. and the average amplitude was from -10 to -50 pA. The rate

of occurence of spontaneous EPSCs and IPSCs varied from < 1 Hz to > 10 Hz (Fig. 2). Three cells

showed bursts of spontaneous IPSCs. and the maximum frequency of IPSCs during a burst was > 20

Hz (Fig. 3). The proportion of EPSCs versus IPSCs also varied from cell to cell; 4 cells showed

mostly IPSCs and 2 cells showed only EPSCs.



jEffects of tetrodotoxin on n'naptic currents

We applied TTX in the perfusion solution at 0.5 lg/ml to test if synaptic activity could be

detected after action potentials had been blocked (Fig. 4). In the 3 cells tested, miniature EPSCs andy)

IPSCs could be clearly distinguished from baseline noise. Figure 5 shows an example of amplitude

distributions of spontaneous EPSCs and IPSCs before and during the application of TTX.

Effect of bicuculline and CNQX on spontaneous synaptic currents

J
---- To determine if all the IPSCs were due to the activation of GABAA receptors, we tested

bicuculline on 10 cells at 10 plM and on 2 cells at 20 gM. Bicuculline. at both concentrations.

blocked completely all the [PSCs in all the cells tested. This block was reversible (Fig. 6).

Bicuculline had no effect on the frequency and amplitude of EPSCs and it did not modify input

resistance or resting membrane potential.

In order to test the hypothesis that all spontaneous EPSCs in magnocellular neuroendocrine

cells are mediated by glutamate, we applied the non-NMDA receptor-selective antagonist, CNQX.

in the perfusion solution. The antagonist was tested on 6 cells at 10 pM and on 1 cell at 3 i.M. In

Sthe 7 cells tested. CNQX reversibly blocked all the EPSCs. In 3 cells, bicuculline (20 pM) was

Sapplied before CNQX to block IPSCs and isolate the EPSCs. When CNQX was then added to

bicuculline in the perfusion solution, no synaptic activity could be detected (Fig. 7).

Time course of decay phase of spontaneous currents

Decays of spontaneous currents were measured from averaged EPSCs and IPSCs recorded



at resting membrane potential. The synaptic currents were averaged by using the first half of the

. rising phase to align them. Both EPSCs and IPSCs could be fitted by a single exponential function

(Fig. 8). The fit was quite good for all the averaged IPSCs. Decays of the smaller averaged EPSCs

(i.e. s30 -pA) could be well fitted by a single exponential (r = 2.4 t 0.38 ms; n = 4. e.g.. Fig. 8. cells

1.3 and 4). However, in 4 of the larger averaged EPSCs (a40 pA. e.g. Fig. 8, cells Z and 5). the

i ' decay was better fitted by the sum of two exponentials. The second time constant second was 4 to

15 ms. and its amplitude was -2 to -4 pA.



Discussion

Patch-clamp and spontaneous currents t'ersus previous studies

The present study is the first using the whole-cell patch-clamp technique in the "thick slice"

(Blanton et al., 1989) to investigate the electrophysiology of the magnocellular system. All the

previous studies of neurotransmission in the magnocellular system used sharp microelectrodes, which

provide relatively low signal-to-noise ratio. The necessity of using particularly high-resistance

electrodes to obtain stable recordings in magnocellular neuroendocrine cells compounded the problem

of the low resolution of this type of electrode and made it difficult to record spontaneous events

routinely. Only high-quality recordings allowed clear detection of spontaneous synaptic activity

(Randle et ai., 1986: Gribkoff and Dudek, 1990). The previous work was also based mostly on the

study of electrically evoked synaptic responses. The rationale for this approach was to obtain

responses that were large enough to allow accurate measurement of the effects of selective

antagonists. After averaging, this allowed analysis of dose-response relations (Wuarin and Dudek,

1991). One of the weaknesses of the electrical stimulation technique is that one can only activate

particular pathway(s), and therefore, evoked synaptic responses may not reveal all of the afferent

inputs to a cell. Considering these limitations and the amount of evidence accumulated over the

years in favor of other neurotransmitters in the magnocellular system, we reexamined the importance

of glutamatergic and GABAergic neurotransmission in the magnocellular system by studying

spontaneous synaptic events with a technique that allows greatly superior resolution over sharp

microelectrodes.

The improved signal-to-noise ratio provided by patch pipettes allowed us to detect

spontaneous miniature synaptic currents in all the cells tested with T'X. The amplitude of the
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miniature EPSCs and IPSCs was well above noise level in each cell tested. It is therefore reasonable

to assume that we would have been able to detect any spontanous EPSCs and IPSCS not mediated

by glutamate or the activation of GABAA receptors when the non-NMDA receptor antagonist CNQX

and bicuculline were present in the perfusion solution.

It has been shown that spontaneous GABA- and glutamate-mediated synaptic currents can

be observed in an isolated mammalian central neuron (Drewe et al., 1988). These currents were

Ca> dependent and blocked by y-d-glutamylglycine and bicuculline. These results suggest that the

presence of functional synaptic boutons attached to the postsynaptic cell is a sufficient condition for

miniature spontaneous activity to occur, and that the cell bodies and the axons of the projecting cells

are not necessary. Therefore, spontaneous activity in the slice may provide a qualitative means to

study all of the inputs to a given cell.

One of the major limitations of the patch-clamp technique is the dialysis of the cell cytoplasm.

The consequence is "rundown", which affects mainly currents dependent on the activation of G-

protein coupled receptors. Ligand-gated channels generating fast events, such as the nicotinic

acetylcholine receptor, seem to be less susceptible to washout. We did not detect any obvious

decrease in the spontaneous activity within the first 3 min of recording, which suggests that rapid

washout of synaptic currents after establisment of the whole-cell configuration did not occur.

However, we found that Mg 2 in the intracellular solution was necessary to avoid washout of all

IPSCs within 30 min. When Mg>2 was present in the pipette, we did not notice any obvious decrease

in the frequency of spontaneous events, even over a period of several hours of recording. The fact

that EPSCs and IPSCs recovered from the effect of CNQX and bicuculline, respectively, argues

against the possibility that washout occured during application of the antagonists.
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EPSCs and excitatory amino acids

The results obtained in the present study support and extend the earlier work showing that

kynurenic acid, y-d-glutamylglycine and CNQX inhibit evoked excitatory postsynaptic potentials in

supraoptic and paraventricular magnocellular neuroendocrine cells (Gribkoff and Dudek, 1988;

Gribkoff and Dudek. 1990; Wuarin and Dudek, 1991). As mentioned above, these studies used

extracellular electrical stimulation to evoke synaptic responses and high-resistance sharp

microelectrodes with re' .ively low resolution. Although these results showed that excitatory amino

acids are a major excitatory neurotransmitter in the magnocellular neuroendocrine system, the

methods used did not allow one to exclude an important role of other neurotransmitters. There is

an abundance of data showing that other neuroactive substances influence vasopressin and oxytocin

secretion as well as increase the firing activity of magnocellular neurons. Among the most studied

potential neurotransmitters with excitatory actions in the magnocellular system are acetylcholine,

norepinephrine. dopamine, histamine, cholecystokinin and angiotensin (Renaud and Bourque, 1991).

In other systems in the brain, these substances have been shown to have slow effects. In the

magnocellular system, evidence has been presented suggesting the existence of a monosynaptic

cholinergic input onto supraoptic neurons (Hatton et al., 1983). As described above, the signal-to-

noise ratio obtained with patch pipettes would have allowed us to detect any small events mediated

by neurotransmitters such as acetycholine or histamine (Yang and Hatton, 1989). We did not detect

any inward current in the 7 cells tested with CNQX. The present results support the hypothesis that

glutamate probably mediates all the fast EPSCs in magnocellular neuroendocrine cells.
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NZMDA receptors and EPSCs

Several recent studies have demonstrated that NMDA receptors are present in supraoptic

cells. A dl-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (AP-5) sensitive component to electrically evoked

postsynaptic potentials could be revealed in the slice preparation when Mg2 ÷ was deleted from the

perfusion solution (Gribkoff 1991). The amplitude of excitatory synaptic potentials evoked by

electrical stimulation of the organum vasculosum lamina terminalis was increased in Mg 2 -free

medium and inhibited by AP-5 (Yang and Renaud, 1991). Depolarization (Hu and Bourque, 1991a)

and rythmic bursting activity (Bourque and Hu, 1991; Hu and Bourque, 1991b) could be induced in

magnocellular neurons by application of NMDA. These results suggest that NMDA receptors are

present on these cells, that they influence their firing properties and that they play a role in synaptic

transmission.

In hippocampal granule cells (Keller et al., 1991), NMDA-dependent evoked EPSCs recorded

in cells voltage-clamped near resting membrane potential had a decay that could be fitted by a double

exponential whose time constants were approximately I and 2 orders of magnitude larger than that

of the non-NMDA component. These time constants were increased in nominally 0 Mg2 ÷. In the

thin cerebellar slice, evoked EPSCs in granu!e neurons had a slow component that could be blocked

by AP-5. Miniature EPSCs were composed of an initial fast non-NMDA component followed by

clearly discernable NMDA channels (Silver et al., 1992). Averaging of these miniature currents

revealed that the channel openings formed a second slower synaptic component. The amplitude of

the slow NMDA component, in both spontaneous and induced EPSCs was approximately 10% of the

fast component amplitude. To detect a potential NMDA component in the spontaneous EPSCs at

resting membrane potential, we measured the time course of the decay phase using exponential

functions. We found that the decay phase of averaged spontaneous EPSCs in magnocellular
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neuroendocrine cells could be well fitted with one exponential in most cells. In a few cells, however,

we found a second component characterized by a small amplitude (approximately 10% that of the

fast component) and a time constant 5 to 10 times slower than the fast time constant. This slow

phase of the decay of spontaneous EPSCs is reminiscent of an NMDA component, such as described

in the studies mentioned above. Since most of the channels linked to the NMDA receptors are

blocked at resting membrane potential by the Mg2+ present in the extracellular medium (Jahr and

Stevens, 1990; Mayer et al., 1984; Nowak et al., 1984), NMDA currents are expected to be relatively

small at that potential. Potential space clamp problems might have allowed the largest EPSCs to

depolarize the membrane potential sufficiently to allow NMDA receptors to be activated. Taken

together with results obtained using extracellular electrical stimulation in the paraventricular nucleus

(Wuarin and Dudek, 1991), our results do not support the notion of an significant activation of

NMDA receptors in spontaneous EPSCs of supraoptic magnocellular neurons at resting membrane

potential. This contrasts with results obtained in cerebellar granule cells (Silver et al., 1992),

hippocampal granule cells (Keller et al., 1991) and neocortical pyramidal cells (Wuarin et al., 1992)

where a more consistent NMDA component to the excitatory synaptic responses was found. Future

experiments designed to evaluate the voltage dependence of spontaneous EPSCs are needed for a

more complete evaluation of the role played by the NMDA receptors in synaptic transmission in the

magnocelluar neuroendocrine system.

GABA and IPSCs

GABA is considered to be the dominant inhibitory neurotransmitter in the magnocellular

system (van den Pol, 1985: Jhamandas and Renaud. 1986; Randle et al., 1986; Renaud and Bourque,

1991) and throughout the hypothalamus (Decavel and van den Pol, 1990). However, other
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neuroactive substances have been shown to inhibit vasopressin and oxytocin secretion and to decrease

the firing rate of magnocellular neuroendocrine cells. Examples are norepinephrine (Armstrong et

al., 1982; Arnaud et al., 1983) and opioid peptides (Wuarin and Dudek, 1990). Using the same

strategy that we used for the EPSCs, we searched for small or relatively slow events, once all the fast

GABAA-receptors-mediated currents were blocked by bicuculline. We did not detect any outward

currents in the 12 cells tested with the GABAA receptor antagonist bicuculline. To our knowledge,

there is no report of spontaneous GABAB-receptor-mediated synaptic currents. Although it is

possible that these currents could have been washed out immediately after obtaining the whole cell

recording configuration, no studies using sharp electrodes have presented evidence for spontaneous

inhibitory synaptic events mediated by GABAB receptors. These results support the hypothesis that

all IPSCs are mediated by activation of GABAA receptors.

Source of spontaneous currents

Studying spontaneous synaptic currents has advantages over electrically evoked responses for

assessing the overall synaptic input to a cell. In the in vitro slice preparation, however, several factors

are likely to influence spontaneous synaptic activity. Many afferent axons are cut during the

preparation of the slice; all the afferents fibers from other parts of the brain and brain stem and from

hypothalamic regions (Swanson and Sawchenko, 1983) not contained in the slice are obviously cut.

Axons from some local cells that project to the supraoptic nucleus through a trajectory outside the

plane of the slice are also cut. Part of the strong GABAergic input (van den Pol, 1985) to the

supraoptic nucleus has been proposed to originate from GABA neurons located around the nucleus

itself (Theodosis et al.. 1986). therefore, GABAergic neurons projecting to supraoptic cells may still

be present in the slice.
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The striking differences that we observed between cells in terms of the frequency of events

and the proportion of EPSCs versus IPSCs may be the result of different cells having different local

input. The largest PSCs were most likely due to action potentials originating from cut axons or from

local circuits containing the soma of the projecting cell and its axon. The bursts of IPSCs that we

observed in some cells are likely to be caused by bursts of action potentials in a GABAergic cell

projecting to the recorded cell. Therefore, GABAergic inhibitory and glutamatergic excitatory local

circuits probably exist and are functional in the slice.

Conclusions

The concept of neurosecretion was establi-'hed four decades ago (Sharrer and Sharrer, 1954),

and the supraoptic magnocellular neuroendocrine cells are the classic model of neurosecretory cells

(Hatton, 1990). Possible difference between conventional neurons and neuroendocrine cells in terms

of passive membrane properties and synaptic transmission has been a long-standing question

(Finlayson and Osborne, 1975; Mason and Bern, 1977; Yagi and Iwasaki, 1977). In the present study,

the identification of neuroendocrine cells was unequivocal because we used direct visual identification

of the supraoptic nucleus, and staining of cells showed that we were recording from cells in the

nucleus. As reviewed by Renaud (1987, 1991), the intrinsic and synaptic properties that have been

described in neuroendocrine cells are similar or identical to what is known to occur in neurons. Our

observations on spontaneous EPSCs and IPSCs also support the hypothesis that neuroendocrine cells

integrate ele :trical and chemical signals similarly to regular neurons. In particular, the present results

support the hypothesis that 1) glutamate or related excitatory amino acids mediate all the fast

excitatory synaptic input to magnocellular neuroendocrine cells, and 2) GABA acting on GABAA

receptors mediates all the fast inhibitory input. The other neuroactive amines and peptides proposed
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as neurotransmitter candidates in the magnocellular neuroendocrine system are perhaps not

neurotransmitters such as dcfined in the neuromuscular junction (Katz, 1969), but rather

neuromodulators. By changing cell membrane potential and input resistance over long periods of

time. they influence directly the amplitude and duration of the fast synaptic currents and therefore

indirectly modulate the secretion of oxytocin and vasopressin.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Whole-cell patch clamp recording of a supraoptic magnocellular neuroendocrine cell

with both excitatory and inhibitory inputs. A-C are data from the same cell. A., spontaneous currents

recorded at resting membrane potential (-66 mV), Rin was 700 MO. Traces are continuous. B and

C, histograms showing distribution of the EPSC and IPSC amplitudes respectively. Current

amplitudes were measured during 6-min epochs from data such as shown in A. Note that in this cell

there were approximately 4 times more EPSCs than IPSCs.

Figure 2. Comparison of the rate of spontaneously occurring synaptic events in two different

cells. Traces in panel A and B show two samples (5 s) of spontaneous synaptic activity at a relatively

slow time scale. Upward deflections were IPSCs and downward defections were EPSCs. Frequency

histograms of IPSCs and EPSCs (during 115 s) are shown for each cell. The average rate for IPSCs

and EPSCs was 4.2 s 1 and 13 sl for cell A and 0.7 s-1 and 1.1 s-1 for cell B, respectively.

Figure 3. Whole-cell recording of a magnocellular neuron showing predominantly IPSCs. This

cell showed bursts of IPSCs separated by periods of relative inactivity. A, example of a burst of

IPSCs. Between bursts, the presynaptic cell was presumably silent (see top and bottom two traces).

Traces are continuous. B, amplitude histogram of IPSCs from cell shown in A measured during a

period of approximately 8 min. C, frequency of spontaneous IPSCs during a period of 2 min 20 s,

including two bursts of IPSCs. The second peak corresponds to the burst shown in A. Recording

was at resting membrane potential (-60 mV), R1 n was 900 MO.

Figure 4. Comparison of spontaneous synaptic activity in normal perfusion solution (top panel)
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and 20 min after addition of 0.5 pg/ml TT'X (bottom panel). The cell Rin was 500 Mo. Traces are

continuous, and holding potential was the same as resting membrane potential (-55 mV).

Figure 5. Histograms of the amplitudes of EPSCs (left panel) and IPSCs (right panel) recorded

from the cell shown in Fig. 4 in normal solution and in TTX-containing solution. In each condition,

EPSCs and IPSCs were measured during a I-mmin period. The filled columns represent the amplitudes

of EPSCs and IPSCs recorded in the presence of 0.5 g±g/ml TTX. Note that the peak of the EPSC

amplitude histogram was decreased only from -9 to -8 pA by TTX. The peak of the IPSC amplitude

distribution was decreased from -13 to -10 pA.

Figure 6. In bicuculline, no IPSCs were detected. Upper panel shows recording under control

conditions. Middle panel shows the effect of bath-applied bicuculline (15 min at 10 JIM). The IPSCs

recovered from the block, but only after more than 90 min of washout (bottom panel). All traces

are continuous, holding potential was -70 mV throughout the experiment, and cell Rin was 1 Go.

Figure 7. No spontaneous EPSCs or IPSCs were detected in the presence of bicuculline and

CNQX. As shown in Fig. 6, no IPSCs were observed in bicuculline (20 P.M, upper panel). When

CNQX (10 t.LM) was added to the perfusion solution in addition to bicuculline (20 JIM), all

spontaneous synaptic currents were blocked (middle panel). The effect of CNQX could be reversed

after approximately 120 min (bottom panel). Cell Rin was 600 MO, holding potential was resting

membrane potential (-65 mV). Traces are continuous.

Figure 8. Decay phase of, IPSCs and of most EPSCs was well fitted by single exponential

functions. Traces are averaged spontaneous EPSCs and IPSCs from five different cells (1-5) obtained
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at resting membrane potential in normal solution. Cell 4 did not show any IPSCs. The time constant

of the fit (dotted line) is indicated for each averaged current. The number of averaged events is

shown by n. Cell 5 is the same cell as shown in Fig 2A, however only EPSCs were averaged. Traces

in 5a and 5b are identical (note different calibration bars for cells 1-4 and cell 5). The decay phase

of cell 5 was poorly fitted with a single exponential function (Sa). The sum of two exponential

functions (Sb) shows a small component (-4 pA) with a relatively slow time constant (?s) and a larger

component (-34 pA) with a fast time constant (rf).
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SUMMARY

1. To study the synaptic mechanisms of excitatory transmission in the
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). we assessed the effects of excitatory amino acid
receptor antagonists on excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) recorded from
SC'N neurons in horizontal and parasagittal hypothalamic slice preparations from
rats and guinea-pigs. The EPSPs were evoked by electrical stimulation of either optic
nerve or a site near the SCN.

2. When evoked at membrane potentials between -60 and - 100 mV, the EPSPs
from optic nerve stimulation were conventional in shape: they rose to the peak
quickly (6"2 +0-5 ms, mean + s.E.M.: n = 45) and decayed gradually over 50-250 ms.
When evoked at membrane potentials between -20 and -55 mV after blockade of
outward K' currents and fast Na' spikes by intracellular injection of Cs÷ and
QX-314 (n = 5 neurons), a slow depolarizing potential emerged near the fast peak of
the EPSP. This slow potential, unlike the fast peak, was not linearly related to
membrane potential.

3. An antagonist for kainate- and quisqualate-type excitatory amino acid
receptors. 6.7-dinitroquinoxaline-2.3-dione (DNQX 1-10 /LM). depressed in a con-
centration-dependent and reversible manner the EPSPs evoked by optic nerve
stimulation at membrane potentials between -60 and - 100 mV (n = 9). The effects
of DNQX were not associated with any significant changes in the baseline input
resistance or membrane potential of the postsynaptic neurons. The selective N-
methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist, DL-2-amino-5-phosphonopent-
anoic acid (AP5. 50-100,uM), did not affect significantly and consistently the EPSPs
evoked at these membrane potentials (n = 7). On the other hand, AP5 (50 /SM)

blocked or depressed the slow depolarizing component of the EPSPs evoked at
membrane potentials between -20 and -55 mV (n = 4). No significant changes in
baseline input resistance or membrane potential accompanied the effects of APS.

4. Stimulation of a site lateral or dorsocaudal to the SC'N evoked EPSPs distinct
from those evoked by optic nerve stimulation. Again. DNQX (0-3-10/tM) depressed
the EPSPs evoked at membrane potentials between -60 and - 100imV (n = 4)
whereas AP5 (501,M) had no effect (n = 5). When evoked at less negative membrane
potentials (i.e. -20 to -35 mV) after intracellular injection of Cs' and QX-314. the
't ii 1t
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EPSPs had a slow depolarizing potential. similar to the EPSPs from 4)ptic lnerve
stimulation. The slow potential. which often triggered a presumed high-thre-hild
(*a-' spike. was blocked or (lepressed significantly by AP5 (50/.iM. n = 3).

5. The present results suggest that, at resting or more negative membrane
potentials. non-NMDA receptors mediate excitatory synaptic transmission for hVth
retinal and non-retinal inputs to S('X neurons: at less negative potentials. however.
NM DA receptors may also play a role in excitatory synaptic transmission.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing evidence st,ggests that the suprachiasmatic nucleus (5(N) of the
hypothalanmus is the major pacemaker for circadian rhythms in mammals (Rusak &
Zucker. 1979: Takahashi & Zatz. 1982: Turek. 1985: Meijer & Rietveld. 19s9).
Bilateral lesion of the SC(N eliminates endogenous behavioural and hormonal
rhythms tMoore & Eichler. 1972: Stephan & Zucker. 1972: Reppert. Perlow.
Ungerleider . Mishkin. Tamarkin. Orloff. Hoffman & Klein. 1981). whereas trans-
plantation of neural tissue containing SCN neurons to the third ventricle of the SCN-
lesioned arrhvthmic host restores disrupted circadian rhythms (Ralph. Foster. Davis
& Menaker. 1990).

Most of the circadian rhythms in mammals are entrained to the environmental
light-dark cycle via the retina. Two well-defined pathways delivering photic
information from the retina to the SCN are the retinohypothalamic tract
(Hendrickson. Wagoner & Cowan. 1972: Moore & Lenn. 1972). a direct projection
from the retinal ganglion cells to SCN neurons, and the geniculohypothalamic tract.
an indirect photic afferent arising from the intergeniculate leaflet of the thalamus
(Swanson. Cowan & -Jones. 1974: Ribak & Peters. 1975). While the geniculo-
hypothalamic tract does not appear essential for photic entrainment (Albers. Liou.
Ferris. Stopa & Zoeller. 1991). the retinohypothalamic tract seems to be critical. This
(lirect projection by itself is sufficient for photic entrainment (Moore. 1983).

The neurotransmitter(s) in the retinohypothalamic tract is unknown, A key
experimental approach for identifying the neurotransmitter(s) is to determine which
specific antagonists block the postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) of SCN neurons follow-
ing activation of retinal afferents. Due to the difficulty of obiaining intracellular
recordings from small SCN neurons (mean diameter: about 8-10)pm: van den Pol.
1980). only three intracellular electrophysiological studies have been published.
Although they describe some electrical properties of SCN neurons (Wheal &
Thomson. 1984: Sugimori. Shibata & Oomura. 1986: Thomson & West. 1990). only
one of these reports mentioned briefly the excitatory postsvnaptic potentials
(EPS Ps) following optic nerve stimulation. and the synaptic mechanism(s) responsible
for the EPSPs was not investigated.

Recently. from the results obtained with extracellular recording and brain slice
te('hniques. Shibata. Liou & Ueka (1986) suggested that excitatory amino acid
(EAA) receptors of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) subtype mediate retino-
hypothalamic transmission. whereas Cahill & Menaker (1989b) argued that non-
NMDA receptors are responsible. The potential problems associated with these
extt acellular electrophysiological studies are that (1) it is not clear whether the
evoked field potentials were actually a direct reflection of the synaptic events, and
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(2) possible non-spe(ific effects of the employed EAA receptor antagonists (e.g.
effects on the baseline membrane potential or input resistance of postsynaptic
neurons) were not tested.

In the present study, by using intracellular recording techniques. we could avoid
these problems. In addition. we could assess the effects of employed antagonists on
evoked EPSPs at various membrane potentials. Although the main focus of this
study wvas on the EPSPs from optic nerve stimulation (i.e. retinal input), we also
studied the EPSPs from the stimulation of non-retinal afferents. to test the
hypothesis that all the fast EPSPs in the SCN are mediated by EAA receptors. These
data support the hypothesis that. at resting or more negative membrane potentials.
non-NMDA receptors mediate excitatory synaptic transmission for both the retinal
and non-retinal inputs to 8CN: at less negative membrane potentials. NMDA
receptors also play a role. Preliminary accounts of these results have been published
(Kim & Dudek. 1989).

METHODS

.4 n imals
Male Sprague-Dawley rats (120-350g) and guinea-pigs (150-450 g) were kept under a 12 h

light-12 h (lark cycle (light on at 07.00 h) for at least I week (mostly more than 2 weeks).

Preparation and maintenance of hypothalamic slices
In the morning (after 07.00 h) of the day of the experiment, the animals were injected with

sodium pentobarbitone (iP.. 104) mg/kg wt) or were left untreated before being decapitated with
a guillotine. After decapitation. the skull was opened and the cranial nerves were carefully cut. The
brain was removed from the skull, put in ice-cold artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) (composition
in m.•N: 124 NaCI. 1-4 NaHPPO. 3 KCI. 2"4 CaCl2, 26 NaHCO,, 1-3 MgSO4 . 11 glucose) for about
I min. and then blocked to contain the hypothalamus. Using a vibroslicer (Campden Instruments.
USA). a horizontal or parasagittal slice(s) (450-750 pm) containing the SCN and the optic nerve(s)
(rat. 2-.5 mm. guinea-pig: 1-3 mm) was cut from the block. In one case. a sagittal slice was cut
obliquely to contain the contralateral optic nerve. The slice was transferred to an interface-
type recording chamber, which was constantly perfused with warmed ACSF (32-35 °C) at
0-7-10 mil/min. A humidified atmosphere of 9 50% 02 and 5% CO , was maintained above the slice.
which was equilibrated to the experimental conditions for at least 2 h before the commencement
o• experiments.

Intrarplltlar recording
Intracellular micropipettes were pulled with a Flaming-Brown puller (Sutter Instruments. US.A)

and filled with 2-4 M-potassium acetate (pH = 7'4) or 5 m.:-HEPES buffer containing 2 i-( 'C( l and
150 mM.•-QX-314. a quaternary lidocaine derivative (pH = 7"4). SCN neurons were impaled h%
;advan,.ing the micropipette recording electrode (90-360 MOv) through the slice in 3aI .nteps %%ith
a piezoelectric microdrive (Nano-stepper. List Medical) and oscillating the negative capacitance
feedback. The signal from the recording electrode was passed through a high-impedance amplitier
with a bridge circuit (Axoclamp-2A. Axon Instruments. USA). Voltage and current traces %%ere
displayed on an oscilloscope and a chart recorder. In addition, the traces were digitized
(Neoiroorder. Neurodata Instruments. USA) and stored on videotape for off-line data analysis
with the ISC('67AVE system (RC electronics. USA). Each of the voltage traces presented in this
paper is an average of ten to thirty, unless stated otherwise.

KhtOird 4qtionation

Fr electrical stimulation of the optic nerve (ipsi- or contralateral). a bipolar electrode made with
Teflon-,,ated. 9!H'' platinum-lI)% iridium wires (76ipm in diameter) was placed on the cut end
,,! the nerve. The stimulation was with single monophasic pulses (0)5 ms) of intensities _< 70 V or
•< oPPS m.\. "o ensure the specificity of the stimulation, the regular bipolar electrode was
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occ'asionally replaced by a suction electrode. which normally required much lower intensity
-timulation (as low as 3-5 V). but tended to cause some physical damage to the nerve in long-term
expo .iments. Despite the difference in the stimulus intensity, the onset latency and general shape
of the PSPs evoked were similar, suggesting that the stimulation was specific in both cases.

In some experiments a second, bipolar electrode was placed in a site lateral or dorsocaudal to the
SC N. By stimulating the site (,< 14) mA) simultaneously with the optic nerve, the specificity of the
Optic nerve stimulation was further assessed. This test was based on the assumption that if a
postsynaptic response evoked by optic nerve stimulation is due to current spread to the site near
the SCN. the postsynaptic response evoked by stimulation of this nearby site should block the
response to optic nerve stimulation. In no case (none of eight neurons from seven slice preparations)
was such a blockade observed, further suggesting the specificity of optic nerve stimulation. Finally.
any uncertain response. such as immediate depolarization without reasonable onset latency, was
excluded trom the data analysis.

Pharmacological agents
The antagonists employed in the present study were applied to the brain slices by bath perfusion

(> 15 min). Bicuculline methiodide (BIC. y-aminobutyric acidA (GABAA) receptor antagonist) and
DL-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (AP5. NMDA receptor antagonist) were dissolved in the
A('SF to the final concentrations, while 6.7-dinitroquinoxaline-2.3-dione (DNQX. non-NMDA
receptor antagonist) was pre-dissolved in dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) before the final dilution
with the ACSF. The final concentration of DMSO was 00t-4)1 %. which had no apparent effect on
the passive membrane properties and synaptic transmission. BIC and AP5 were obtained from
Sigma (USA) and DNQX was from Tocris Neuramin (UK).

RESULTS

The data presented in this paper were based on intracellular recordings (10 min to
6 h) from over 100 SCN neurons. Approximately three-quarters of the neurons were
from rat slices and the remaining from guinea-pig slices. Since there was no obvious
difference between rat and guinea-pig neurons in terms of the postsynaptic response
to optic nerve stimulation (except the difference in the onset latency, which was
presumably due to the difference in the length of the attached optic nerve: see
Methods). the data from the two species were combined. Most of the SCN neurons
"were spontaneously active (up to 34 Hz). Therefore. isolation of synaptic potentials
normally required removal of action potentials either by hyperpolarizing current
injection or by direct blockade of the channels responsible for fast Na+ currents (see
below). For the neurons that were recorded with potassium acetate-filled electrodes

and which exhibited a postsynaptic response to optic nerve stimulation, the input
resistance and the action potential amplitude were 263+21 NIQ (mean+s.E.M..

n = 43) and 58+ 1 mV (n = 45), respectively. The input resistance was calculated
from the slope of the linear portion of the current-voltage plot, and the action
potential amplitude was measured from spike threshold.

Postsynaptic response of SC.N neurons to optic nerve stimulation

Optic nerve stimulation evoked fast EPSPs (Fig. IA) in thirty-one neurons
impaled in BIC-free medium. The stimulation never evoked a pure. fast or slow

inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) in these neurons or other neurons recorded
in the absence of BIC. A fast IPSP followed an EPSP in only one neuron (Fig. IB).
BIC (50) pM) completely blocked this IPSP. whereas it had no significant effect on the
EPSP (Fig. 1B). The EPSPs evoked in other neurons were also not affected by BIC
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(n = 9, Fig. IA). In the presence of BIC and at membrane potentials more negative
than -75 mV (i.e. below the reversal potential for GABA A-receptor-mediated
IPSPs). the amplitude and duration (at half-amplitude) of the EPSP were 98±+5%
and 103 + 10 % of the values obtained in the BIC-free condition, respectively (n = 4).

A B

Control

2 BIC (50 jM) -

•4 mV

S30 rs

Fig. 1. PSPs from optic nerve stimulation (arrow), and the effects of BIC. Traces in A and
B are from two different neurons recorded with potassium acetate-filled electrodes. Unless
stated otherwise, the traces presented in all of the following figures were obtained with
potassium acetate-filled electrodes. In A the evoked EPSP (*) was not associated with
an IPSP, but the EPSP (*) in B was followed by an (IPSP) (arrow-head). In A and B.
the PSPs before (1) and during (2) application of BIC are shown in the top and middle
panels. Superimposed traces (1 & 2) are also provided in the bottom panel for direct
comparison. In B, the IPSP following the EPSP was selectively blocked by BIC; the
slight decrease in EPSP amplitude during BIC application was associated with and
presumably due to a slight decrease in baseline input resistance (data not shown). Cells
were current clamped to -60 mV (A) and -55 mV (B).

At membrane potentials less negative than -75 mV. the amplitude and duration
were 94+3 and 108+9% of the values obtained in BIC-free medium, respectively

(n = 5). Therefore. these EPSPs were not associated with a BIC-sensitive IPSP.
To insure that the EPSPs under study were not contaminated by a GABAA-

receptor-mediated synaptic component. we included BIC (50#.M) in the perfusing

medium. Once a slice was bathed in BIC, no attempt was made to wash the BIC out
of the bath. because a complete wash-out normally took > I h. As a result, several

neurons were impaled in the continued presence of BIC. The PSP evoked in these

neurons was always a pure EPSP (a n 20).
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When evoked at membrane potentials between -60 and - 100 mV. the EPSPs
from optic nerve stimulation were of a conventional shape. In general. the EPSPs
rose to their peaks quickly (6"2±0"5 ms. n = 45) (Fig. 2A). and decayed gradually
over 50-250 ms. In many" cases, the decay could be fitted reasonably well with a

A 10-

S8-

(D 6-

4-

0 4 8 12 16 20
Rise-to-peak time (ms)

C
1,0-

1 &2
0.5

0.1 r- 75 J3 mV
10 ms

0 0 15 20 25

Time (ms)

Fig. 2. Time course of the EPSPs evoked by optic nerve stimulation. A. frequency
histogram for the rise-to-peak time of the EPSPs from forty-five neurons. Arrow indicates
the mean. B. top and middle panels: EPSP evoked by optic nerve stimulation (arrow) and
electrotonic potential evoked by a weak depolarizing current pulse (horizontal line).
respectively. These potentials were evoked at the same baseline membrane potential
(-72 mV). Bottom panel: superimposition of the top (1) and middle (2) traces for direct
comparison. C. for the decay of the EPSP and electrotonic potential in B. the values of
(•- V•]/( •- U .. taken at 0-5 ms intervals and integrated over +0-1 ms. were plotted
against time. where 1; is the voltage at time t. rV is the voltage at the beginning of the
decay and 1'. is the voltage at the baseline. A straight line was fitted by eye to the latter.
linear portion of the plot for the electrotonic potential decay (0). and the apparent
membrane time constant (r) was calculated with the equation r = -0"4343/slope of the
line (Rail. 1969). The plot for the decay of the EPSP (0) illustrates that the decay had
a time constant greater than the apparent membrane time constant.

single exponential. The estimated time constant for the decay of the EPSPs was
20"2 + 1[8 ms (n = 14). and was always larger than the membrane time constant
(12-0_+ 1[2 ms). which was estimated from the latter portion of the charging phase of
the averaged electrotonic potential elicited by a hyperpolarizing current pulse
(delivered in the linear range of the current-voltage plot). Figure 2B and C shows
that the decay of an evoked EPSP wvas slower than that of a depolarizing electrotonic
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potential. Since these potentials were evoked at the same baseline membrane
potential and were similar in amplitude, it is likely that the slower decay of the EPSP
is due primarily to a mechanism other than a pure voltage-dependent conductance.

When evoked at membrane potentials between -20 and -55 mV after blockade
of outward K- currents and fast Na- spikes by intracellular injection of Cs- and

A B
0 0

-25 mV -

-35 mV -

-45 mV

-55 mV-

-67 mV -70 mV

-76 mV-

ji0mv j10imv

25 ms 10 ms
C

10

E
C0

LU,.

-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20
Membrane potential (mV)

Fig. 3. Amplitude of the EPSPs from optic nerve stimulation (arrows in A and B) as a
function of membrane potential and stimulus intensity. .4. EPSPs evoked at different
membrane potentials. (s- and QX-314 were injected intracellularly to block outward K-
currents and fast Na- spikes. Note the slow depolarizing potentials on the falling phase
of the EPSPs evoked at membrane potentials between -25 and -55 mV. B. EPSPs
evoked at a fixed baseline membrane potential (-70mmV) with different stimulus
intensities (0-35-4)-5 mA). At the highest intensity, the stimulus evoked an action
potential (arrow-head: truncated). Note the same onset latency of the EPSPs. Each
Superimposed trace is an average of two to eight. Recorded with a pipette tilled with
potassium acetate (Cs- and QX-314 were absent). C'. plot of the amplitude of the EPSPs
in .4 against membrane potential. The amplitude was measured at 18-5 ms (S) and 76"5 ms
(0) from the time of stimulation. These time points corresponded to the fast peak of
the EPSP and the peak of the slow depolarizing potential. respectively. A linear
regression line was fitted through the data points for the fast peaks to estimate the
reversal potential (+3 mV: arrow).

QX-314. the EPSPs from optic nerve stimulation (n = 5) were quite different in
shape from those evoked at more negative membrane potentials (Fig. 3A). Near the
fast peak of the EPSP. a slow depolarizing potential was present: this component
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was apparently absent in the responses evoked at membrane potentials more
negative than -60 m%'. The amplitude of the slow potential was non-linearly related
to membrane potential. and was maximum at membrane potentials of around
-45 mV (Fig. 3A and C).

Control -

DNOX (0 pm)

Wash '

DNOX (3puM)

Wash

4 mV _j lo mV
20 rms 20 ms

Fig. 4. Depression by DNQX of the EPSPs from optic nerve stimulation. Left panel.
EPSPs from optic nerve stimulation (arrow) under each experimental condition. Note the
concentration-dependent and reversible depression of EPSPs by DNQX. Also, note that
DNQX. even at 10 fM concentration, did not completely block the early part of the
EPSP. This residual response could be due to the competition between DNQX and
endogenous ligand(s) for non-NMDA receptors. Right panel, electrotonic potentials
induced by a hyperpolarizing current pulse (-50 pA, 100 ms: horizontal line) under each
experimental condition. Note the lack of DNQX effect on the baseline input resistance.
Current clamped to -65 mV.

The EPSP amplitude was a function of stimulus intensity (Fig. 3B). In addition,
the amplitude of the fast peak of the EPSP was linearly related to membrane
potential (Fig. 3A and C). The reversal potential of the fast peak was - 1 +6 mV
(n = 7 neurons) (Fig. 3C).

The EPSPs of SCN neurons did not follow high-frequency optic nerve stimuli. In
about 20-30 % of the cases, they failed to follow stimuli presented even at < 1 Hz.
The mean onset latency of evoked EPSPs was variable across neurons (range:
6.5-12.1 ms. n = 14 neurons from three guinea-pig and eight rat preparations).
Nevertheless, the onset latency of evoked EPSPs in a given neuron was virtually
constant: the standard deviation of the onset latency of the EPSPs (n = 10-16) was
0-25 ms on average (range of the standard deviation: 0-14-0-53 ms). Across different
neurons in a given slice preparation, the EPSPs were similar in onset latency; the
difference in the mean onset latency between neurons was < 1 ms. Based on length
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of the stimulated optic nerve and the mean onset latency of the evoked EPSPs, the
conduction velocity of the optic nerve fibres innervating the SCX was estimated to
be 0-394+0.02 m/s (range: 0-31-4)56 m/s. n = 12 neurons from ten rat preparations).

Effrts "of DNQX and AP;5 on the EPSP.q from optic nerve stimulation

The effects of DINQX. a non-NMDA receptor antagonist. on the EPSPs evoked at
membrane potentials between -60 and - 100 mV were examined in nine neurons. In

100

1
- 75
0

50
&

E

0 25
U.

01.
1.0 3.0 10.0

DNQX (uM)

Fig. 5. Concentration-response curve for the DNQX effects on the EPSPs from optic
nerve stimulation. This semilogarithmic plot is based on thirteen tests in nine neurons.
Four of the nine neurons were tested with two different concentrations, while the
remaining were with one. The concentration at which DNQX would produce half-
maximal inhibition (IC..) of the EPSP was calculated from the non-linear regression line
fitted to the data points. assuming the following relationship: % EPSP = 100 IC,,/
([('50 +(DNQXI). In this figure the IC,, is 2'2 um.

all of the nine neurons, application of DNQX (1-10/iM) resulted in a significant
depression of the evoked EPSPs (Fig. 4). The maximum effect of DNQX was
observed 15"-60 min after the onset of application. The effects of DNQX were not
associated with any significant changes in the baseline input resistance (105±4% of
the control. i = 11 tests in eight neurons) or membrane potential (-3'6 ± 1[7 mV
change from the control level, n = 12 tests in eight neurons) of the postsynaptic
neurons, and were partially or almost completely reversible following 30-120 min
wash (n = 8 tests in six neurons) (Fig. 4). The effects of DNQX were concentration
dependent. as illustrated in Figs 4 and 5. The concentration at which DNQX would
depress the EPSPs by 50% (IC5 0 ) was estimated to be about 2/SM (Fig. 5).

In contrast to the strong effects of DNQX. AP5 had no consistent effects on the
EPSPs evoked at membrane potentials between -60 and - 100 mV (Fig. 6). The
EPSP amplitude in 50-I100,um-AP5 was 89±9% (n = 7) of control. On the other
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hand. APN clearly affected the EPSPs that were evoked at membrane potentials
between -20 and -55 mV. In each of the four neurons tes-ted. AP5 (50,uM.N) blocked
or depressed significantly the slow depolarizing potential that emerged at the falling
phase of the EPSP. with little or no effect on the fast peak (Fig. 7). The AP5 effects

Control

AP5 (50 uM)

2 w"

1 &.2 
2 V

75 MS

Fig. 6. Lack of effect of AP5 on the EPSPs from optic nerve stimulation (arrow). Top and
middle panels. EPSPs before and during application of AP5. Bottom panel. super-
imposition of the traces in the top and middle panels. Current clamped tv -78 mV.

were close to maximum at 10-15 min after the onset of application, and partially
reversible after about 30 min wash (n = 1). The rapid effects of AP5 (as compared to
the DNQX effects) might be due to the hydrophilic property of APS. The effect- of

AP5 were not associated with any significant changes in the baseline input resistance
(101±+-13% of the control, n = 3) or membrane potential (-1-8+2-3 mV change
from the control level, n = 4) of the postsynaptic neurons.

Effects of DNQX and AP.5 on the EPSPs from stimulation of a neighbouring site
of the SC'N

Stimulation of a site lateral or dorsocaudal to the SCN in BIC-treated slices often

evoked fast EPSPs distinct from those from optic nerve stimulation. Here again.
DNQX (0-3-10 ,p) depressed by 15-90% the EPSPs evoked at membrane potentials
between -60 and -100 mV (n = 4: Fig. 8). The concentration-dependent DNQX
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Control AP5 (50 piM) Superimposed

-35 mV

-45 mY

-55 mV

J5mV
25 ms

Fig. 7. Blockade by AP5 of the slow depolarizing potentials as a component of the EPSPs
evoked by optic nerve stimulation (arrow). Left and middle panels. EPSPs evoked at
-35. -45 and -55 mV membrane potentials before and during application of AP5.
Right panel. the traces in the left and middle panels are superimposed. Recorded with
(sCI- and QX-314-filled electrode.

Control

1, 2 & 3-
DNQX (1 M)

2

13 mV
15 ms

Wash

3

Fig. 8. Depression by DNQX of the EPSP from stimulation of a site lateral to the SCN.
Left panel. EPSPs following stimulation (arrow) of the neighbouring site under each
experimental condition. Right panel. the traces in the left panel are superimposed.
(urrent clamped to -82 mV.

effect was reversible (n = 2), and was not associated with any significant changes in
the baseline input resistance (99+1 I% of the control, n = 3) or membrane potential
(-2-0+ 12 mV change from the control level. n = 3) of the postsynaptic neurons. In
contrast to the consistent DNQX effects. AP5 had no significant effect on the EPSPs
evoked at these membrane potentials (Fig. 9): in 50-100 pM-AP5 the EPSP
amplitude was 103+ 10% (n = 5) of the control.

The EPSPs evoked at membrane potentials between -20 and -55 mV after
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blockade of outward K' currents and fast Na' spikes with Cs' and QX-314 contained
a slow depolarizing potential, similar to the EPSPs from optic nerve stimulation. A
presumed high-threshold Ca"2 spike (Llinas & Yarom. 1981: Connors & Prince. 1982)
often arose from the slow potential (Fig. 9). As expected. AP5 (50 #.i) blocked

Control AP5 (50/uM) Wash

-30-

mV

-90 0

30 ms

Fig. 9. Effects of AP5 on the EPSPs evoked by stimulation (arrow) of a site dorsocaudal
to the SCN. For each experimental condition, several EPSPs were evoked at membrane
potentials between -30 and -90 mV. A calibration pulse (10 mV, 10 ms) preceded the
dorsocaudal stimulation by 5 ms. The top trace ii the left panel exhibiting a presumed
high-threshold Cal- spike (arrow-head) is an individual trace (i.e. not averaged), and each --
of the remaining traces is an average of six to ten. During the control period (left panel),
the EPSPs evoked at a membrane potential of about -50 mV contained a slow
depolarizing potential (open arrow-head) at the falling phase. This slow potential often
triggered a presumed high-threshold Ca÷ spike. During application of AP5 (middle
panel). the slow potential was almost completely blocked. After wash-out AP5 (right
panel). the slow potential reappeared without triggering the presumed Ca 2 spikes.
Recovery from the AP5 blockade was more apparent for the EPSPs evoked at less
negative membrane potentials. Recorded with CsCl- and QX-314-filled electrode.

or attenuated the slow potential (n = 3; Fig. 9). Again. the effect was partially
reversible (n = 2), and was not associated with any significant changes in baseline
input resistance (103± 13% of the control, n = 3) or baseline membrane potential
(- 10±2"1 mV change from the control level. n = 3).

Depression of spontaneously occurring EPSPS by DNQX

Because SCN neurons in these slice preparations rarely exhibited spontaneous
EPSPs of an amplitude and frequency adequate for testing of the antagonist, the
effects of DNQX on spontaneous EPSPs were examined in only two neurons.
recorded with potassium acetate-filled electrodes. At concentrations of 1-10 #,M,
DNQX depressed the amplitude of the spontaneous EPSPs by over 50% with no
significant effect on the passive membrane properties (Fig. 10). In one neuron, a
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concentration dependence of the DNQX effect was observed (data not shown). We
did not attempt to assess the possible effects of DNQX on the frequency of the
EPSPs.

JJJ~L4~WiLU ilJControl

___ • (10/pM)...............

. ...............................

V ....... .
5s
500 ms

Fig. 10. Depression by DNQX of spontaneously occurring EPSPs. In each panel the
underlined portion of the upper trace is shown at a 10 times faster speed (the lower trace).
The downward deflections of the traces are electrotonic potentials induced by
hyperpolarizing current pulses (- 100 pA, 100 ms). During control period large compound
EPSPs gave rise to action potentials (truncated). Between the large compound EPSPs
were interposed smaller EPSPs. DNQX greatly depressed the EPSPs. The effect of
DNQX was only partially reversible after 2 h wash. DNQX did not affect the baseline
input resistance. Over the course of the experiment the interval of the large compound
EPSPs increased gradually. All of the traces in this figure are individual (not averaged).
Current clamped to a membrane potential of about 25 mV below threshold (accurate
membrane potential not available).

DISCUSSION

Pos.tsynaptic response of SCN neurons to optic nerve stimulation

Whether inputs from retinal ganglion cells to SCN neurons are excitatory or
inhibitory has been an unsettled issue. In anaesthetized rats and hamsters the firing
rate of a subpopulation of SCN neurons was shown either to increase or to decrease
in response to either retinal illumination or direct electrical stimulation of optic nerve
(Nishino. Koizumi & Brooks, 1976: Groos & Mason, 1978; Sawaki, 1979; Groos,
Mason & Meijer. 1983; Groos & Meijer, 1985; Meijer, Groos & Rusak, 1986).
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Although the prevalent type of response was excitation (i.e. an increase in firing rate
in about 75%). inhibition was also present in some units, even after bilateral lesion
of the lateral geniculate nucleus (Groos & Mason, 1978). On the other hand, in citro
studies with rat and mouse brain slice preparations (Shibata. Oomura. Hattori &
Kita. 1984: Cahill & Menaker. 1989a) have suggested that an initial increase in firing
rate is the predominant type of response immediately after optic nerve stimulation.
In these in citro studies a pure decrease in firing rate after optic nerve stimulation
was rarely observed, although some neurons following the initial excitation showed
an inhibitory or oscillatory firing pattern. Our results agree relatively well with those
from other in citro studies, because all the PSPs of SCN neurons to optic nerve
stimulation were EPSPs. as indicated by the following: (1) The estimated reversal
potential of the PSPs was near 0 mV, similar to the reported values for EPSPs of
other central nervous system neurons (Brown & Johnston, 1983: Crunelli, Kelly.
Leresche & Pirchio. 1987: Gallagher & Hasuo, 1989) and (2) EAA receptor
antagonists blocked the PSPs in a concentration-dependent and reversible manner
(see below). The discrepancy between the present results and those from the previous
in ,'ivo studies may be due to the difference in the type of stimulation (i.e. retinal
illumination us. optic nerve stimulation). stimulation parameters (e.g. repetitive us.
discrete single shocks to the optic nerve) and/or anaesthesia. Alternatively, it may
be due to the fact that in the present study many of the non-retinal afferents to the
SCN were severed in the course of hypothalamic slice preparation and, as a result,
complications associated with indirect inputs were reduced or eliminated.

The results that optic nerve stimulation never evoked pure IPSPs in any of the
neurons recorded in BIC-free medium, and that BIC had no effect on the EPSPs from
optic nerve stimulation, strongly suggest GABA is not a neurotransmitter directly
responsible for retinohypothalamic transmission. In addition, the absence of pure --

evoked IPSPs also suggests that the local GABAergic neurons in SCN are not relay
neurons between retinal ganglion cells and other SCN neurons. Nevertheless, our
data do not exclude the possibility that GABAergic neurons participate in photic
information processing. The observation that one of the thirty-one neurons showing
an EPSP to optic nerve stimulation also showed a subsequent BIC-sensitive IPSP
rather argues for such a possibility.

The EPSPs evoked by optic nerve stimulation appeared to be monosynaptic,
because the evoked EPSPs in a given neuron and also across different neurons in a
given slice preparation were virtually constant in onset latency; in a given neuron
the standard deviation of the EPSP onset latency was only 0.25 ms on average, and
across different neurons in a given slice preparation the difference in the mean onset
latency was < I ms. On the other hand, the failure of SCN neurons to follow high-
frequency optic nerve stimuli with EPSPs is consistent with polysynaptic
connections. and could imply that some EPSPs are mediated through local
interneurons. However, the fragility of the EPSPs could simply be due to axonal
conduction block in presynaptic terminals and may be a characteristic specific for the
retinal input to SCN neurons (i e. a consistent following with EPSPs may not be as
critical for photic information processing in SCN as in thalamus and cortex).

The estimated conduction velocity of the retinohypothalamic tract in the present
study roughly matches that from the previous extracellular electrophysiological
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studies conducted with rat and mouse slice preparations (Shibata et al. 1984: Cahill
& Menaker. 1989a). and suggests that the optic nerve fibres innervating SCN neurons
are unmyelinated. This conclusion is consistent with the anatomical evidence that
optic nerve fibres within rat SCN are unmyelinated (Giildner. 1978).

Mediation by non-XVIDA receptors of retinohypothalamic transmission at resting or
more negative membrane potentials

The present results demonstrate that DNQX. a non-NMDA receptor antagonist.
reversibly depressed the EPSPs, evoked by optic nerve stimulation at membrane
potentials between -60 and - 100 mV. Also. the data illustrate that the effects of
DNQX were not associated with any significant changes in the baseline input
resistance or membrane potential of the postsynaptic neurons, suggesting a specific
action of DNQX. The estimated concentration at which DNQX depressed the
EPSPs by 50 % roughly matches the concentrations that were reported to inhibit by
50% the binding of [3H]kainate and [3H]AMPA (ax-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-
isoxazole propionic acid), a quisqualate agonist, to a rat cortical membrane
preparation (Honor6. Davies. Drejer, Fletcher. Jacobsen. Lodge & Nielsen, 1988).
The match in the DNQX concentrations again suggests that the DNQX effects in the
present study were via action at the specific binding sites. In addition, the effects of
DNQX were not likely due to its interaction with the strychnine-insensitive, glycine
binding site on the NMDA receptor complex (Birch, Grossman & Haves, 1988:
Lester. Quarum, Parker. Weber & Jahr. 1989), because AP5 had no significant and
consistent effects on the EPSPs even at high concentrations.

Our results confirm the general conclusion of the previous extracellular
electrophysiological studies that EAA receptors mediate retinohypothalamic
transmission (Shibata et al. 1986: Cahill & Menaker, 1987, 1989b), and further
provide direct intracellular electrophysiological evidence that at resting or mcre
negative membrane potentials retinohypothalamic transmission is mediated by non-
NM1DA receptors.

Involvement of NIlDA receptors in retinohypothalamic transmission at less negative
membrane potentials

The role of NMDA receptors in retinohypothalamic transmission is controversial.
In support of a role. Shibata et al. (1986) showed that the field potentials recorded
in the SCN of rat hypothalamic slice preparations following optic nerve stimulation
were depressed by a moderately selective NMDA receptor antagonist, DL-2-amino-
adipic acid (Watkins & Evans. 1981). However. the antagonist concentration that
resulted in approximately 50% depression of the field responses was 1 mm. At this
concentration the antagonist may not be selective for NMDA receptors, as pointed
out by Cahill & Menaker (1989b). Recently. Rusak & Robertson (1989) reported that
pre-treatment with MK-801. a non-competitive NMDA receptor antagonist. blocked
the light-induced increase in the immunoreactivity of fos. the product of the c-fos
proto-oncogene. in the SCN of hamsters. Also, Colwell, Ralph & Menaker (1990)
demonstrated that intraperitoneal injection of MK-801 blocked in a dose-dependent
manner the phase-shifting effects of light on the circadian rhythm of wheel-running
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activity in hamsters. Although the results from these studies suggest a possible role
for NMDA receptors in photic information processing. tLcy do not provide
information on the exact location of the NMDA receptors.

A recent in ritro extracellulr electrophysiological study by Cahill & Menaker
(1989b) does not support the hypothesis that NMDA receptors participate in
retinohypothalamic transmission. According to these investigators, omission of Mg2"
from the superfusate did not reveal any AP5-sensitive component (i.e. NMDA
component) in the postsynaptic field potentials recorded in the SCN following optic
nerve stimulation. Since the absence of an NMDA component could be due to the
residual Mg 2' in the tissue, which could have been enough to maintain the voltage-
dependent block of the NMDA receptor-linked channels (Mayer. Westbrook &
Guthrie. 1984: Nowak, Bregestovski. Ascher. Herbet & Prochiantz, 1984), we took
the strategy of altering baseline membrane potential, instead of using Mg 2'-free
medium, in testing for the presence of an NMDA component. In our experiments, at
membrane potentials between -- 20 and -55 mV, optic nerve stimulation evoked
slow, as well as fast. depolarizing potentials, whose relationship to membrane
potential was non-linear, as expected for NMDA receptor-mediated events. Since
these experiments were conducted under a condition where Ca 2l channels were not
blocked, pure voltage-dependent Cal' conductances activated by the fast de-
polarizing potentials might have initiated the slow depolarizing potentials. The
selective blockade of the slow potentials by AP5. however, suggests that this is not
the case. When coupled with the observation that AP5 had little or no effect on the
EPSPs evoked at membrane potentials between -60 and - 100 mV. these results
suggest that at resting or more negative membrane potentials, NMDA receptors do
not contribute or contribute only minimally to retinohypothalamic transmission.
whereas at less negative membrane potentials NMDA receptors play a role.

Despite the evidence in the present study for involvement of NIDA receptors in
retinohypothalamic transmission at less negative membrane potentials. the extent to
which NMDA receptors contribute to excitatory synaptic transmission is unclear. In
the current experiments we did not add to the perfusing medium glycine. which is
known to allosterically modulate the NMDA receptors (Johnson & Ascher. 1987). We
assumed that the sub-synaptic concentration of glycine was high enough for the
modulation (Thomson. 1989). If this assumption was incorrect, we might have
underestimated the contribution of the NMDA component. In the future. whole-cell
voltage-clamp experiments with patch pipettes (Blanton, Lo Turco & Kriegstein
1989) in medium with different concentrations of glycine and Mg 2÷ are expected to
allow a more rigorous and quantitative analysis of the NMDA component.

Contribution of both NVIDA and non-NMDA receptors to non-retinal synaptic
transmission to SCN

The EPSPs evoked by stimulation of a site near to the SCN at membrane
potentials between -60 and - 100 mV were sensitive to DNQX. but not to AP5. On
the other hand. those evoked at less negative membrane potentials contained an
AP5-sensitive component. These results, coupled with the fact that the spontaneous
EPSPs in hyperpolarized cells were also sensitive to DNQX. support the hypothesis
that the synaptic mechanisms underlying other excitatory inputs to SCN are
basically the same as those of the retinohypothalamic tract (i.e. at resting or more
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negative membrane potentials, mainly non-NMDA receptors mediate excitatory
synaptic transmission, while at less negative membrane potentials NMDA receptors
also play a role).

Up to now, no serious attention has been paid to the potential role of the EAAs
in non-retinal neurotransmission in the SCN. probably because more emphasis has
been put on other putative neurotransmitters (e.g. neuropeptide Y). Many of the
non-retinal afferents containing other putative neurotransmitters may also utilize
glutamate or similarly related EAAs for fast excitatory neurotransmission. In this
case, the other putative transmitters may have modulatory roles.

In conclusion, the data obtained from these experiments suggest that: (1) the
direct retinal input to SCN is excitatory, and GABA is not the neurotransmitter, and
(2) at resting or more negative membrane potentials, non-NMDA receptors mediate
excitatory synaptic transmission for both retinal and non-retinal inputs to SCN
neurons. At less negative membrane potentials, however, NMDA receptors may also
play a role.

We are grateful to Dr D. Birt for developing neurophysiological data analysis routines, to
T. Valdes and D. Weber for technical assistance. and to S. Morris for secretarial help. This research
was supported by grants from the United States Air Force Office of Scientific Research (87-0361
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SUMMA-RY

1. The mechanisms responsible for evoked and spontaneous fast inhibitory
postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) in the hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN)
were studied with intracellular recording. SCN neurons, primarily ones identified as
receiving excitatory optic nerve input, were recorded in rat and guinea-pig brain
slice preparations maintained in vitro.

2. In normal medium, electrical stimulation of a site dorsocaudal to the SCN
evoked IPSPs from thirty-three of thirty-six neurons. The evoked IPSPs rose to the
peak quickly (87 ± 0-9 ms, mean ± s. E.M.; n = 15 neurons) and decayed gradually
with a time constant of 25 ± 3 ms. Spontaneous IPSPs were present in each of the
thirtv-six neurons. These IPSPs had a rise-to-peak time of 7.2_± 1"0 ms (n = 6
neurons) and a decay time constant of 14±5 ms.

3. When recorded with potassium acetate-filled electrodes, the evoked and
spontaneous IPSPs were hyperpolarizing at resting membrane potential (less
negative than -- 70 mV) and had a reversal potential of around -75 mV. On the
other hand, when recorded with potassium chloride-filled electrod• the IPSPs were S
depolarizing at membrane potentials more negative than -50 mV and had an
estimated reversal potential less negative than spike threshold.

4. Bath application of bicuculline (10-50,/M), a y-aminobutyric acidA (GABAA) /
receptor antagonist, resulted in a complete blockade of both thei-PeIedi(n = 16) and C Vj
spontaneous (n = 13) IPSPs. The bicuculline effects were reversible, and were not /
associated with any significant and consistent change in baseline membrane /
potential or input resistance. The neurons impaled in bicuculline-containing medium
(n = 11) exhibited neither spontaneous IPSPs nor evoked IPSPs.

5. In some neurons bicuculline-resistant hyperpolarizing potentials, which were
similar to the fast IPSPs in time course, occurred spontaneously or were evoked by
electrical stimulation of the optic nerve or the dorsocaudal site. A fast prepotential
always preceded the hyperpolarizing potential, and hyperpolarizing currents blocked
these events, indicating that they were not synaptic in origin. No slow IPSPs were
detected.

6. The results suggest that fast IPSPs from non-retinal afferents exist in virtually

M59•
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SC.N neurons receiving excitatory retinal input, and that GABAA receptors
associated with C1- channels mediate the fast IPSPs.

INTROD UCTION

In mammals the major pacemaker for circadian rhythms appears to be located in
the hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) (for reviews, see Takahashi & Zatz,
1982; Moore, 1983; Turek, 1985; Meijer & Rietveld, 1989). Several studies have
pointed to the possibility that y-aminobutyric acid (GABA), via its action at the
level of the SCN, may participate in mammalian circadian time keeping. The SCN
contains GABAergic neurons (Tappaz, Brownstein & Kopin, 1977; Card & Moore,
1984; van den Pol & Tsujimoto, 1985; van den Pol, 1986; Okamura, Bdrod, Julien.
Geffard, Kitahama, Mallet & Bobillier, 1989), and nearly 50% of synaptic boutons
in the SCN are immunoreactive for GABA (Decavel & van den Pol, 1990).
Furthermore. exogenously applied GABA and its related agents alter the single-unit
activity of a significant proportion of SCN neurons (Shibata, Liou & Ueki, 1983; LIou
& Albers, 1990; Liou, Shibata, Albers & Ueki, 1990; Mason, Biello & Harrington,
1991).

Agents that alter GABAergic neurotransmission have been reported to affect the
circadian rhythms of rodents. Single intraperitoneal injections of triazolam, a short-
acting benzodiazepine, induce a permanent phase shift in free-running behavioural
and endocrine rhythms (for review, see Turek & Van Reeth, 1988), while bicuculline,
a GA.BAA receptor antagonist, blocks the light-induced phase delays of free-running
locomotor rhythm (Ralph & Menaker, 1985). It is not clear where and how these
GABAergic drugs act to influence the circadian time-keeping system. A recent study
by Johnson, Smale, Moore & Morin (1988) suggests that the lateral geniculate
nucleus of the thalamus might be the critical site for the triazolam-induced phase
shifts. On the other hand, more recent studies by Smith. Inouye & Turek (1989) and
by Smith, Turek & Slater (1990) suggest that the SCN might be an important site for
GABAergic drug action. According to their reports, microinjection of muscimol. a
selective GABAA receptor agonist, into the SCN led to a permanent phase advance
or delay of free-running locomotor rhythms of hamster; the phase advance was
selectively blocked by the GABAA receptor antagonists, bicuculline and picrotoxin,
but not by the GABA0 receptor antagonist, phaclofen.

Several studies have suggested a neurotransmitter role for GABA in the
hypothalamus. The evidence includes the presence of numerous GABAergic boutons
and axons in various hypothalamic nuclei (Tappaz et al. 1977; Decavel & van den
Pol, 1990), and the sensitivity to GABAA receptor antagonist of inhibitory
postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) recorded in some hypothalamic nuclei (Randle,
Bourque & Renaud, 1986; Tasker & Dudek, 1988; Hoffman, Kim, Gorski & Dudek,
1990). With regard to the SCN., strong morphological evidence exists for a
neurotransmitter role for GABA, but solid physiological evidence is lacking.

The present study was designed to provide physiological evidence that GABA,
acting on GABAA receptors to increase chloride conductance, is the dominant fast
inhibitory transmitter in the SCN. In this study, we tested whether bicuculline, a
GABAA receptor antagonist, blocked the spontaneous and evoked IPSPs recorded in
the SCN. Since the results of our previous study indicated that optic nerve input to
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,iCN neurons is excitatory (Kim & Dudek, 1991), we attempted to evoke IPSPs by
stimulating other, non-retinal afferents. Here we present intracellular electro-
physiological evidence that GABAA receptors mediate fast IPSPs in the SCN and
that fast IPSPs are present in the vast majority of, if not all, SCN neurons. A
preliminary account of these results has been published (Kim & Dudek, 1990).

METHODS

Animals
Male Sprague-Dawley rats (n = 26, 120-350 g) and guinea-pigs (n = 5, 150-450 g) purchased

from Charles River Company (USA) were housed in a temperature controlled vivarium (22-23 'C)
under a 12 h light/12 h dark cycle (light on at 07-00 h, pacific time) for at least 1 week (mostly more
than 2 weeks) prior to use.

Preparation and maintenance of hypothalamic slices
In the morning (after 07.00 h) of the day of the experiment each animal was decapitated with

a guillotine under sodium pentobarbitone (I.r., 100 mg/kg wt) anaesthesia. Immediately after
decapitation, the brain was removed from the skull and placed in ice-cold physiological saline
(composition in mM: 124 NaCI, 1-4 NaH2 PO4, 3 KCI, 2"4 CaClt, 26 NaHCO2, 1-3 MgSO4 , 11 glucose).
After approximately 1 min, the brain was trimmed to a small block to contain the hypothalamus
and optic nerves. Then, using a vibroslicer (Campden Instruments, LUK), two 500 Wm thick
parasagittal slices containing the SCN and optic nerve were cut from the block. In one case (rat),
a coronal slice was cut from the block. The slices were immediately transferred to and maintained
in an interface-ty.pe recording chamber which was constantly perfused with warmed (32-35 °C)
physiological saline at 0-7-1'0 ml/min. In some experiments, bicuculline methiodide (Sigma. USA)
was added to the perfusing medium. A humidified atmosphere of 95% 0, and 5% CO2 was
maintained above the slice throughout the experiments. Electrophysiological experiments were
begun at least 2 h after the slice preparation.

Intracellular recordings and electrical stimulation

Intracellular micropipettes were filled with either 2 M potassium acetate or 2-3 M potassium
chloride (90-360 31). Current-clamp recordings were obtained using a high-impedance amplifier
with a bridge circuit (Axoclamp-2A, Axon Instruments, 'USA). Bipolar electrodes were used to
stimulate the optic nerve (: 0-8 mA, 0-5 ms) and a site dorsocaudal to the SCN (,< 1-0 mA, 0"5 ms).
The electrode placement in the dorsocaudal aspect varied among different experiments (i.e. more
dorsal in some. more caudal in others). The distance of the electrode from the SCN was also variable
among experiments (range, 0.5-3 mm).

RESULTS

The data presented in this paper were from forty-eight SCN neurons (thirty-six rat
and twelve guinea-pig neurons), which were recorded between 10-00 h and 21"00 h

and whose mean (+s.z.M.) action potential amplitude (measured from spike '7
threshold) and inf ut resistance (estimated from the slope of the linear portion of

current-voltage plot) were 60± 1 mV (n = 28) and 255± 27 Mf1 (n = 28), respect-
ively. The spontaneous firing rate (0-19 Hz) did not appear to correlate with the time
of recording. In terms of the properties of postsynaptic potentials, rat and guinea-pig

neurons were not obviously different; therefore, the data from the two species were

combined.

Characteristics of evoked and spontaneouw IPSPs

In bicuculline-free medium electrical stimulation of optic nerve evoked an
excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) in a subpopulation of SCN neurons Eaat '7

•- ,30-40 '/V. However, stimulation of a site dorsocaudal to the SCN evoked an IPSP in of '>jO
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A B

Dorsocaudal site

12 mJ 20 mV
30 ms200 ms

Fig. 1. Convergence of the excitatory optic nerve and inhibitory non-optic nerve inputs
to SCN neurons. A, an IPSP and an EPSP evoked by stimulation (arrow) of a site
dorsocaudal to the SC.Y and optic nerve, respectively. The trace is an average of twenty
response. B, individual trace showing spontaneous (0) and evoked (*) IPSPs recorded
from another neuron that responded to optic nerve stimulation with an EPSP (not
shown). A 10 mV, 10 ms calibration pulse (arrow-head) preceded dorsocaudal stimulation
(arrow). Action potentials are labelled with asterisks. Cells were recorded with potassium
acetate-filled electrodes and current-clamped to -61 mV (A) and -52 mV (B). Unless
stated otherwise, all the records presented in the following figures were obtained with
potassium acetate-filled electrodes.

a

at ,,ver/

votaeattietVoi tevoltage at the beginning of the decay and V• is the voltage at vytrI ,oi;. ,th
the bsin.Alnrrersinline was fitted to the plot to calculate the time constant
(r"*-Y33somo h ie Rail, 1969). The cell was at resting membrane potential
(- 58 mV).

most of the neurons examined (thirty-three of thirty-six neurons). Figure IA4
illustrates that neurons that rsoddto optic nerve stimulation with an EPSP
(it = 26) also responded to dorsocaudal site stimulation with an IPSP (it = 2:3).

Across different neurons the latency of the evoked IPSPs (measured at 50 % of the
LPSP peak) varied significantly rag,5-5-13"5 ma), presumably due to differences
in the distance between the recording and stimulation sites. Within a given neuron,
however, the latency was virtually constant; the mean latency had a standard
deviation of 0,47] ms on average (range of standard deviation across seven neurons,
0"17-0-69 ma; 7-16 IPSPs per neuron). In every neuron tested (it = 5), the IPSPscould follow 10 or 20 Hz stimulation.
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The evoked LPSPs rose to the peak in 3"9--18-6 ms (8-7 ±0.9 ms, n = 15 neurons),
and decayed gradually over 50-150 ms (Fig. 2A). In most cases, the decay could be
fitted reasonably well with a single time constant (25 ± 3 ms; range 12-52 ms, n =
15 neurons, Fig. 2B). Neither the rise-to-peak time nor the decay time constant of

A 8
-57 myV

-57 mVev.

S12.5 msVjm

150 ms

S-60 -

-70' • 2 • '; "-.":

S-90 0 •

--10079

150m

S-11-0 D 6
-800 -400 -200 0 -110-100 -90 -80 -70 -60 -50

Current (pA) Membrane potential (mV)

Fig. 3. IPSP reversal potential. ,A, I-PSPs evoked by dorsocaudal stimulation (arrow) at
the peak of the electrotonic potentials (V) elicited by injecting hyperpolarizing current
pulses of various amplitudes (I). Each voltage trace is an average of three to six
responses. B, spontaneous IPSPs recorded at the membrane potentials indicated to the
right of each trace. These fl'SPs were from the same neuron as A. Both the evoked and
spontaneous IPSPs were hyperpolarizing at membrane potentials less negative than
-70 mV, and depolarizing at membrane potentials more negative than -80 inV. C,
current-voltage plots constructed from the data in A4. Voltage measurements were
obtained immediately before the stimudation (0) and at the peak of the tPSP (0). The
slopes of the linear regression lines fitted to the plots were compared to estimate the
change in input resistance during the tBSP; input resistance decreased by about 6"1% at
the peak of the IPSP. The membrane potential where the regression lines cross (arrow.
-73 niV) wla taken as the reversal potential for the I"PSP. D, the amplitude of
spontaneous tPSPs in B was plotted against membrane potential. Other spontaneous
IPSPs not shown in B were also included in the plot. The points in the upper right
quadrant of this plot correspond presumably to spontaneous EPSPs. The continuous line
shows the upper limit of the varialon in the IFS? amplitude. The intercept of tbis line
with the abscissa (arrow, -77 miX) was taken as the reversal potential for the
spontaneous IPSPs.

-2 -7
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Fig. 4. Reversal of the polarity of IPSP by intracellular C1" loading. A, depolarizing
postsytaptic potentials evoked by stimulation of the dorsocaudal site (arrow) at the
membrane potentials indicated to the left of each trace. This cell was recorded with
potassium chloride-filled electrode. All of the traces except the top one are an average of
eight to fifteen responses. The action potentials (arrow-heads) in the top trace are
truncated. B. spontaneous depolarizing postsynaptic potentials recorded at the membrane
potentials indicated to the right of each trace. Thee potentials were from the same neuron
as in A. The postsynaptic potentials recorded in this neuron were always depolarizing at
membrane potentials more negative than -50 mV, and could support action potentials
(arrow-heads; truncated). C and D, the amplitude of the postsynaptic potentials in A and
B was plotted against membrane potential in C and D, respectively. For the plot in D.
extra data points other than those shown in B were also included. A linear regression line
was fitted to the plot in C to estimate the reversal potential (arrow, - 7 mV) of the evoked
postsynaptic potential. The continuous line in D shows the upper limit of the variation in
the spontaneous postaynaptic potential amplitude. The intercept of this line with abscissa
(arrow, -32 mV) was taken as the reversal potential.

the IPSPs appeared to vary with the time of day or season. At the peak of the IPSP,
input resistance decreased by 48_±6% (range 31-67 %; n = 6, Fig. 3C).

Spontaneous IPSPs occurred in all thirty-seven neurons recorded in bicuculline-
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iree medium (Fig.IB), and their frequency of occurrence was normally high
(> 10 IPSPs/s in eighteen out of twenty-five neurons). Similar to the evoked IPSPs.
the spontaneous IPSPs rose to their peaks quickly and decayed gradually. For six
neurons where 10-30 spontaneous IPSPs (> 2 mV) were analysed, the rise-to-peak

A

Control Control

BicucullJne 5 mV(2 0 ,uM ) 1 0 5m s

Bicuculline
(50 ,UM)

Wash

T.j2 mV .. J5 mV
f isms 15 ms

Fig. 5. Blockade of IPSPs by bicuculline. A, synaptic responses (left panel) evoked by
stimulation (arrow) of the dorsocaudal site and electroconic potentials (right panel)
elicited by injecting a hyperpolarizing current pulse (-50 pA. 100 ms; continuous line)
under each experimental condition. Each trace is an average of ten to twenty responses.
The blockade by bicuculline (20 /ad) of the evoked IFSP (arrow-head) revealed an EPSP
(*), which was shunted by the IPSP during control condition. Wash-out of bicuculline
resulted in disappearance of the EPSP and reappearance of the IPSP of a smaller
magnitude. Note the lack of a slow byperpolarizing component (i.e. slow IPSP) in any of
the experimental conditions. Also, note that bicuculline had no significant effect on the
baseline input resistance. B, individual traces showing spontaneous IPSPs (upper panel)
and the effects of bicuculline (50/jas) on these IPSPs (lower panel). The data in 4 and B
were obtained from two different neurons, current-clamped to -61 (A) and -5V mV (B).

time was 7.2_± 1 0 ms (range 3"9-11-2 ms) and the decay time constant was 14 ± 3 ms
(range 8-20 ms).

Dependence of the IPSP reversal potential on C0 concentration gradient

When recorded with potassium acetate-filled electrodes, the evoked and spon-
taneous IPSPs were hyperpolarizing at resting membrane potential (less negative
than -70 mV) and depolarizing at membrane potentials more negative than

S4 -80 m; (Fig. 3A and B). The estimated reversal potentials for the evoked and
spontanfeous IPSPs (Fig. 3C andD) were -75±t.2 mV (range - 70---83 mV, n = 6)
and - 74 ± 1 mV (range - 70-- 77 mV, n = 4), respectively. These values are close
to the Cl- equilibrium potential (-75 mV) calculated with the assumption that
intracellular Cl- concentration is 8 mM (McCormick, 1990), suggesting that C1- may
be the current carrier for the IPSPs.

If the IPSPs are due to an increase in Cl" conductance, then changes in the Cl-
concentration gradient across the cell membrane should be accompanied by changes
in the IPSP reversal potential. By recording with potassium chloride-filled electrodes
(n - 7), cells were loaded with Cl-, which altered the Cl- concentration gradient.
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Immediately after impalement of the cells with these electrodes, hyperpolarizing
postsynaptic potentials similar to the IPSPs recorded with potassium acetate-filled
electrodes were present (data not shown). Over 1-2 min, however, depolarizing
postsynaptic potentials (Fig. 4A and B) gradually replaced the hyperpolarizing

A 8

control -
_J 5 mV . ._ _,

50 ms

1 3 myV
500 ms

Bicuculline
(20 gM)

Wash 4 1

15mA 30MA

Fig. 6. Blockade of the depolarizing IPSPs (potassium chloride-fiJled electrode) by
bicuculline. A. synaptic responses evoked under each experimental condition by
stimulation (arrow) of the dorsocaudal sitaat 15 (left panel) and 30 ,A (right panel). Each
trace is an average of six responses. Note that, under the control condition, the 30/"A
stimulation triggered a burst of action potentials (arrow-head; truncated). Also, note that
the response from 15 1AA stimulation had very little bicuculline-resistant component while
the one from 30 ,A siimulation had a significant bicuculline-resistant component, which
generated an action potential (asterisk; truncated). B, individual traces obtained under
each experimental condition from the same neuron in A. showing the effects of bicuculline
on spontaneous depolarizing postsynaptic potentials. The bicuculline effects both in A
and B were not associated with any significant changes in the baseline input resistance
(data not shown). The cell was current-clamped to -77 mV.

postsynaptic potentials, presumably due to gradual increase in the intracellular C1-
concentration. The estimated reversal potential for the depolarizing postsynaptic
potentials was always less negative than spike threshold (n = 4 neurons, Fig. 4C and
D). These results further support the hypothesis that C1- is the current carrier for the
IPSPs in the SCN.

Blockade of IPSPs by bicuculline
Bath-applied bicucdline (10-50,/M) blocked both the evoked (n = 13) and

spontaneous (n = 10) IPSPs recorded with potassium acetate-filled electrodes (Fig.
5). The blockade of the evoked IPSP was accompanied by/,ither an emergence of an 1
EPSP (Fig. 5A)/ or a significant increase in the amplitude of the EPSP that '7
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sometimes preceded the IPSP. The blockade of IPSPs was complete within
10-15 min after the onset of bicuculline application, and was reversed by wash of
bicuculline; in neurons where a 15-90 min wash was possible without losing the
impalement, a partial to full recovery from the bicuculline effects was clearly

A B / /h

7 Control .y'' 7 7

..J 3 my 7c ,~ , 7- 4
lS400 ms

.ve~7 A. ,.

S• 'q---65 mV

Fig. 7. Fast prepotential and its associated hyperpolarizing after-potential resembling •
fast IPSP. A, fast prepotential (•a and hyperpolarizing after-potential (arrow-head)
evoked by dorsocaudal stimulation (arrow) in 50/M bicuculline (upper panel). .,
Occasionally, the fast prepotential could trigger an action potential (asterisk: truncated) ,
(lower panel). The hyperpolaizing after-potential associated with the action potential
(double arrow-heads) was of a greater magnitude. The cell was current-clamped to
--74 mnV. B. effect of bicucufline on spontaneous fast prepotentials and their associated

byperpolanzing after-potentials. Unlike spontaneously occurring fast IPSPs (@),)e "t +• "
fast prepotentials (*•) and the hyperpolarizing after-potentials (arrow-head) were not
blocked by bicuculline. The cell was current-clamped to -63 inV. C, effect of membrane
potential change on the fast prepotentials and the hyperpolarizing after-potentials. In
bicucui~ine-free condition, the cell was current-clamped to the membrane potentials
indicated to the right of each trace. Unlike fast IPSPs, fast prepotentials and the
hyperpolarizing after-potentials were absent at membrane potentials more negative than
--65 inV. The traces in B and C were from the same neuron.

achieved for both evoked (6 out of 6 neurons) and spontaneous (4 out of 6 neurons)
IPSPs. The bicuculline effects were not associated with any significant changes in the
baseline input resistance of postsynaptic neurons (105_+_ 10% of the control, n = 6,
Fig. 5A) and, in most cases, the baseline membrane potential was steady during
bicuculline application; in a few cases, however, a depolarization of 5-10 mV
followed bicuculline application. The depolarizing postsynaptic potentials recorded
with potassium chloride-filled electrodes were also sensitive to bicuculline (20-50 jsM).

The evoked depolarizing postsynaptic potentials were partially blocked by
bicuculline and had a bicuculline-resistant component, which was presumably an
EPSP (Fig. 6A,, ffi 3). The spontaneous depolarizing postsynaptic potentials were
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completely blocked by bicuculline (Fig. 6B, n = 3). Again, the effects of bicuculline
were reversible and not associated with any significant change in baseline membrane
potential or input resistance.

The neurons impaled with potassium acetate-filled electrodes in the continued
presence of bicuculline (50/u.Ni) in the perfusing medium never exhibited either
evoked or spontaneous IPSPs (n = 11). In bicuculline, stimulation of the dorsocaudal
site (as well as optic nerve) evoked only an EPSP, an action potential and/or a fast
prepotential. The evoked fast prepotentials were occasionally followed by hyper-
polarizing after-potentials with a time course that resembled the fast IPSPs (Fig.
7A). Hy-perpolarizing after-potentials also followed the spontaneously occurring fast
prepotentials observed in three neurons (Fig. 7B and C). Although bicuculline did
not affect these potentials (Fig. 7B), hyperpolarization of the neuron beyond a
certain point completely arrested the fast prepotentials and the associated
hyperpolarizing after-potentials (Fig. 7C), indicating a non-synaptic nature of their
origin. In the present study, we did not detect any slow IPSPs'

DISCUSSIONA

GA-.BA A receptors mnediate the IPSPs in the SCY

Numerous anatomical studies have suggested a neurotransmitte- role for GABA in
the SCN. The results of the present study provide physiological evidence for such a
role. In addition, our data suggest that GABA. receptors mediate inhibitory
transmission in the SCN. This conclusion is consistent with the one drawn by
Thomson & West (1990) from their preliminary results that ionophoretically applied
bicuculline blocked spontaneous IPSPs in the SCN. Also, the conclusion is supported
by recent reports by Liou et al. (1990) and Mason et al. (1991) that bicuculline
antagonized the depression of neuronal firing in the SCN caused by exogenously
applied GABA, GABAA receptor agonist muscimol and/or benzodiazepines. The
current findings that bicuculline-sensitive spontaneous IPSPs were present in all the
neurons recorded in normal medium and that stimulation of a site dorsocaudal to the
SCN also evoked bicuculline-sensitive IPSPs from most of these neurons are in line
with the observation made by Decavel & van den Pol (1990) in their immuno-
cytochemical study that all the SCN neurons examined were innervated by GABA-
positive axons. Taken together, these results strongly support the h ypothesis
that GABA, acting on GABAA receptors, is the dominant inhibitory neuro-
transmitter in the SCN.

Type of IPSPs in the SCYV

Both evoked and spontaneous IPSPs had a fast rising phase, and their decay could
be fitted with a single time constant in most cases. This observation, coupled with the
findinzs that the IPSPs were associated with a postsynaptic increase in C1-
conductance and completely blocked by the GABAA receptor antagonist bicuculline,
strongly suggests that the IPSPs were of the fast type, and not mixed with slow
IPSPs (see below). The IPSPs observed in our study were similar to those recorded
from supraoptic nucleus neurons in hypothalamic explants (Randle et al. 1986), in
terms of the time course, dependence on C1- conductance and sensitivity to
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bicuculline. GABAA receptors may thus mediate fast inhibitory synaptic trans-
mission throughout the hypothalamus.

Lack of slow IPSPs in the SCN

GABAB receptor-mediated, slow IPSPs have been documented in many brain
regions (Dutar & Nicoll, 1988; Hasuo & Gallagher, 1988; Soltesz, Haby, Leresche &
Crunelli, 1988; Karlsson & Olpe, 1989; McCormick, 1989). However, the results of
our study do not provide support for the presence of slow IPSPs in the SCN, because,
as mentioned above, the blockade of IPSPs by bicuculline was complete without
leaving any obvious bicuculline-resistant, slow hyperpolarizing component. The
bicuculline-resistant h.-perpolarizing after-potentials that followed fast prepotentials
were fast in time course, and appeared to be non-synaptic events (i.e. not slow
IPSPs). The lack of any significant and consistent effects of bicuculline at the
concentrations used here (10-50/SM) on the passive membrane properties of
postsynaptic neurons suggests that the blockade of IPSPs by bicuculline was
specific. Comparable concentrations of bicuculline were reported, to block the fast
IPSPs recorded from the supraoptic (Randle et al. 1986) and paraventricular (Tasker
& Dudek, 1988) nuclei in the hypothalamus. In the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus
of the thalamus, 50/SM bicuculline was shown to block fast, but not slow, IPSPs
(Soltesz, Lightowler, Leresche & Criinelli, 1989). This suggests that bicuculline at
concentrations < 50 ,M is select ere for GABAA receptors.

Several explanations need to be considered for the lack of slow IPSPs in these
recordings. The inability to detect slow IPSPs might have been due to the low signal-
to-noise ratio associated with the high resistance sharp electrodes used. However,
when slow IPSPs weiv present in other neurons, they could be recorded with similar
high resistance electrodes. The employed stimulus intensity (up to I m.A) may not
have been sufficient to evoke slow IPSPs (Dutar & Nicoll, 1988). It is also possible
that the perfusion rate was so high that effective concentrations of GABA for
GABAB receptor activation (i.e. for slow IPSP) could not be achieved with the
electrical stimulation. These explanations seem unlikely, because lower intensity
stimulation ( < 0"1 mA) at a similar perfusion rate could evoke slow IPSPs in slices
from other parts of the brain (Y. 1. Kim & F. E. Dudek, unpublished observation).
The lack of slow IPSPs might be due to the particular site of electrical stimulation
(i.e. due to limited stimulation of the afferents that would evoke only fast IPSPs) cr
to the fact that the electrical stimulation of the presynaptic sites was not equivalent
to physiological synaptic activation.

The absence of slow IPSPs in the SCN could be viewed as evidence against the
existence of postsynaptic GABAB receptors. However, it would not exclude the
possibility that functional GABAB receptors exist at other locations, such as
extrasynaptic sites or serotonergic axonal elements (Fran ois-Bellan, H~rv, Faudon
& H6ry, 1988; Bosler, 1989). It might be through these receptors that the GABAB
receptor agonist, baclofen, depressed the neuronal discharge in the rat SCN (Liou
et al. 1990) and pha e-advanced the hamster circadian rhythm of locomotor activity
(Smith et al. 1990).
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Does GA.BAergic input arise locally?

The present data indicate that afferents other than the optic nerve are the source
of inhibitory GABAergic input to SCN neurons. The techniques employed in this
study, however, do not allow determination of whether the input arises locally from
GABAergic cells in the SCN (Tappaz et al. 1977; Card & Moore, 1984; van den Pol
& Tsujimoto, 1985: van den Pol, 1986: Okamura et al. 1989) or from cells outside the
SCN. That the evoked IPSPs had a virtually constant onset latency and followed
stimuli presented at 10 or 20 Hz only suggests that the GABAergic input is
monosynaptic. Further studies with other techniques, such as glutamate microdrop
application (Christian & Dudek, 1988), may provide more direct answers to these
questions.

Role of GABAergic input to SCN neurons
Several lines of research have suggested that GABA is an important neuro-

transmitter in circadian time keeping. A series of studies by Ralph & Menaker
(1985, 1986 & 1980) has provided evidence that light-induced phase shifts of the
circadian locomotor rhythm of hamsters involve GABAergic regulation. Conceivably,
the SCN neurons receiving optic nerve input (i.e. light) might be an important site
for the GABAergic regulation. The direct GABAergic innervation of the retino-
recipient neurons demonstrated in the present study supports this idea. Never-
theless, the exact functional signific-nce of the GABAergic transmission in SCN
neurons remains to be determined. As argued by Smith et al. (1990), the
GABAergic transmission in the SCN may not be normally involved in circadian
timing system.

The finding that spontaneous IPSPs occurred frequently in most of the neurons
studied differs from the data of Wheal & Thomson (1984) that spontaneous synaptic
activity was absent in SCN neurons, but agrees with the more recent report by
Thomson & West (1990) that spontaneous IPSPs occurred frequently. The
spontaneous IPSPs occurring at high rates suggest that significant ongoing synaptic
inhibition is present in the SCN maintained in vitro. This pronounced synaptic
inhibition may also exist in in vivo conditions and contribute significantly in
controlling the baseline membrane potential of postsynaptic neurons. The de-
polarization (5-10 mV) that followed the bicuculline blockade of spontaneous
IPSPs in some neurons supports this hypothesis.

In summary, fast IPSPs in SCN neurons are associated with a postsynaptic
increase in C1- conductance, and are blocked by bicuculline. All the SCN neurons
examined, including th/se identified as receiving excitatory optic nerve input, had
fast IPSPs: this suggeits that GABAA receptor-mediated, fast inhibitory synaptic
input is present in most, if not all, SCN neurons.

We are grateful to Dr D. Birt for developing neurophvsiological data analysis routines. to T.
Valdes and D. Weber or technical assistance, and to J. Wang for secretarial help. This research was
supported by grants from the United States Air Force Office of Scientific Research (87-0361 and
90-0056) to F. E. D.
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SUMMARY

1. The electrophysiological properties of suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) neurons (n=33) receiving

optic nerve input were studied with intracellular recordings in rat hypothalamic slices maintained

in vitro. Our major goal was to provide baseline data concerning the intrinsic membrane properties

of these neurons and to test the hypothesis that the neurons are homogeneous electrophysiologically.

2. Action potentials were short in duration and followed by a pronounced hyperpolarizing

afterpotential. Spike amplitude (58.2 ± 1.1 mV, mean ± S.E.M.; measured from threshold), spike

duration (0.83 ± 0.03 ms; measured at half amplitude) and hyperpolarizing afterpotential amplitude

(23.9 ± 1.0 mV; measured from threshold) appeared unimodally distributed and did not co-vary.

3. Intracellular injection of depolarizing current pulses evoked spike trains, and spike inactivation,

spike broadening and frequency accommodation were always present. An afterhyperpolarization

followed the spike train in all but one neuron.

4. Membrane time constant ranged from 7.5 to 21.1 ms (11.4 ± 0.7 ms, n=27), and its distribution

appeared to be unimodal with the peak at -10 ms. Input resistance ranged from 105 to 626 Mo (301

± 23 MC, n=33); the distribution also appeared unimodal with its peak at -250 MQ.

5. A subpopulation (16 of 33, 48%) of the neurons exhibited slight (6-29%) time-dependent inward

rectification in their voltage responses to hyperpolarizing current injection. Of the neurons lacking

the time-dependent rectification, some (n=5) exhibited time-independent inward rectification of 6-

20% and others showed no (or <3%) such rectification. The degree of inward rectification was
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correlated with neuronal excitability (r=0.60, p<0.002; assessed by measuring the steepness of the

primary slope of the frequency-current plot) and with the spontaneous firing rate (r=0.49, p<0.007).

Furthermore, the neurons with >6% inward rectification (neurons with time-dependent and -

independent rectification were combined) were more excitable [362 * 43 Hz/nA (n=15) vs. 221 ±

37 Hz/nA (n=9), p<0.05] and had a higher spontaneous firing rate [11.1 ± 1.9 Hz (n=19) vs. 3.9 +

1.5 Hz (n= 11), p<0.021 than the neurons with no or negligible (i.e., <3%) inward rectification. The

two groups, however, were not significantly different in membrane time constant and input resistance.

6. When adequately hyperpolarized, 12 of 17 (71%) neurons generated small low-threshold spike

(LTS) potentials in response to depolarizing current pulses. The neurons with LTS potentials were

not significantly different from other neurons (n=5, 29%) in spontaneous firing rate, excitability,

membrane time constant and input resistance. The capacity to generate LTS potentials was not

related to the presence of inward rectification.

7. Spontaneous firing (up to 34 Hz) was present in all but 6 neurons. In general, neurons with a

firing rate >6 Hz (71%) had a regular firing pattern, whereas neurons that fired at <4 Hz (25%) had

an irregular firing pattern. Altering the firing rate with intracellular current injection changed the

firing pattern. Therefore, depending on the firing rate, a given neuron could show either a regular

or an irregular firing pattern.

8. These results suggest that the retinorecipient neurons in the SCN do not form a completely

homogeneous group nor clearly distinct classes in terms of intrinsic membrane properties.

Furthermore, the data suggest inward rectification may be related to enhanced excitability and firing

rate.
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INTRODUCTION

Several lines of evidence suggest that, in mammals, the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the

hypothalamus contains the biological clock responsible for circadian rhythms (for review, see

Takahashi & Zatz, 1982; Moore, 1983; Turek, 1985; Meijer & Rietveld, 1989). Entrainment of these

rhythms to the daily light-dark cycle is an important process that allows maximal adaptation of an

organism to its external environment. In mammals, the photic entrainment is mediated exclusively

through the photoreceptors in the retina (Richter, 1965; Nelson & Zucker, 1981). The photic

information delivered to the SCN via the retinohypothalamic tract, a direct projection from the retina

to the SCN (Hendrickson, Wagoner & Cowan, 1972; Moore & Lenn, 1972), is apparently sufficient,

if not essential, to maintain entrainment of circadian rhythms (Rusak & Boulos, 1981; Moore, 1983;

Albers, Liou, Ferris, Stopa & Zoeller, 1991).

Realization of the potentially critical role of the retinohypothalamic pathway in photic

entrainment has stimulated research concerning the SCN neurons that receive direct retinal input.

Immunohistochemical evidence indicates that a subpopulation of these neurons contain vasoactive

intestinal polypeptide (Ibata, Takahashi, Okamura, Kawakami, Terubayashi, Kubo & Yanaihara,

1989), and electrophysiological results strongly suggest that excitatory amino acid receptors mediate

the fast retinal input to these neurons (Shibata, Liou & Ueki, 1986; Cahill & Menaker, 1987, 1989b;

Kim & Dudek, 1991a). Limited information is available concerning intrinsic membrane properties

of retinorecipient SCN neurons. Although Wheal & Thomson (1984) described several intrinsic

membrane properties of SCN neurons, including the current-voltage relation, they did not determine

whether the neurons received synaptic input from the optic nerve. They also did not evaluate

quantitatively whether the neurons were homogeneous electrophysiologically. More recently,

Sugimori, Shibata & Oomura (1986) reported that SCN neurons receiving synaptic input from the
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optic nerve expressed low-threshold Ca2 + spike potentials and time-dependent inward rectification.

However, they did not report how many cells were recorded for their study .rnd what proportion of

the cells had these intrinsic properties. Other studies with extracellular recordings from single SCN

neurons have reported differences in firing pattern across the retinorecipient cells (Shibata, Oomura,

Hattori & Kita, 1984; Cahill & Menaker, 1989a), which suggests that these neurons have

heterogeneous intrinsic membrane properties.

In the present study, we aimed to provide baseline data concerning the intrinsic membrane

properties of retinorecipient cells in rat SCN and to test the hypothesis that the neurons form an

electrophysiologically homogeneous population. We also sought to determine if any intrinsic

membrane properties were related to neuronal excitability or spontaneous firing rate. The data from

these intracellular electrophysiological experiments suggest that the neurons are relatively

homogeneous in many intrinsic membrane properties; however, they are also heterogeneous in some

properties, such as inward rectification, which might be related to neuronal firing. A preliminary

account of these results has been published (Kim & Dudek, 1991b).
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METHODS

Animals

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (n=23, 120-350 g) purchased from Charles River company (USA)

were used for this study. Prior to electrophysiological experiments, the rats were housed in a

temperature-controlled room (22-23 °C) under a 12-h light/ 12-h dark cycle (light on at 0700 h;

pacific standard time) for at least 1 wk (mostly >2 wk).

Hypothalamic slices

The methods employed for the preparation and maintenance of the slices were the same as

those described earlier (Kim & Dudek, 1991a). In brief, a rat was decapitated with a guillotine under

sodium-pentobarbitone (I.P., 100 mg/kg) anesthesia induced after 0700 h (i.e., after light on), and the

brain was removed and submerged in ice-cold physiological saline (composition in mM: 124 NaCl, 1.4

NaH 2PO 4 , 3 KCI, 2.4 CaCI2, 26 NaHCO 3, 1.3 MgSO 4, 11 glucose). After about 1-min chilling, the

brain was trimmed to a block containing the entire hypothalamus and optic nerves. Two 500-pim

thick parasagittal slices containing the optic nerve and SCN were cut from the block with a vibrating

microtome (Campden Instruments, UK). The slices were quickly transferred to an interface-type

recording chamber and perfused with physiological saline (32-35 °C) at 0.7-1.0 mI/min. A humidified

mixture of 95% 02 and 5% CO2 was blown over the slice for the entire experimental period.

Electrophysiological recordings started 2 h after the slice preparation.
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Intracellular recordings and electrical stimulation

Intracellular recordings were obtained with micropipettes filled with 2-4 M potassium acetate

(90-360 MC). Voltage recordings in current-clamp mode were performed with a high-impedance

amplifier having a bridge circuit (Axoclamp-2A, Axon Instruments, USA). A bipolar metal electrode

(90% platinum-10% iridium) was placed in the cut end of the optic nerve for stimulation (!0.8 mA,

0.5-ms monophasic pulse).
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RESULTS

The results presented in this paper were from 33 SCN neurons that responded to optic nerve

stimulation with an excitatory postsynaptic potential (Kim & Dudek, 1991a). Stable recordings for

> 10 min (up to 6 h) were obtained between 1100 h and 2100 h. None of the intrinsic membrane

properties examined in this study appeared to be a function of the time of recording.

Action potentials

The shape and characteristics of action potentials were similar across neurons. Figure 1A

illustrates a typical action potential. The spike amplitude (measured from threshold) was in the range

of 50-65 mV (58.2 ± 1.1 mV, mean + S.E.M.), and the spike duration (measured at half amplitude)

was relatively short (0.83 ± 0.03 ms). A pronounced (normally >20 mV) hyperpolarizing

afterpotential (23.9 ± 1.0 mV; measured from threshold) usually followed each spike. Spike

amplitude, spike duration and hyperpolarizing afterpotential amplitude appeared unimodally

distributed (Fig. IB, C & D) and did not co-vary (data not shown).

Figure 1 around here

Spike train and afterhyperpolarization

In every neuron examined, intracellular injection of depolarizing current pulses of sufficient

intensity elicited spike trains. Spike inactivation, spike broadening and frequency accommodation
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(Fig. 2) were always present, although there was some variability across the neurons. In all but one

Figure 2 around here

neuron, an afterhyperpolarization followed each of the evoked spike trains. The amplitude of the

afterhyperpolarization was a function of current intensity (Fig. 3A), and its polarity reversed at

around -85 to -90 mV (i.e., near the K+ equilibrium potential) (Fig. 3B). The decay of the

afterhyperpolarization lasted up to 1 s, and usually could be fitted well with a single exponential.

Figure 3 around here

Membrane time constant and input resistance

The membrane time constant, which was estimated from the averaged electrotonic potential

elicited by a small hyperpolarizing current pulse delivered in the linear portion of the current-voltage

(I-V) plot, ranged from 7.5 to 21.1 ms (11.4 ± 0.7 ms, n=27). The distribution of the membrane time

constant appeared to be unimodal with the peak at -10 ms (Fig. 4A).

The input resistance, which was calculated from the slope of the linear portion of the I-V

plot, was in the range of 105-626 MO (301 ± 23 MO, n=33). Its distribution (Fig. 4B) appeared to

be unimodal with the peak at -250 MO.

Figure 4 around here
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Inward rectification

In 16 of the 33 neurons (48%), time-dependent inward rectification was observed in their

voltage responses to hyperpolarizing current injection (Fig. 5). The degree of the time-dependent

rectification across the neurons ranged from 6 to 29% (mostly 12-29%). The I-V plots for the

neurons lacking the time-dependent rectification revealed that Five of these neurons had time-

independent inward rectification of 6-20%; for other neurons this rectification was <3% or absent.

The degree of rectification was calculated by comparing the maximum and minimum apparent input

resistances; the maximum was estimated from a -9 to -22 mV electrotonic potential in the linear

portion of the I-V plot, while the minimum was from a potential of -36 to -63 mV falling in the most

non-linear portion of the I-V plot. The electrotonic potentials were evoked from a baseline

membrane potential of -56 to -77 mV. The baseline potential was often adjusted with continuous

hyperpolarizing current to prevent spontaneous spiking. In silent cells (n=6), the potential was equal

to the resting potential.

Figure 5 around here

The degree of inward rectification was correlated with the neuronal excitability [r=0.60,

p<0.00 2 ; quantified by measuring the steepness of the primary slope of the frequency-current plot

(Fig. 6A)] and with the spontaneous firing rate (r=0.49, p<0.0C7 ). Furthermore, the neurons with

>6% inward rectification (neurons with time-dependent and -independent rectification were

combined), compared to those with no or negligible (i.e., <3%) inward rectification, were more

excitable [362 ± 43 Hz/nA (n=15) vs. 221 ± 37 Hz/nA (n=9), p<0.05, Fig. 6] and had a higher

spontaneous firing rate [11.1 ± 1.9 Hz (n= 19) vs. 3.9 ± 1.5 Hz (n= 11), p<0.02, Fig. 71. Between the
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two groups, iijwever, membrane time constant [11.8 ± 0.9 ms (n=15) vs. 10.9 ± 1.0 ms (n=12),

p>0.51 and input resistance [331 ± 29 MO (n=21) vs. 248 ± 32 MO (n=12), p>0.05] were not

significantly different.

Figure 6 & 7 around here

LTS potentials

Low-threshold spike (LTS) potentials were detected in 12 of 17 (71%) neurons. These

potentials were evoked only when the cell was hyperpolarized adequately (Fig. 8A) and only by

depolarizing potentials of sufficient amplitude (Fig. 8B). The LTS potentials were small; in general,

they barely suppor:ed single action potentials (Fig. 8A), and only rarely 2-3 action potentials (Fig.

8B). Spontaneous firing rate [8.9 t: 2.8 Hz (n=12) vs. 9.3 ± 3.3 Hz (n=5), p>0.8], excitability [384

± 71 Hz/nA (n=9) vs. 208 ± 44 Hz/nA (n=5), p>0.1], membrane time constant [12.8 ± 1.4 ms

(n=ll) vs. 9.4 ± 0.7 ms (n=5), p>0.11 and input resistance [327 ± 42 MO (n=12) vs. 240 ± 46 MO

(n=5), p>0.21 were not significantly different between the groups of neurons that did and did not

generate the LTS potentials. The capacity of a given neuron to generate an LTS potential was not

related to the presence of inward rectification; 7 of 12 neurons that generated LTS potentials had

inward rectification. and 2 of 5 that did not generate them had inward rectification (X2=0.48,

p>0.25).

Figure 8 around here
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Firing rate and pattern

All of the neurons except 6 were spontaneously active. In 71% of the cells, the spontaneous

firing rate was >6 Hz (up to 34 Hz), and in 25% it was <4 Hz. In general, the pattern of >6-Hz

firing was quite regular, whereas the pattern of <4-Hz firing was irregular (Fig. 9A). An oscillatory

or bursting pattern of firing was never detected. Both the firing pattern (i.e., regular vs. irregular)

and rate could be altered by intracellular curreitt injection. Figure 9B illustrates that a given neuron

could have both regular and irregular firing patterns, and the expression of these patterns depended

on the firing rate.

Figure 9 around here
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DISCUSSION

Homogeneity vs. heterogeneity of membrane properties

One of the major goals of the present study was to test the hypothesis that the SCN neurons

receiving optic nerve input are electrophysiologically homogeneous. These neurons did appear

relatively homogeneous in terms of action potential waveform, evoked spike train and its associated

properties, membrane time constant and input resistance. With respect to some other intrinsic

membrane properties (i.e., inward rectification and LTS potentials), however, the neurons appeared

heterogeneous. The hcterogeneity could reflect different physiological states manifested as a function

of circadian time. This notion, however, is not consistent with the finding that different neurons

recorded at the same time of day were heterogeneous, and no apparent relation was detected

between a given membrane property and the time of recording. Taken together, our results do not

support the hypothesis that the SCN neurons form a homogeneous group electrophysiologically.

Neither do they support the idea that the neurons can be classified into a few distinct cell types, such

as the cells in the paraventricular nucleus (Hoffman, Tasker & Dudek, 1991; Tasker & Dudek, 1991)

or ventromedial hypothalamus (Minami, Oomura & Sugimori, 1986a & 1986b). Perhaps, the

neuronal population consists of several subgroups, and the inherent variability in this type of

recording obscured the differences.

Extracellular single-unit studies have reported that the retinorecipient (as well as other) cells

in the SCN exhibit different firing patterns (Shibata et al., 1984; Cahill & Menaker, 1989a), which

may be interpreted to mean that the cells have heterogeneous intrinsic membrane properties. The

present results suggest that the firing pattern of a given retinorecipient neuron is not an absolute

neuronal signature, but more or less a function of firing rate. The different firing patterns of
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retinorecipient cells could be due to the membrane potential-dependent expression of different

subsets of intrinsic membrane properties. More systematic studies considering firing rate might be

needed to elucidate the potential link between firing patterns and particular intrinsic membrane

properties.

Action potentials

The action potentials recorded in this study looked similar to those of SCN neurons recorded

in coronal slices by Wheal & Thomson (1984), except that the action potentials of our neurons had

significantly smaller amplitude than theirs (58.2 mV vs. 83.8 mV, p<0.001). This is not likely due to

poorer impalements, since our neurons had significantly higher input resistance (301 MO vs. 147 MO,

p<0.001) and longer membrane time constant (11.4 ms vs. 6.7 ms, p<0.001). The smaller spike

amplitude could be related to the observation that our neurons were more depolarized; most of our

neurons were spontaneously active and had an estimated resting membrane potential that was less

negative than -50 mV, whereas their neurons were normally silent and had an average resting

potential of -59 mV. Alternatively, it may be due to the difference in rat strain (Sprague-Dawley vs.

Wistar) and/or experimental condition such as the time of recording. Lastly, the two studies may have

dealt with different neuronal populations (cells with optic nerve input vs. cells without the input).

Spike train and post-train afterhyperpolarization

The SCN neurons receiving optic nerve input had similar spike train properties (i.e., spike

inactivation, spike broadening & frequency accommodation) to those SCN neurons recorded in

coronal slices (Wheal & Thomson, 1984; their synaptic connection with optic nerve was unknown).
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In addition, almost all the neurons that did not respond to optic nerve stimulation had similar spike

train properties (unpublished observation); however, the lack of response could be due to the possible

destruction during slice preparation of the afferent from the optic nerve. These results suggest that

the spike train properties are not limited only to the neurons that receive optic nerve input, instead,

they may be common properties across all SCN neurons.

The post-train afterhyperpolarizations observed in this study were very similar to those

described by Wheal & Thomson (1984) for the SCN neurons recorded in coronal slices. Also, they

resembled the post-train afterhyperpolarizations observed in other hypothalamic regions. The

afterhyperpolarizations in these sites appear to be caused by Ca2 +-dependent (Andrew & Dudek,

1984; Bourque, Randle & Renaud, 1985; Minami et al, 1986b; Bourque & Brown, 1987) and voltage-

dependent K+ conductances (Minami et al., 1986b). The Ca2 +-dependent K+ conductance in

magnocellular supraoptic neurons has been suggested to contribute to frequency adaptation (Andrew

& Dudek, 1984; Bourque et al., 1985) and the long-term (seconds) spike inhibition following high-

frequency firing that occurs in a variety of physiological contexts (Andrew & Dudek, 1984). The

post-train afterhyperpolarizations in retinorecipient cells may have similar ionic mechanisms and

functions. The estimated reversal potential of the post-train afterhyperpolarization in this study

suggests that K+ is the underlying current carrier.

Inward rectification

A significant proportion of the rat SCN neurons recorded in this study had time-dependent

inward rectification, and some had time-independent rectification. Although not as strong as that

seen in other central nervous system neurons, such as cerebellar Purkinje cells (Llinfs & Sugimori,

1980a & 1980b), the inward rectification in SCN neurons was clearly detectable. Sugimori et al.
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(1986) reported that guinea-pig SCN neurons had time-dependent inward rectification, and the

degree of rectification was comparable to that in the present study. On the other hand, other

investigators reported that rat SCN neurons recorded in coronal slices were usually linear in their I-V

relations (Wheal & Thomson, 1984) and had little or no inward rectification in the hyperpolarizing

direction (Thomson & West, 1990). The apparent inconsistency of these reports with our results may

be explained by different methods of data analysis (e.g., degree of quantification of results).

Alternatively, the discrepancy might be due to the difference in rat strain, experimental condition or

neuronal population.

Inward rectification has been observed in a variety of cells, and different functions have been

ascribed to it. In mouse dorsal root ganglion neurons, inward rectification can contribute to the

anodal break excitation process (Mayer & Westbrook, 1983), while in sinoatrial node it is a part of

the pace-making apparatus (Brown & DiFrancesco, 1980; Brown, 1982). The present results

demonstrating the relationship of the degree of inward rectification with neuronal excitability and

with spontaneous firing rate suggest that inward rectification might be somehow related to or involved

in the control of neuronal firing.

L TS potentials

The LTS potentials recorded in SCN neurons did not appear as pronounced as the LTS

potentials recorded in other central nervous system sites such as the thalamus (Jahnsen & LlinAs,

1984), inferior olive (Llings & Yarom, 1981) and areas near the paraventricular nucleus (Poulain &

Carette, 1987; Hoffman et al. 1991; Tasker & Dudek, 1991). Nevertheless, the LTS potentials

exhibited very similar voltage dependencies. In inferior olivary (Llinfs & Yarom, 1981) and thalamic

neurons (Jahnsen & LlinAs, 1984), LTS potentials have been suggested to contribute to the
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oscillation of the membrane potential (i.e., oscillatory firing behavior). However, a similar role for

the LTS potentials appears less likely in retinorecipient cells, considering that we have not detected

an oscillatory firing pattern in these neurons. The result that SCN neurons with and without the

capacity to generate LTS potentials were not significantly different in spontaneous firing rate and

excitability suggests that, at least in the present experimental condition, the capacity to generate LTS

potentials does not significantly affect neuronal firing.

Concluding remarks

The results of the present study suggest that the SCN neurons receiving optic nerve input are

relatively homogeneous in several intrinsic membrane properties. The study also provides evidence

that these neurons are heterogeneous in some other properties, which may or may not be related to

neuronal firing. Whether or not this electrophysiological heterogeneity is correlated with

morphological and/or histochemical heterogeneity (van den Pol, 1980; Card & Moore, 1984; van den

Pol & Tsujimoto, 1985) remains to be elucidated. Answers to these questions may provide an insight

to whether or not individual neurons receiving retinal input have different roles in the photic

entrainment of circadian rhythms.
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Figure 1 Characteristics of action potentials. A, A representative action potential recorded from

an SCN neuron. B, C & D, Frequency histograms (33 neurons) for spike amplitude (B), spike

duration (C) and hyperpolarizing afterpotential (D).
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Figure 2 Properties of the spike train evoked by depolarizing current pulse. A, An evoked action

potential train exhibiting spike inactivation and frequency accommodation. B, The spikes

(arrowheads) in A are superimposed to illustrate progressive spike broadening and inactivation. Cell

was current-clamped to -60 mV.
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Figure 3 Properties of the post-train afterhyperpolarization. A, Spike trains evoked by three

different intensities of current pulses. The amplitude of the post-train afterhyperpolarization was a

function of current intensity. Cell was current-clamped to -57 mV. B, In another neuron, spike trains

evoked at four different membrane potentials. The polarity of the post-train afterhyperpolarization

reversed at around -90 mV.
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Figure 5 Time-dependent inward rectification. A & B, Voltage responses (upper panel) of two

different neurons to intracellularly injected current pulses (lower panel). Action potentials are

truncated. Cells were current-clamped to -58 mV (A) and -63 mV (B). C & D, I-V plots for the data

in A & B, respectively. Voltage measurements were made at the time points indicated with closed

and open circles. The data in A & C indicate the lack of inward rectification, whereas those in B &

D illustrate the presence of time-dependent inward rectification.
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Figure 6 Neurons with inward rectification were more excitable. A, Frequency-current (F-I) plots

for two neurons with (open circles) and without (filled circles) inward rectification. Cells were

current-clamped to -69 and -70 mV, respectively. Spike frequency was calculated from the averaged

number of spikes evoked by 300-ms current pulses of a given intensity (up to 500 pA). B,

Comparison of the mean (±SEM) primary F-I slope (Hz/nA) between neurons with >6% inward

rectification (open bar) and those with no or negligible (i.e., <3%) rectification (filled bar).
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Figure 7 Neurons with inward rectification had higher spontaneous firing rate. A, Frequency

histogram for firing rate. Note that over half of the cells with no or negligible (i.e., <3%) inward

rectification (filled bars) had a firing rate of < 1 Hz (most were silent) and over half of the cells with

>6% rectification (open bars) had a firing rate of >9 Hz. B, Comparison of the mean (±SEM) firing

rate between t1'e two neuronal groups.
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Figure 8 Characteristics of LTS potentials. A, Adequate hyperpolarization removed the inactivation

of LTS conductance. Left: at a membrane potential of -72 mV, a depolarizing current pulse evoked

an electrotonic potential or action potential (asterisk). Middle: when the cell was hyperpolarized to

about -80 mV, a depolarizing current pulse could evoke a small LTS potential (arrowhead).

Occasionally, an action potential (double arrowheads) arose from the LIS potential. Right: when
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the cell was hyperpolarized to about -90 mV, a current pulse of the same intensity as the one in the

middle panel did not evoke an LTS potential. B, Depolarizing potentials of only sufficient amplitude

evoked LTS potentials. Data from another cell hyperpolarized to -74 mV. Left: of the two different

intensities of current pulses injected, the higher one evoked an LTS potential (arrowhead) that

supported two action potentials (double arrowheads). Right: when superimposed on a depolarizing

electrotonic potential, the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) from optic nerve stimulation

(arrow) evoked an LTS potential similar to the one in the left panel. Two action potentials (double

arrowheads) arose from the LTS potential that emerged at the falling phase of the EPSP.
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Figure 9 Firing patterns were related to firing rate. A, Regular (upper panel) and irregular (lower

panel) spontaneous firing patterns observed in two different neurons at rest. B, A regular firing

pattern observed in a neuron recorded at rest (upper panel), and an irregular pattern recorded from

the same neuron at a more negative membrane potential (lower panel). The hyperpolarization was

with intracellular injection of cathodal current. In A & B, the baseline membrane potential and firing

rate are indicated to the right of each trace.
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ABSTRACT A critical question in understanding the mammalian brain

is how populations of neurons become synchronized. This is particularly

important for the neurons and neuroendocrine cells of the hypothalamus,

which are activated synchronously to control endocrine glands and the

autonomic nervous system. It is widely accepted that communication

between neurons of the adult mammalian brain is mediated primarily by

Ca2÷-dependent synaptic tran'-mission. Here we report that synchronous

neuronal activity can occur in the hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nucleus

without active Ca2+-dependent synaptic transmission. Simultaneous

extracellular recordings of neuronal activity in the suprachiasmatic

nucleus, which contains the mammalian biological clock (1, 2), confirmed

a circadian rhythm of synchronized activity in hypothalamic slices. Ca2 +.

free medium, which blocks chemical synaptic transmission (3-5) and

increases membrane excitability (6), produced periodic and synchronized

bursts of action potentials in a large population of SCN neurons with

diverse firing pa.terns. N-methyl-D-aspartic acid, non-N-methyl-D-aspartic

acid and y-aminobutyric acid type A receptor antagonists had no effect

on burst synchrony. Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings confirmed that the

Ca2*-free solution blocked evoked postsynaptic potentials and that the
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mixture of antagonists blocked the remaining spontaneous postsynaptic

potentials. Therefore, mechanisms other than Ca 21 dependent synaptic

transmission can synchronize neurons in the mammalian hypothalamus,

and may be important wherever neuronal networks are synchronized.
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There is virtually no physiological information on local neuronal

interactions in the hypothalamus, even though synchronization of the

neuronal and neuroendocrine elements of the hypothalamus is a critical and

fundamental process in the neurobiology of hormone secretion and

homeostasis. In freely-moving animals the neuronal activity in the

suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the hypothalamus exhibits a circadian

rhythm where peak activity occurs at mid-light phase, even in a surgically

isolated hypothalamus (7) or in vitro brain slice (8-11). Because these data

are derived from neuronal populations, they also imply that the electrical

activity generating the pacemaker is synchronized. Determining the

mechanism(s) underlying this synchronization is critical to an understanding

of circadian rhythm generation and neuronal interactions in the

hypothalamus. The Ca 2 -independent non-synaptic mechanism(s) of

synchronization we describe here in the SCN provides a crucial clue for

understanding the cellular processes underlying circadian rhythm

generation, since it is quite likely that the circadian rhythm incorporates the

same mecnanism.

Most of the studies on neuronal networks in the mammalian brain

have been directed toward chemical synaptic transmission, while other non-
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conventional forms of communication between neurons have been relatively

neglected and probably underestimated. Previous studies have suggested

that certain areas of the brain (e.g., hippocampus, inferior olive and locus

coeruleus) exhibit synchronization independent of chemical synaptic

transmission, but the activity appears to be tightly synchronized (see

DISCUSSION). Here we show that neuronal activity in the hypothalamus

can be loosly synchronized after chemical synaptic transmission has been

blocked. This significantly extends the brain areas in which a non-chemical

synaptic mechanism has been shown to synchronize activity of large

neuronal populations in the adult mammalian brain.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Slice preparation. Coronal hypothalamic slices (350-500 Mm) were

prepared 2 h before the dark phase from Sprague-Dawley male rats (100-

400 g, except 40-85 g for patch-clamp experiments). Rats were obtained

from a single colony for circadian rhythm experiments and maintained on

a 12:12 light:dark schedule for a 14 days. The slices were studied in an

interface chamber (33-35TC, in humidified 95% 02 and 5% C0 2).

Solutions. For the circadian rhythm experiments (Fig. 1), slices were
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bathed in a physiological solution containing (in mM): 124 NaCl, 3 KCI, 1.4

Na" 2PO 4, 2.4 CaCl2, 1.3 MgSO 4, 11 glucose, 26 NaH2CO3. Control

solutions in the other experiments (Figs. 2 and 3) were similar to those in

Fig. 1 except for 134 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES as a buffer and 8 mM

NaOH to adjust for pH 7.4. In the Ca2 ÷-free medium MgC12 was

substituted for CaCI2 and 0.1 mM 1,2-bis(2-aminophenoxy)ethane-

,N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid (BAPTA), a specific Ca 2+ chelator, was added.

Blockade of N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA), non-NMDA and y-

aminobutyric acid type A (GABAA) receptors was achieved by bath

application of DL-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (AP5), 6,7-

dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (DNQX) and bicuculline.

Extracellular recordings. Multiple-unit activity (MUA) was recorded

simultaneously with two metal electrodes (90% platinum and 10% iridium

wire coated with teflon, diameter = 76 gm). The signals were amplified

with a differential amplifier (bandwidth filter = 0.3-3 KHz). Discharges

above a threshold (signal to noise ratio a 1.5-2.0:1) were counted in 5-min

bins and then averaged in 1-h bins. Single-unit activity was recorded using

glass micropipettes filled with 1 M NaC! (resistance = 30-40 Mfl).

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings. Glass pipettes were filled with
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solution containing (in mM): 120 K-gluconate, 1 NaCI, 1 CaCI2, 1 MgCI2,

10 HEPES, 4 Mg-ATP, 5 BAPTA and adjusted to pH 7.2 with KOH.

Electrode resistance before seal formation was 4-7 Mfl. Extracellular

stimulation applied through a platinum/iridium bipolar electrode to a site

2-3 mm dorsal to the SCN (0.2-1.6 mA and 0.5 ms) evoked an excitatory

postsynaptic potential (PSP) starting after a 2-5 ms delay with 5-16 mV

peak amplitude and duration of 60-120 ms. Input resistance was 657 ± 80

Mfl (mean ± SE, n=-12, range of 350 to 1150 Mfi) at membrane potentials

of -70 to -90 mV. During PSP blockade, no reduction was observed in

input resistance (n=5), indicating that PSPs were not shunted by a leak in

the membrane.

RESULTS

Simultaneous recordings of MUA with two electrodes positioned on

the slice surface were made for 25 h. One electrode was located in the

mid-ventral SCN and the other in the dorsal SCN (100- 250 /m separation).

These recordings confirmed that a circadian rhythm can be obtained in an

isolated slice (Fig. 1A); peak activity occurred at 06:29 ± 0:26 h circadian

time (mean ± SE, n=6; lights on from 00:00 to 12:00 h circadian time),
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in agreement with other in vivo and in vitro studies (7-11). The correlation

between the two hourly MUA counts across the circadian rhythm in the

same SCN was high (r=0.99 Fig. IB; 0.73, 0.61, 0.87 and 0.93 in other

cases, d.f.=23, p<0.0015), thus confirming synchrony in circadian neuronal

activity (Fig. 1B).

Fig. 1 here

To test whether chemical synaptic transmission is required for

synchronization of SCN ne! -ons, we bathed hypothalamic slices in Cal'-

free solution to block evoked chemical PSPs. After 2.5-5.5 h, periodic

bursts of neuronal activity appeared in the SCN. Simultaneous MUA

recordings from two locations within one SCN revealed that the bursts

always occurred simultaneously (n=11, Fig. 2A). Bursts were never

synchronized in opposite SCNs (n=9, Fig. 2B) and differed in phase as wel!

as in interval. Burst synchrony was maintained for 18.5 h (n=2) and

normal activity could be restored within 12 min in normal-Ca 2 solution.

Simultaneous single-unit and MUA recordings revealed that 61% of all

neurons (n=23) generated bursts and that most neurons (79% of the
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bursting neurons or 57% of all neurons) fired action potential(s) only

during the MUA bursts. Intraburst interval and burst duration varied

considerably between neurons and between consecutive bursts of the same

neuron (Fig. 2C). That bursts of action potentials in individual cells

occurred simultaneously with periodic increases of MUA amplitude, which

demonstrates directly that MUA bursts represent action potentials from a

population of bursting neurons.

Fig. 2 here

Excitatory amino acid receptor antagonists and bicuculline block all

evoked and spontaneous postsynaptic events in SCN neurons (12-15).

Although unlikely, spontaneous Ca 2 -independent release of

neurotransmitters [i.e., not mediated by action potentials] could conceivably

contribute to burst synchronization. To test this hypothesis, we bath

applied glutamate (NMDA and non-NMDA) and GABAA receptor

antagonists (AP5 - 100 AM, DNQX - 50 AM and bicuculline - 50 ,M) in

the Ca 2 -free solution. These antagonists never altered MUA burst

synchrony (n=6, tested 60-100 min), indicating that spontaneous release of
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excitatory and inhibitory amino acids was not required for synchronization.

Intracellular recordings have revealed onlyfast PSPs mediated by NMDA,

non-NMDA and GABAA receptors in the nucleus (12-14, 16, 17) (also Fig.

3). Since all detectable PSPs were blocked, this result also rules out

synchronization of SCN neurons through Ca 2 -independent transmitter

release, which has previously been demonstrated in fish retinal neurons

(18).

To assess directly the effect of the Ca 2+-free solution and the

receptor antagonists on chemical synaptic transmission in SCN neurons, we

recorded spontaneous and evoked PSPs using the whole-cell patch-clamp

technique, which allows high resolution of synaptic events. Evoked

excitatory PSPs were blocked in Ca2 +-free solution or during bath

application of the amino acid antagonists (Fig. 3A and B). Spontaneous

PSPs were not blocked in the Ca 2 -free solution (n=5, not shown), but

were always abolished after application of the antagonists (Fig. 3C).

Therefore, high-resolution whole-cell recordings directly demonstrated that

all detectable chemical synaptic transmission was blocked in conditions that

induced synchronized bursting when antagonists were present.
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Fig. 3 here

DISCUSSION

The synchronized bursts in Ca2*-free solution represent a loose type

of neuronal synchronization (i.e., many neurons firing within the same time

window, but with variable discharge patterns and burst durations). This

type of Ca 2 -independent synchronization has not been described

previously in the mammalian brain. Normal synchronization of SCN

activity during the circadian rhythm (see Fig. 1B) has similarities to that

seen in Ca 2 -free conditions, since at any given time a sample of neurons

show a wide range of firing frequencies (8-11) while still being loosely

synchronized. The persistence of the synchronous bursts induced by Ca 2÷-

free solution, despite complete block of all detectable chemical synaptic

transmission, demonstrates that a communication mechanism(s) other than

Ca 2 -dependent synaptic transmission must operate in the SCN. This

mechanism can synchronize neuronal activity within a nucleus but not

between opposite nuclei (Fig. 2B). Communication between opposite

nuclei is probably mediated by chemical synaptic transmission (16, 19) and

therefore was blocked in the absence of Ca2 ÷.
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Neurons in the inferior olive (20) and locus coeruleus (21) generate

Ca 2 -dependent subthreshold oscillations that are rhythmic and

synchronous. Although these oscillations are synchronized by gap junctions,

and thus also seem to be independent of chemical synaptic mechanisms,

they are Ca 2 -deoendent and therefore different from the bursts described

here. In hipp i-npal slices, low-Ca2 + solutions produce synchronized

bursts in the absence of active chemical synapses (22-24), but the action

potentials are tightly synchronized and generate population spikes during

these bursts. The SCN bursts differ from the hippocampal activity (i.e.,

weaker synchronization whereby action potentials do not occur one-for-one)

and therefore represent a different type of synchronization of neuronal

activity in the mammalian brain.

The neuronal synchronization in the hypothalamus that we are

reporting here opens several new lines of investigation. This Ca 2 -

independent mechanism(s) of synchronization in the SCN may depend on

electrotonic coupling via gap junctions, electrical field effects (ephaptic

interactions) and/or changes in the concentration of extracellular ions (25).

Among these three possible mechanisms, electrical field effects seem the

most unlikely to operate in the SCN due to the lack of parallel
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arrangement of neuronal processes in _. nucleus. Electrotonic coupling

and ionic interactions are more likely to facilitate synchronization in the

nucleus, since many SCN cell bodies are tightly packed together with

extensive regions of membrane apposition between them (19). Although

there is evidence for electrotonic coupling in some areas of the

hypothalamus (26), nearly all of the data are derived from anatomical

rather than electrophysiological studies, and virtually no data are available

for most hypothalamic areas including the SCN. It should now be possible

to determine which hypothetical mechanisms of neuronal interaction are

present in the SCN, and the role they play in synchronization.

Previous indirect evidence has suggested that neurons in the SCN

can be synchronized via non-synaptic mechanisms. The circadian rhythm

of glucose utilization that occurs across cells in the SCN is expressed before

chemical synapses are functional (27). Tetrodotoxin application, which

blocks synaptic transmission mediated by action potentials in axons, also

blocks the circadian rhythm of motor activity while leaving the coordinated

timing mechanism of the cellular clock in the SCN unimpaired (28). The

non-synaptic mechanism(s) demonstrated here could explain both

observations, since neuronal activity could be synchronized by electrical

13



and/or ionic interactions. A Ca2+-independent mechanism(s) of neuronal

synchronization may coordinate the cellular elements in the SCN

responsible for circadian rhythms in mammals. Synchronization of neuronal

activity in the SCN and other areas of the hypothalamus must be critical to

execute the widespread behavioral, physiological and endocrine effects.

Non-synaptic communication between mammalian neurons has largely been

ignored, but recent studies - such as from intact animals (29) and the

present in vitro data - suggest that non-synaptic mechanisms have a major

role in many regions of the mammalian brain.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig. 1. Circadian rhythm of neuronal activity and comparison of

activity recorded simultaneously from two locations in the SCN. (A)

Average of normalized MUA (0) at each circadian hour from six rats.

Normalized MUA was computed by dividing each hourly MUA count by

the maximum hourly MUA count of each animal. (B) Averaged MUA

count per 5-min at each circadian hour from one animal. MUA from the

ventral SCN (0) and from 200 /.m dorsal in the same SCN (v) were

counted simultaneously. Vertical lines are standard errors. Solid bars

represent dark hours and open bars represent light hours.

Fig. 2. Simultaneous extracellular recordings during bursting activity

in Ca 2+-free solution. (A) Simultaneous recordings of MUA from two

locations in the same SCN (right side) indicate synchronous bursts.

Interburst interval gradually increased from 1 s to a maximum of up to 10

s after several hours and the burst duration ranged from 0.5 to 2.0 s. (B)

Simultaneous recordings of MUA from opposite SCNs (left and right)

indicate that the bursts were not synchronous and had different interburst

intervals (recorded in the same slice as A). (C) Single-unit activity (SUA)

recording during a MUA burst in the same SCN; the SUA bursts coincided
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with the MUA bursts.

Fig. 3. The effect of Ca 2 -free solution or glutamate and GABAA

antagonists on PSPs recorded with the whole-cell patch-clamp technique.

(A) Upper trace shows an excitatory PSP evoked by extracellular

stimulation dorsal to the SCN. The excitatory PSP was completely blocked

(lower trace) after 17 min (range of 9-26 min, n=4) in Ca2+-free solution.

Full recovery was obtained after 10 min in normal Ca2+ solution (not

shown). The membrane potential in both traces was -66 mV. (B) Upper

trace shows an evoked excitatory PSP from another neuron, which was

blocked in 100 /AM AP5, 50 jAM DNQX and 50 MM bicuculline (BIC)

mixture (lower trace) after 13 min (range of 9-13 min, n=3). The

membrane potential in both traces was -78 mV. (C) The three upper left

traces show continuous recordings of spontaneous PSPs in the same neuron

as in (B). The lower left trace shows two spontaneous PSPs at faster sweep

speed and higher gain. The three right traces show a continuous recording

during complete blockade of spontaneous PSPs after 12 min (range of 9-14

min, n=6) in the antagonist mixture. All traces in (C) were recorded at

membrane potential of -78 mV. Traces (A) and (B) contain a calibration

pulse (10 mV, 10 ms) before the truncated stimulus artifact.
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